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MDB makes DEC, DG, H~ P-E and Series/I Compatible
Controllers for every major Line Printer in the world.

'

Ima ine
wha else
we can do!

MDB does it! Lets you pick and choose the exact line printer with
the exact speed and performance you need for your system. Because
MDB interfaces PDP*-11/ 03 through 11/70, LSI*-11 & 11/ 23, VAX*
11/780, PDP-8, Nova~* Eclipse~ * P-E, IBM Series/ 1 and HP 2100,
21MX and 1000 to (ready?) Centronics, Dataproducts, Data 100,
Data Printer, Documation, Printronix, GE TermiNet~" Houston
Instrument, Innovative Electronics, Okidata, LA180, Florida Data,
CDC and many other line printers. That makes over 100 possible
computer/ printer combinations including the one you need. Long
line options for all combinations are available which allow full
speed parallel data transmission at distances up to 3,000 feet.
And with MDB you not only get what you want but you pay
less for it because an MDB controller with your choice of line
printer may cost up to 50% less than the host manufacturer's
printer system(s).
MDB line printer/ controllers are single printed circuit boards
that require only one host chassis slot. And each controller is
completely transparent to the host operating systems and diagnostics. Operation and programming are exactly as described by the
computer manufacturer.
What else can MDB do for you? Look at our data communications interfaces, multiplexors, foundation modules and interprocessor links. Our products range from plain vanilla to plain
incredible - like the new memory modules that let you program
PROM right on the board. All MDB boards are made by hand,
warranteed for one full year and delivered in 30 days or less.
Imagine. And they're available under GSA contract #GS-OOC-02423 .
Now it's your tum. Call or write today.
"'TM Digi tal Eq uipment Corp.

0

TM Data General Corporation. a computer manufacturer not related to MD B.

1995 N. Batavia Street
Orange, California 92665
714-998-6900
SYSTEMS INC. TWX: 91 0-593-1339
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See Us at Electro Bocith 2316
Circle 60 for LSI, 61 for PDP,
62 for DG, 6 3 for P-E,
. 64 for IBM, 65 for H-P.

And, we do mean complete!
Grinnell systems can include computers, disc drives, terminals and
software operating systems. Plus a
FORTRAN software and driver
package; high resolution TV monitor, camera, and hard copy color
printer.
There are also other options to
meet any special requirement you
might have.
Of course, you may already have
some of the necessary hardware.

That's why Grinnell systems work
with standard TV monitors and
cameras, and why plug-compatible
interfaces are available for most
minicomputers.
We also give you a complete
product line to choose from:
GMR 270 Series: 512 x 512 resolution frame buffers and full color
pipeline image processing systems.
GMR 260 Series: 1024 x 1024
resolution frame buffers for grey

scale, black and white, pseudo
color and full color.
GMR 27 Series: High speed ,
modular graphic and image display
systems.
GMR 37 Series: Low cost graphi c
display systems.
So, whether you want to analyze
images from outer space or monitor
a process in a plant, Grinnell has
a complete system that can do it.
For complete specifications and/or
a quotation, call or write today.

GRINNELL SYSTEMS
2159 Bering Drive, San Jose, California 95131 (408) 263-9920 TWX 910 338 2145
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-. 30 Trends In Backpanel Wiring
Materials Selection

method to describe a system with a single layer of
look-ahead carry.

Optimum selection of materials for application can
reduce overall system costs.

50 Flexible Data Media: Keeping Pace
With Drive Technology

32 Printers: A Technical/Marketing
Overview
Which printer technology should you select for an
application? This article compares different technologies and specs.

•

Keeping up with advances in disk drive technology
keeps floppy disk manufacturers' R&D departments busy full-time, as is described in this interview with a leading manufacturer.

53 Memories Improve CMOS µP Designs
Higher-performance µ.Ps require supporting LSI
circuits. The authors describe how to use newer,
lower-power RAM-1/0-Timer and ROM-1/0 chips
with these improved CMOS µ.Ps for increased
throughput.

36 Printer Controllers: How To
Choose Them
Selecting a printer controller involves price, viability
of source, support and implementation of special
features, and other considerations.

40 Printer Showcase: Part I

55 Slave Processing Improves
Performance

This article examines the current printer technology
and lists several printers of interest to system designers and OEM integrators and builders.

47 Fine Tuning The ALU Carry Path
Boosts Speed 12%

Slave processing greatly off-loads the host processor; improves throughput, modularity and flexibility;
and eases design, debugging and upgrading.

58 Multiprocessing With SBCs

Look-ahead carry schemes can shave 20-25% off
ALU times. The author uses the single-level
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• Thermal Print Head
Achieves Super High Speed

Multiprocessing is applied for resource sharing,
increased throughput, modularity-configured
systems and redundant systems.
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• Firmware Level lnterupts
ForThe2900
• Sequential Lock Circuit Provides Programmable Key
Word Length
Pulse Generator Uses 3 ICs

•
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New printer improvements, reflected in
higher performance at lower price/
performance ratios, subject of this month.
Our thanks to Centronics Data Computer
Corp. for the cover.
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SUBSCRIPTION POLICY

Electronics Test
& Measurement
Conference

DlGITAL DESIGN is circulated only to qualified research, development and design engineers in all branches
of industry, government institutions and universities. To
obtain a complimentary subscription, request (on company letterhead) a qualification card from Circulation
Director. For change of address, attach old address label
from recent issue to new company letterhead or note.
Send this plus request for new qualification card to:

Circulation Department

DIGITAL DESIGN
1050 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston. MA 02215
Subscription rates: non-qualified subscribers (US and
Canada) - $35/yr. ; non-qualified foreign - surface
mail -$45; air mail -$70.

October 5-8, 1981
Hyatt Regency Chicago• Chicago, IL

The only Midwest conference
devoted exclusively to test
instruments and ATE technology.
Technical program and exhibition emphasize problems in
selecting, implementing, and
managing µ.processorcontrolled and manual benchtop and hand-held test and
measurement instruments and
automated test equipment.
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For more information,
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Dona Atwood, Registrar
Electronics Test
& Measurement Conference
1050 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 232-5470
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from engineers and scientists. Contributors should submit duplicate manuscripts typed with two spaces between
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any unsolicited manuscripts.
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You'll have to go a long way to find a buffer arm tape transport to come near
the SE 8800 for performance, dependability and user convenience - even further to
find a transport with a lower cost of ownership.
SE 8800 is a microprocessor- controlled intelligent tape transport system of ,{l
totally modular construction with powerful interactive diagnostics. In fact you can OJJ.
install, commission and service the SE 8800 without the use of external equipment.
Interfaces for most mini-computers are available
and an integral formatter provides Dual, PE or NRZ
options - all at the lowest system costs in the industry.
A flexible reliable unit for OEM's, an easy-toDATA
operate, economical transport for the end user, SE 8800
is the formatted high performance tape transport of
PRODUCTS
the 80's. Follow the sign to SE and find out more about
... thinking of Mag Tape - it has to be SE
SE 8800 and our unbeatable customer support.

SE

SE Data Products, SE Labs (EMI) Ltd. , Spur Road, Feltham , Middlesex TW14 OTO, England. Tel: 01-890 1477 Telex 23995

114 ~!II

A Member of the THORN EMl Group .
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Against Age Discrimination
Dear Editor:

The Winning Strategy
in the
DEC-Compatable Game
Because ADVANCED DIGITAL
PRODUCTS can be your one-stop
shop for all your DEC add-on needs,
upgrading your DEC PDP/I I systems
can be much less expensive than
you think.

Our Field Engineering specializes in
installing DEC add-on equipment and
maintaining DEC and mixed vendor
systems.
We understand your DEC needs:
We offer low, competitive prices on:

• CDC Dlsc/Add-ons
DM06
DM06/70
DM02
DM02/70
DM-300
OM-BO

(300MBJ
(300MBJ
(BOMB)
(BOMB)
(300MBJ
(BOMB)

• Emulex Controllers
• Kennedy Magtapes
DM-77
DM-45

(1251PSJ
(751PS)

• Able Communications
• Prlntronix Printers
• Zenith Termlnals
Before you buy, make the
winning move-Call Usl
ADVANCED---

DIGITAL
- - - PRDCUCTS
7584 Trede Street • Sen Diego, CA 92121

[714) 578-9595
•Trademark Digital Equipment Corporation
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Times have changed. You once spoke
out against age discrimination, but now
flipped over to "The Other Side"
(Speakout, December 1980). You are
wrong. Widespread age discrimination
is a symptom of the demise of our profession . Its rape is too complete to offer
hope for any near term recovery. Your
own outlook confirms the diagnosis .
Our dedication to our urgent field has
defeated us . We are encouraged to
forego the company comptroller. And ,
when the loss of learning found older
EEs less able to maintain the battles of
technical competition, they discover
themselves , like the horse of George
Orwell's ''Animal Farm," being
forced to work harder without any influence on the fortunes of our professional ideals.
Your arguments in favor of imported
alien engineers are weak and bleak,
indeed. The reality of these tragedies
among EEs must be faced.
Loren L. Krueger, P .E.
4834 Merilee Dr.
Minnetonka, MN 55343

Irresponsible
Dear Editor:
November·s Speakout ··The Other
Side ... speaks in favor of alien EEs and
"pruning ... It is naive and irresponsible. You must have been born yesterday. If any fim1s share your opinions. I
will not buy from them.
James Kuzdrall. P.E.
Intrel Service Co.
Box 1247
Nashua. NH

Age Discrimination Exists
Dear Editor:
An old Chinese proverb says: "Be sure
brain is in gear before engaging mouth
- or typewritter, or editing terminal."
The Editor never heard of this, judging
November's Speakout, claiming age
discrimination doesn' t exist.· This
rivals the finest products from my 18
head of cattle. As for physicians. they
get cushy remunerations. Ever notice
the high correlation between guys
flunking elementary physics and
pre-med students? The AMA admits

that 10% of MDs are alcoholics and
another 10% are utterly incompetent.
Yet this 20% is well-paid.
Industry 's use of wetbacks and graduates of the Sam Hill Institute of
Technology is not a response to technical geniuses turned out by fifth-rate ._.
diploma mills. It began as a deliberate
policy by McNamara's elite at DOD to
reduce engineering hour costs . Never
mind what you got for that hour: one
engineer is the same as another. So,
now, U.S . firms import Indian EEs
because they work for less than the
British, who worked for less than
Americans! And, we flood the market
with ··injunirs" who might have made
passable techs if some fast buck con
artists (university recruiters) hadn ' t
convinced them an engineering
education could be obtained by four
more years of kindergarten .
Feerst is no paragon of infallibility.
But he is absolutely right on wagebusting , age discrimination and control
of IEEE by management and academia
- both whom are hell-bent on turning
out large supplies of cheap labor.
Dr. Yale Jay Lubkin
Director of Engineering
Ben Franklin Industries, Ltd.
Casey Creek. KY

Is IEEE Shortsighted?
Dear Editor:
How can the IEEE rationalize that the
Red Chinese (or more subtle, the
''PRC") have changed their political
goals and hope to work elbow-to-elbow
with the US? The IEEE is short sighted.
I think we all belong on the funny farm
if we allow Congress, the State Department and IEEE to permit this subterfuge (US Technology transfer to Red
China) to continue.
Jay Atherton
1003 NW 179 PL
Seattle. WA

Lazy EEs?
Dear Editor:
November's Speakout. "The Other
Side.·· places blame for ··the alien
invasion .. right where it belongs - on
older. lazy. complacent EEs who feel
that a 20-year old degree entitles them
to lifelong job security. (But don't ex-

..

"Mr. Watson, come here- I want you."
With this simple statement telecommunications technology was born.
H Monochips'" were around in
the 1870's, Bell might have designed
a phone system that let people see
as well as speak to each other. Or a
switching network to route a million
calls in a matter of seconds. Because
with Monochips, it's possible to create
designs that improve existing technologies. Or even spawn brand-new
industries - as Bell's telephone did.
Monochips are semi-custom IC's that
give you all the benefits of full-custom
development without the lead time or
expense. Their circuit componentsthe first five layers - are already in
place when you start designing. So all
you do is tell us how to connect them to
make the circuit your design requires.
Working from your layout, we etch
the sixth layer and deliver prototypes
in 8 weeks for $7,800 or less. When
you approve them, we produce 1,000
to 500,000 parts for you.
The starting point is our Monochip
Design Kits. They let you design your
own custom IC- linear, CMOS, NMOS,
CML, or bipolar- for only $25 to $59
per kit.
Put your flair for inventive designs to
work now. Call us today to order your
kit or for more information. Interdesign,
1255 Reamwood Avenue, Sunnyvale,
CA 94086. (408) 734-8666.

Interdesign is a Ferranti Company.
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pect this position to be too popular.)
After turning 45 three years ago , I
started my own company. I still design
with 8085s and Z80s, yet I have more
work than I can handle. To keep up ,
spend several hundred bucks on manuals and ICs. Get hands-on experience.
Is your employer a tightwad? Then do it
on you own time - at your own cost. It
is fun , enlightening, and rewarding.
Ken Barbier
Borrego Engineering
Borrego Springs, CA

Defends "Pruning"
Dear Edi tor:
With reference to your November
Speakout, " The Other Side, " you are
right: if an older engineer expected not
to "be pruned" and to stay around ,
he ' d better study hard to keep up and
make himself worth twice what a college graduate is worth. Being able to
tell war stories of relay logic races
doesn ' t make him valuable! Being able
to configure new designs with new
components using new computer tools

,f

~

~

Feerst Is EE's "Best Friend "
Dear Editor:
Your Speakout, " The Other Side " in
favor of alien engineers and " pruning"
in the November issue is a disservice to
the working engineers . Irwin Feerst is
the best friend the EE has . You are
wrong .
Gene Barber
Logican
Box 80158
San Diego CA

Wants Sabbatical
Dear Editor:
November' s editorial , "The Other
Side", dismisses age discrimination by
claiming that it's the older EEs ' fault
for not working harder to avoid obsolescense. What you term a necessary
"pruning" of EEs ignores the emotion-

al and financial hardships imposed. If
an EE grows obsolete, isn ' t it partly the
fault of the employer? To let an EE
stagnate and not to provide the time and
resources to keep current is inefficient .
To then fire an EE in this position is
cruelty and exploitation! EEs should
not tolerate it! Unions insisted on job
protection based on seniority . Professor's tenure system protect them . Why
do only EEs let themselves be mistreated?
Do not publish my company name.
H.C .
Design Engineer
Boston, MA

.......

..,,.. v

Dear Editor:
With reference to the Septembe r Designers ' Notebook , " PROM/ROM
Power-Strobing Reduces Power Consumption ," (pg . 100-102), there is an
error (pg . 102) in that the 75451 driver
output is LW LOW when ME = CE is
LOW; the 75451 should be HIGH when
ME is LOW. A 75450would solvethis.
Nicholas C. Gray
Signetics Corp.
Sunnyvale , CA

3rd Annual

March 17-18, 1981, San Jose Hyatt, San Jose, California

The 1981 Microelectronics Measurement Technology Seminar is an intensive 2-day program which will emphasize : the theoretical
and empirical basis of microelectronics measurement techniques; the operation and programming of measurement tools; data
handling - its analysis, display and interactive coupling; measurement on semiconductor and thin film devices and masks;
measurement technology to improve wafer processing yields; and measuring the capability and tolerances of direct-step-on-thewafer equipment.
Technical papers and workshops cover the following topics:
• Measurement and analysis tools: SIMS,
Auger microscopy, SEM and microprobe
• Ion implantation, doping and damage
measurements
• VLSI photomasking measurements
• Measurement and control in projection
aligners

• Linewidth measurement: equipment,
techniques; edge recognition; focus sensitivity; "standards"

•Toxic gas monitoring: chemical trace level/
particle counter for VLSI/bubble memory
production

• Laser annealing measurement and control

• Intelligence in measurement tools

•Techniques to measure and control interface and insulator charge states

• Facilities: measurements and controls

• Dry processing and plasma end-point
measurements

• On line measurement system for Si/Al
P/silox, Ni/Fe
• Automatic inspection for photomasks

For further information, write or call: Registrar, Microelectronics Measurement Technology Seminar, c/o Benwill Publishing
Corp., 1050 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02215 (617) 232-5470.
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PROM/ROM Power-Strobing

Microelectronics Measurement
Technology Seminar

l
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while blending into his designs the
safeguards learned from experience
does make him worth twice - perhaps
thrice - what today 's graduates are
getting .
Robert J . Young
Mission Computer Assoc.
Mission , Viejo , CA

~
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lil•BLEB8R•D
PDP-II*
TRPE B8•T•8LLE•
RRST AGAIN *FROM THE NUMBER ONE CONTROLLER COMPANY

*
*
*
*

PE & NRZ on!!!! standard hex board.
All classic control features plus
many new ones.
Integral LED self.test.
Embeds in all
PDP·11's.

Here's your pay.off
from our experience with
over 4,000 tape controllers
for PDP· 11 's. It's the all new
TC-131. Elegant, simple, mature.
A new star, it provides everything
you expect ••• and a lot more!
It's TM11 software compatible.

• Trade name of D1g1tal Eq ui p m ent Corpo ration

14321 Myford Rd ., Tustin, CA 92680
714/730-6250 - TWX 910-595-1775 Cable WESPER
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Behind The Scenes - Part Two
Underlying reasons behind foreign startups and purchases of U.S.
electronics and computer firms were discussed last month. We continue our
observations.
The computer industry must insist on strict controls, since " backroom
ownership" of foreign interests is common in many foreign nations . Many
aren 't strict on reporting directors and major stockholders. It' s too often the
custom for director(s) to hold stocks in trust for mysterious individuals or
groups, who, for very good reason, prefer to remain anonymous controlling
forces in that firm - individuals or groups who may have everything to gain
by financing their own electronic and computer industry (or specific firm) .
Surely the Fed won't allow this , will they? In theory , every foreign bank
holding company will receive a tedious yearly form to fill out - on their
word of honor - that no anonymous backroom ownership or other hanky
panky is going on. Violators, if caught, will supposedly get a penalty (well
worth the risk). Who enforces it? Policing the honesty of these foreign interests will be primarily the foreign
banks' and governments' responsibility.
This matter of controls brings to mind the question of equal treatment: do U.S. computer firms get the same
treatment overseas? You'd think so. But it's a stacked deck of double standards. By way of comparison, let 's see
what our computer industry is up against. U.S. computer firms are forbidden by the U.S. Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act from engaging in activities that some foreign computer firms use more than just a little . American
firms are forbidden (and rightly so) from paying a premier's or prime minister's son to arrange a sales meeting
with the right people, or to tip an underpaid and overworked airport customs official in Bavania to expedite your
computers from the docks where they ' ve been for two weeks (while your foreign competitor's computers
mysteriously move out in two days). Our foreign competitors view us as naive; and, when these groups acquire
U.S . banks , interests and firms, judging from this, do you seriously think these same individuals will give our
computer firms a fair shake here?
In Europe, tough unions hurt computer industry profitability; unions have much to say about how their firms
are run (unlike in the U.S .), and general strikes (often over picayune matters) can totally paralyze a firm or
industry. Although the U.S. doesn't harass foreign computer makers here, it doesn't work the other way: foreign
nations do harass U.S . computer and electronics firms . It may vary from an outright " buy Japanese" policy (as in
Nipon Tel and Tel's case, despite all the goodwill verbosity we ' ve heard lately) to sole-service arrangements that
hassled Honeywell's U.K. plants) to outright squeeze-outs (as in France). Or, they may require U.S. computer
and electronics firms to take on a foreign partner and give him 51 % controlling operating shares (as in Mexico).
India's hassling of U .S. (and its own) electronics and computer makers is legendary . These tariffs , barriers and
controls damage U.S. computer makers .
Antitrust laws aren't so much a concern in most foreign nations for their firms, unlike here , where our
Department of Justice scrutinizes every move , and the government is more our foe than ally - unlike in many
foreign nations . Foreign firms, in contrast, get better treatment from their governments: they receive low interest
rates , tax abatements, buying preference rules, etc. All isn't rosy , though, and despite the benevolence of foreign
governments, the tariff barriers and overly-stringent and contradictory laws have harmed European computer
makers . Backbreaking taxes haven ' t helped; it forces European firms to borrow at higher rates for needed
equipment and plant expansion. These onerous restrictions spur foreign computer makers to start up U.S .
divisions and purchase shares or controlling interest in U.S. computer firms.

Paul Snigier, Editor
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NEW WAYS TO PROTECT
YOUR INVESTMENT
from PLESSEY,
Your Full Service
:Memory Bank

Increase system speed. End single-bit errors. Plessey's two new dynamic MOS memories increase your
system throughput. And maintain data integrity.
COMPLETE YOUR VAX* MEMORY. Up to
*"4 Mbytes for maximum return on investment. Plessey's
_ S780 provides 256 Kbytes of MOS memory on a single
hexwide board. Hardware and software compatibility
with VAX-11; 8-bit ECC for data integrity . IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

HIGH YIELD PDP-11/44* MEMORY. Uses 64K
RAM technology to achieve 512 Kbytes on a single hexwide
board, the Sl lE/2 . One bus load to the Unibus* - either
PDP-11/34 or 11/44. Integral ECC/ELR logic with LED
indicators.
AVAILABLE NOW.

MEMORIES YOU CAN BANK ON

Plessey Peripheral Systems is your full service memory bank for all your memory needs - LSI-11 *, PDP-8, PDP-11, VAX,
and DG NOV At. Plessey built its reputation on performance. Billions of bits strong and growing stronger. Backed by years
of experience. Put your money in the bank . The Plessey Memory Bank. For memories you can trust.

Plessey
Peripheral
Systems
• Waltham, Mass
(617) 890-2654

Atten: Marketing Dept. DD-3
1691 Browning Avenue Irvine, CA 92714
TOLL FREE: 800-854-3581

• Dallas, Texas
(214) 387-0229

(714) 557-9811

800-422-4217 (in California)

• Minneapolis, Minn.
(612) 881-0190

*Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

• Westminster, Calif.
(714) 895-1811

tTrademark of Data General Corporation
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Technology Trends-

PALs Minimize Hardware
M ore OEM designers are programmable logic
taking advantage of PROM
on-the-spot programmability.
These designers are using PALs
to achieve a range of Logic replacement capabilities from random gates to complex arithmetic
circuits. With a programmable
AND array feeding a fixed OR
array, PALs permit compact
realizations of sum-of-products
expressions. In the following
capsule commentary, John Birkner, Product Planning Manager
of Monolithic Memories in Sunnyvale, CA, urges system designers
to take advantage of PALs.

the problem
A look at the $3 billion digital IC
marketplace provides insight into the
needs of systems designers. First, the
marketplace has four major areas:
MPU, RAM, TTL CMOS and ROM/
PROM/EPROM .
Because the average system contains
a similar percentage-cost of silicon for
MPU, RAM, ROM/PROM/EPROM,
TTL/CMOS , it is interesting to note the
high percentage of random logic,
(TTL/CMOS). In spite of the great µ.P
revolution, the systems marketplace
still spends 35% of its dollars on
random logic with 87% of its IC chip
count devoted to TTL/CMOS. Observe
the high percentage of 16- and 20-pin
DIPs on today's small board computers
and µ.P systems.
The ASP (Average Selling Price) of
the MPU. RAM. ROM/PROM/EPROM
is around $4.00: whereas the ASP of
TTL/CMOS is about $.50. Because the
cost of placing an IC on a board is
around $1.00 (board cost. assembly
and test). the major cost of using TTL/
CMOS is in the overhead. not in the
silicon.
12 Digital Design MARCH 1981

Semiconductor manufacturers are designing a host of programmable logic
devices (random logic gates/muxes/
decoders/flip flops) to integrate this last
holdout to LSI. Programmable logic
promises to balance the level of integration of digital ICs while further reducing PCB real estate per system.
Further, programmable logic gives the
user a custom IC which he can buy as an
inexpensive high volume/multiple
sourced virgin device, and then
customize on commonly available
programmers .
The first and most common programmable-logic-device suitable for
logic replacement is the bipolar
PROM. Available in a wide variety of
l/0 pin ratios, the PROM transforms an
input variable (address lines) to a
desired output condition (data out) with
a propagation delay in the range of 50 to
80 ns. Normally thought of as memory,
the PROM is a sum-of-products, Boolean transfer function which transforms
all possible input vectors to any desired
output vector.
A word of caution: PROM outputs
can glitch during the propagation delay
of any input change. This occurs be-

cause any input change causes the data
source to move from one product to
another. The arriving input may run
into a gap, overlap or a third product,
causing unpredictable outputs.
The first programmable logic device
designed specifically for logic replacement was the FPLA. The programmable AND array overcomes the
previous glitch problem in the PROM
and allows more input variables. A
recent entry into the programmable
logic marketplace is the PAL (Programmable Array Logic) . PAL architecture is a complement of PROM
architecture, since the AND array is
programmable and the OR array is
fixed. This architecture allows simple
programming in existing PROM programmers plus a fast propagation time
of 40 ns (max.) over commercial Y cc
and temperature ranges. In addition,
PALs have option registers and I/Os.

PALs: a family of 15
Fifteen PALs comprise a family approach to the replacement of random
logic gates, muxs , decoders and flip
flops at a greater than 4-to- l chip count
reduction. Die sizes range from l3K
sq. mils to l9K sq. mils, compared to
2-K PROM and 4-K PROM die sizes.

µ.P-Wired Houses Open OEM Markets
Motorola's µ.P-wired home in Phoenix
could be a hint of the future. Although
resembling a space-age millionaire's
mansion , this home is a test vehicle,
pioneering the µ.P-wired homes of the
mid- l 980s and beyond. The next step
will probably be fiber-optic lines ( 110/
220 volts) tapping into each home by
the late 1980s. Thus , µ.P-wired homes
will have access to information and
monitoring services. The new technology will also open up vast new markets
for µ.P makers and system houses . Such
a projected market could possibly exceed the small business market by 1985.
Motorola· s William Pierce described
the system now being tested as follows:

the system
The system is comprised of a number of
microcomputers connected together
which control the various pieces of
electrical equipment in the house . The
system was designed to be very simple
to operate and function as a single
entity. It demonstrates many applications where the microprocessor could
be used in the home environment.
After the initial installation which
provides sensing of critical temperature, humidity and other parameters
and control of most of the electrical
functions of the home, Motorola will
use the home to partition functions and

_..
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design LSI chips to serve these dedicated functions. The result may be that
equipment providing special functions
representing part of the current system
could be available to consumers for the
$ I00-$200 range. With the development of the µ,P and technological
improvements made in the design and
yields, the home electronics market
promises to be one of the largest growth
areas over the next decade.
The home computer system designed
and installed will be a dedicated com...- puter system which will control and
manage all of the electrical, environmental and security requirements of the
home. The multi-computer system will
also be operator programmable, so that
the homeowner may tailor the system to
his individual needs.
The electronic control package consists of five microcomputer units supplied by Motorola. The units, " nodes",
are connected together to form a multicomputer network. This hardware configuration keeps system response time
low and minimizes effects of hardware
failure . The homeowner will talk to the
computer by use of a keyboard which
works with a television set as a display.
The MC6847 video display generator is
the key to allowing this multiple use of
the set in the home.
Normal operation is transparent to
the homeowner. There is no way to tell
the computer was involved in most
operations. For example, lights are
turned on by conventional-looking wall
switches, but the switche~ do not control the lights directly. They serve as
inputs to the computer which controls
the house lighting. The home owner
defines what switches control individual lights when he programs the
system. No knowledge of computer
programming will be necessary since
the system is designed to be programmed by people without any
computer background. This was accomplished by designing a system
which is interrogatory in nature and
displays menus of the possible choices
of action to guide the user. One of the
largest efforts in the project was not the
equipment, but rather the "software"
associated with it.
One of the major functions of the
system is the control of the environmental systems . Not only will the
electronics serve as a very sophisticated
thermostat, but they will also help
conserve energy . It will have a wider
variety of environmental equipment
than a conventional home, and the
system may be programmed to select
the equipment which will use the least

Motorola's µ.P-wlred house, examined here by George King of Digital Design, Is a
precursor of coming µ.P applications for the mid 19808.

energy to perform the task at hand.
Security is another major function of
the system. There will be no keys . The
exterior doors have calculator-style
keyboards.
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The computer will open the door
when a valid access code is entered.
Most of the rooms in the house contain
smoke and motion detectors which
serve as inputs to the computer. If any
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Repeat performance.
Printronix printers not only deliver line after line of
consistently sharp, readable characters. they produce
that same easy-readability through the sixth copy
_.,,;¢,!'...,.-••~~
of multiple forms.
Our dot matrix technology provides the highperformance dependability to give you quality
alphanumeric printing, OCR and machinescannable labels. variable-size characters and
a wide range of graphics capabilities.
Call us at (714) 549-7700 or write Printronix,
17421 Derian Ave .. P.O. Box 19559. INine, CA
92713. We'll show you a performer that delivers
its lines perfectly every time.
It's simple, to be reliable.
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Cipher Data Products is the leading independent
manufacturer of tape drives. That means we can give you
more combinations of size, speed, capability and cost for
meeting any application you can name. From our low cost
and versatile streaming drives to our high performance yet
cost-efficient vacuum column drives.

Take our exciting
MlcrostreamerTMfamlly.
Now you have a choice. You can take our
famous Microstreamer dual speed streaming tape drive.
Or you can order our soon-to-be-famous higher capacity
Microstreamer 2. They both offer the advantages of high
performance Winchester disk backup combined with effective input/ output performance.
The original Microstreamer stores up to 46 megabytes of data on a single !OW' reel of tape. The new
Microstreamer 2 doubles that capacity to 92 megabytes per
reel. Whichever you choose, you can back up your Winchester disks in a matter of minutes, with fewer media changes.
Circle 18 on Reader Inquiry Card

That's exciting, but there's more.
There may be other announced streamers, but
when you get a Microstreamer you get more than just
backup. Take a look at all of these exclusive features:
D completely automatic tape loading and threading
D 25 ips speed for normal start/stop applications
D choice of 1600 or 1600/3200
selectable recording density
D automatic diagnostics
D smaller size
D lower cost

Catch the excitement!
Call us today at (714) 578-9100. Or write for
our free product brochure-10225 Willow Creek Road,
San Diego, California 92131.
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Technology Trends
of these sensors detects an alarm condition, the system can place phone calls
to the appropriate authorities, as well as
sounding alarms or turning on lights.
Most of the lights and half of all the
wall outlets will also be under computer
control. They may be activated by
direct human control (i .e., a wall
switch), the time of day , or inputs from
any of the sensors in the home. The
method of activation will be determined by the homeowner when he
initializes the system.
Data storage and retrieval will be a
third major function of the system.
Such things as schedules, messages,
recipes , bank account information,
meal menus , diagrams, or any other
text or graphic information may be
placed in the system for storage and
later access .
The system will also keep a running
calendar of events updated for the
homeowner. Events such as birthdays,
appointments, classes, etc ., may be
entered into the system. After an event
has been entered it will be cataloged by
date and appear when the homeowner
requests the calendar for that date.

ler, Acquire System Buffer, Return
System Buffer, Extended ESC.
Inter-process communication is accomplished via an extension of the
executive program. This extension is,
in actuality, a process itself called PTP.
Communicating processes need not be
concerned with such things as residency of other processes within the
same computer or data movement since
PTP is responsible for these tasks.
Should one process need to pass data to
another, all that is necessary is a simple
connection sequence using PTP followed by the actual data passage using
PTP. The PTP process is similar to a
telephone exchange in many respects
and greatly simplifies inter-process
communications .
The inter-computer data transfer is
accomplished by a communications
board in each node . This board has its
own MC6800 microprocessor which
drives an MC6854 advanced data link
controller. The software on the communications board is a modified
"SDLC" protocol with some loop
mode enhancements. PTP serves as the
interface between the applications
processes in the node and this communications software. The communications software may be broken up into

two levels which perform various
tasks. These levels are a packet switching level and a frame level.
There are several unique processes
which comprise the total software
package. These processes include:
Disk, Display, Load Manager, Switch
Manager, Security , Energy Management, Environmental , Time, Printer.
Each computer in the system has several processes resident, but no computer contains all of the processes . A
process may be duplicated in more than
one computer. The distribution of the
processes is as follows. • The Display
process resides in three computers that
are connected to relay panels . • The
Load Manager process is resident in the
two computers that are connected to
relay panels . • The Switch Manager
process is resident in the four computers sensing external switch closures . •
The Disk and Printer processes are
resident in the computer connected to
their appropriate equipment. • The
Security process resides in the computer connected to the keypads used for
entry. • The Environmental process is
resident in the computer which contains
the analog inputs for temperature and
humidity . • The Energy Management
process resides in one of the computers

-·
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software structure

.)..

To simplify implementation , it was
necessary to isolate individual functions. These "processes" perform
specific tasks such as security, environmental control , display. A multitasking executive program resides in
each computer and orchestrates the
resident processes by dispatching to
each according to a priority scheme .
The executive program provides a
number of basic functions such as dispatching, buffer management, and
interrupt handling to each node in the
system. Processes are described to the
executive using Process Control Blocks
(PCBs). Generally, a process is responsible for a group of one or more closely
related functions or tasks . A task is
described to the executive via a Task
Control Block (TCB) and contains data
associated with a particular invocation
of a process . A process cannot execute
unless a task is assigned to it. Processes
communicate with the executive using
a mechanism called an Executive Service call (ESC). The ESCs available
include: Create Process, Purge Process , Create Task, Activate Task, Suspend Task, Delay Task for Timer,
Timer Alarm, Define Interrupt Hand-

-~
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Get your computer output
in one form. Or another.
Printronix printers not only print. they p repa re
forms for everything from invoices to labels.
And our printers fini sh the j ob, fillin g in the
blanks as the form s are being printed.
In fact. Printronix printers ~i ve you the
sa me high quality in graphics and forms as
in classic alphanumeric printing .
To see your output in completed form , ca ll
(714) 549-7700, or write Printronix Inc., 17421
Derian Ave , PO Box 19559, !Nine, CA 92713.

PRINTRQNIX
It's simple, to be reliable.
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Technology Trends
connected to relay equipment. • The
Time process is resident in all computers. • The functions of each process
will now be discussed.
The disk process is concerned only
with placing and retrieving information
stored on the mass storage device, a
floppy disk. Other processes may use
the floppy disk to store pertinent infor-

mation such as tables used in constructing data bases or information to be
placed on the television screen. The
process keeps a record of what information has been stored on the floppy disk
and where it is so that the information
may be successfully retrieved at some
later time when needed.
The display process is the operator's
interface to the system . The human
engineering aspects are most apparent
in this process. It is designed to lead the
operator by the hand, so to speak, in his
usage of the equipment. The display is

formatted with the possible choices of
action at each point where operator
input is required .
When the operator enters a choice,
the process then executes that action
and presents the operator with a new
group of action possibilities. This
technique guides the user through such
activities as creating a calendar of
events, placing information in mass
storage for later retrieval , monitoring
statuses of other processes and programming
the
other processes'
activities .

future possibilities
A number of additions are being incorporated. The area of off-site communications via modem and the use of
light pens in connection with the television displays are now under study .
The system is used as a lab to try out
various new approaches to electronics
in the home.

"Built-in" Modem
Modules Add
Flexibility

There are other streamers,
but only the Mlcrostreamer™gives you
completely automatic tape loading.
There's only one tape drive
family you can buy that totally eliminates the manual handling of tape.
With Cipher's Microstreamer. loading
and threading of tape reels is totally
automatic. All you do is open the
door. insert the tape reel and close
the door. That's it. The machine
threads the tape by itself. No more
operator training. Anyone can use it.

That's exciting,
but there's more.
In addition to offering you
exclusive auto-load features. the
Microstreamers also give you these
exclusive benefits:
0 choice of 1600 or 1600/3200
selectable recording density
0 higher 25 ips speed for
start/stop use

·0 choice of 50 or 100 ips
streaming speeds
0 automatic diagnostics
0 smaller size
0 lower cost

Catch the
e xcitement!
Cipher Is your source for all
your tape drive needs. Call us at
(714) 578-9100. Or write for our
free product brochure. We're at
10225 Wiiiow Creek Road,
San Diego, Callfornla 92131.
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Data communications sales by 1983
will total $700 million. An increasing
share will go for low speed (up to 1200
baud) modem communication - the
transmission rate most widely used in a
rapidly-developing segment: personal
data communications . Baynard F.
Kessler, President of Novation (Tarzana, CA), one of the top ten modem
makers, feels this is an explosive area
that is about to take off.
As pointed out to Digital Design by
Kessler. these multi capability modems
communicate on a variety of networks
and operate at various transmission
rates from 0 to 1200 baud and are
implemented with custom LSI chips
into a single 2.25 x 2.75" module.
Kessler offered the following advice
for OEM designers who will be using
these modules in building block
applications.
The modules can be mounted
directly on PC boards . or to any flat
surface within most computers or
terminals. Seven functional modules
that offer complete LSI based receiver
and transmitter functions have been
announced so far.
These small modules give the designer a system flexibility impractical
until now. They can be placed directly
into µ,Cs. interactive terminals. even

~

.
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hand-held portable devices very
economically yet maintain high
performance and reliability . They are
in . a plastic container for protection
during PCB installation or replacement; each unit can be stabilized after
mounting by a hold-down strap or snapon clips anchored to the main PCB.
They greatly simplify an OEM's
problem of maintaining spare parts and
troubleshooting field problems. If these
units are purchased in sufficient
quantities, the modules become a costeffective part with ease of replacement
compatibility. Purchased in quantity,
with low unit pricing, they offer a
practical solution to the truly .. disposable" component.
In the 1980s, an increasing number

of future terminals will have built-in
communications capability, with LSI
chips containing entire modems. Functions traditionally performed by stand
alone units and other front end processors will be handled more and more by
newer terminal designs and minicomputers which will have all modem
capabilities self contained.
As the volume demand for built-in
communications capability increases.
some OEM manufacturers sought price
and size relief by utilizing existing
semiconductor devices . But rising
demand for higher performance and
config uration needs resulted in a wide
variation of factors that created confusion among designers and engineers.
These modems-on-a-chip feature

programmable modes that achieve, for
example. CCITT V.21 and V.23
compatibi lity with the addition of the
deaf TTY network frequencies . Additional examples would include detect
ring. busy and dial tone signals for use
with the PLI module. The module's
data format is serial. binary and
asynchronous . They operate in either
answer or originate. full or half duplex,
at 300 baud on 2 wire and 1200 baud,
half duplex on 2 wire. full duplex on 4
wire .

Phone line interface
The basic element in the building block
approach is the telephone module, PLI.
plus the addition of any other module
configuration.

from Remote Terminals
London. Former ousted chief executive of Fairchild, Ltd ., London, Wilf
Corrigan, is launching a new business
there . The company ("LSI Logic")
will manufacture gate arrays. Much of
the $6 million initial capital investment
is being put up by some unidentified
California venture capital firms . ..
Japan. Intel has set up a semiconductor plant in Japan ... Nippon
Univac Kaisha is expected to start
making mainframes by 1984. (Sperry
Univac owns 34.7% of Nippon's stock)
... Oki Univac is currently making
Sperry Univac minicomputers . (Sperry
Univac owns 47% of Oki) ... Tokyo
Sanyo (a division of Sanyo Electric) is
investing $50 million in its semiconductor plant this year . . . Ireland.
Ireland is getting a personal-computer
plant. Sord Computer Systems of Japan
is building a factory there that will, at
start up, turn out two computers a day.
Initial investment by Sord is said to be
around $6.5 million .. .Germany.
AEG-Telefunken, Germany, is bringing out a keyboard with Chinese characters. The device was recently shown
at a Peking exhibition and was greeted
enthusiastically
.. .Scotland. In
Scotland, public and private institutions are forming a pool from which
financing will be available for starting
up new high-technology plants. To get
such backing, individuals will have to
display skills and determinations to allow them to build fast growing companies. The amount of equity financing
for each individual will range from $60
thousand to $750 thousand .. .United
Kingdom. The United Kingdom is in

the worst recession it has experienced
in 30 years. Even high-technology
firms are showing lower earnings .
Some revenues are even in the loss
columns . . . .Japan. MITI Company
in Japan has developed a super Schottky diode. Claimed to be 40 times more

sensitive than conventional diodes , the
new device combines niobium (metallic element) with gallium arsenide
(semiconductor). The diode is cooled
to the temperature of liquid nitrogen to
attain top performance. Patents are
sought in Japan. US and other countries.

Drawyo~rown

comparisons.

Our printers will do anything to illustrate a
~~
point. Pie charts, bar charts, maps, 3-dimensional
representations -you name it.
Printronix is the only printer in its class that
also produces high quality alphanumeric
printing, OCR and machine-scannable labels,
variable-size characters and multi-part special
forms.
For the complete picture on graphics capability, call (714) 549-7700 or write Printronix Inc. ,
17421 Derian Ave. , P.O. Box 19559, Irvine,CA 92713. It's simple, to be reliable.
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PD P®-11/44-compatible
1.0 MB ADD-IN

There's lots of good reasons to buy
your ADD-ON / ADD-IN memory
from the leader.
For starters, there's the wide range of
core and semi mini-memories we offer.
The industry's widest. In fact, Dataram
is the only company in the world
supplying minicomputer-compatible
core and semiconductor main memory
and disk emulation systems. The only
company.

CORE

DEC®
DATA GENERAL
PERKl!'l-El.MER

VARIAN
INTEL

And Dataram ADD-ON / ADD-IN
products do more. Like save
money ... as well as valuable space in
your minicomputer. And they increase
throughput and improve overall
performance.
Just some of the reasons why Dataram
is the leading supplier of
ADD-ON / ADD-IN memory for the
minicomputer industry ... and shipping
at an annual rate of $25 million.

SEMI

Want more reasons? If you're using a
minicomputer, and want to get more
for your memory dollar, talk to us.
We're very reason-able. Dataram.
DEC. Pill' and VAX are registered trademarh of
Digital Equipment Corporatio)n.

laMiffi-~I

Princeton Road
Cranbury. New Jersey 08512
Tel: 609-799-0071 TWX: 510-685-2542
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C•n•da: Ahearn & Soper Ltd .. 416-24>4848 • Flnl•nd: Systek OY. (80) 73 72 33 • Fr•nc•: YAEL . (01) 956 81 42 •
Hung.ry/ Poland/Rum•nl•: Unitronex Corporation. WARSAW 39 6218 • ltaily: ESE s.r .I , 021607 3626 • Nethertand1: Techn1tron b v , (020) 45 87 55 •
Sweden: M Stenhardt AB . (08} 739 00 50 • Swltzer1•nd: AOCOMP AG . 011730 48 48 •United Kingdom: Sontrom Ellonor Ltd .. (0734 ) 85464 •
Weit Germany: 0 EM -Elektron1k GmbH. 07 11 - 79 80 47 • Yugo1lavle: lnst1tut "Jozef Stefan ", 263-261 • Au1tralla/New Zealand : Anderson D1g1tat Equipmen t. (03) 543-2077 •
lndl•: lnfosys lems Pnvale Limited 79281 • Israel: M1n1x Computers & Systems Ltd .. 03-298783 • J•p•n: Matsushita Etectnc Trading Co . Ltd . 06 (282) 5111
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TOTAL
CDC COMPATIBILITY AND
GREAT DELIVERY, TOO!

The only thing worse
than not having enough
disk storage, is not being able to get enough
disk storage.
Fortunately, the
Ampex DM-9300AO
solves both problems.
With 300 megabytes of
reliable disk pack storage
and off-the-shelf delivery.
But the advantages of the
DM-9300AO don't stop with delivery. It's completely compatible
with CDC's 300 megabyte drive.
So disk packs can be interchanged , written on. or read by
either drive. Of course, the industry
standard SMD interface. and
power sequencing of both units
are also compatible.
DM-9300AO disk pack swapping is as easy as using them. Its
large front opening has been designed with the convenience of a
top loader, and human engineered
for minimal lifting. So even a
20-pound pack is easy to insert

and remove. It's such a good idea,
we 're surprised somebody didn't
think of it sooner.
But then, the DM-9300AQ is
full of good ideas. Like highly reliable on-track servoing, and a
single port daisy-chain interface
with ribbon cable that can be converted-in the field-to an internal
dual port.
And the same goes for maintenance. Service requires only
front, rear. or top access. Side
access is eliminated, so you can

AMPEX

arrange the units
side by side. What's
more. the logic chassis
in the rear of the
unit swings out to
provide easy access
to all test points and
connections. And
extensive use of LEDs
simplifies troubleshooting.
The DM-9300AQ has a lot to
offer. But what's even better. is that
it's all offered right now. With delivery that's ready when you are.
The DM-9300AO. Just one of
a complete line of Ampex plug
compatible disk drive memories
for nearly any CPU .
For more information. contact
Gary Owen at Ampex Memory
Products. 200 North Nash Street.
El Segundo. California 90245. If
you're really in a hurry call him at
213 / 640-0150. Or contact your
local sales office.
Either way, we won 't keep you
waiting.

MAKES THE DIFFERENCE.
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Software Design Series
Planning A µP Development Capability
Lance A. Leventhal,
Contributing Editor

Almost all companies manufacturing
electronic products use microprocessors. In less than a decade, the microprocessor has evolved from a fascinating new toy into a standard component.
It is now as commonplace as the integrated circuit, switching power supply or semiconductor display. However, only a few organizations have
solved the problems of developing
microprocessor-based products. Although they have paid much attention
to the choice of development tools,
they have generally ignored overall
plans. A systematic approach to microprocessor development requires consideration of necessary criteria and an
awareness of alternativesfilld pitfalls.
The criteria that a company must
consider in establishing an overall
microcomputer design and developmental facility include:
• Ability to support a variety of processors from several manufacturers.
Clearly, in this era of rapid technological change, no single maker controls
the entire microprocessor market.
• Combined hardware and software
support. The final product requires
both types of support working together.
Furthermore, both types of designers
must use the facility equipment. Also,
hardware/software tradeoffs significantly affect product cost and
capabilities.
• Standardization. Facility equipment
must deal with all processors in the
same way as much as possible.
• Promotion of good programming
practices . High-level languages and
such methods as structured programming and top-down design make software less expensive to develop and
maintain . Software development time,
as well as cost, increases as programs
become larger, trained personnel
become more expensive, and hardware
prices drop (particularly in terms of
cost per function) .
22 Digital Design MARCH 1981

• Sharing expensive peripherals. Large
disks, fast printers, high-speed input
devices, plotters, and other equipment
can speed software development
greatly, but are seldom needed full time
by a single project.
• Common access to facilities, data and
work in progress. All users should be
able to take advantage of common software and hardware facilities . Many
projects require that several programmers have access to data and work in
progress.
• A high level of support . Hardware
and software tools must be powerful,
easy to use, integrated and easy to extend or improve (a combination that is
seldom achieved) .
• A general framework for control, access and expansion . The design and
development facility requires overall
management policies which govern the
use of computer and human resources .
• Cost and lifetime. The initial cost of
the system is an important factor, but so
is its expected lifetime. Since microprocessor development remains a continuing problem, a long-range plan is
essential. An inadequate approach at
the present time will surely lead to
serious problems and higher overall
costs in the next decade.

alternatives and pitfalls
There are many different approaches to
microprocessor development. Typical
systems are:
• Stand-alone microprocessor development systems dedicated to a single
processor or a single manufacturer.
One of the most popular systems is the
Intellec, available as a series of models
from Intel.
• Universal microprocessor development systems capable of handling a
variety of microprocessors from different manufacturers which specialize
in test equipment, instrumentation or
computers. Leaders in the field include

Futuredata/Genrad, H-P and Tektronix .
• General-purpose computers, usually
used on a timeshared basis. Variations
and combinations of these development
systems are clearly possible.
A company often finds these typical
pitfalls in developing microprocessorbased products:
• Many development systems only
allow one user at a time. A single
project with one programmer loses no
time, but otherwise this condition is
wasteful.
• Support (particularly software) is
limited or low in quality. Few companies in the development system business
have much software development
experience.
• Systems cannot share facilities . Each
requires its own software, data and
peripherals.
• Different systems. A person cannot
easily move from one to another and
training is difficult.
• Lack of standard high-level languages for promoting structured programming. Many systems offer no
high-level languages at all; others offer
only BASIC or FORTRAN. The availability of high-level languages may
vary from processor to processor, even
if the system ostensibly supports many
CPUs .
• Lack of high-quality hardware support. Some systems can only be used to
develop software; this lack of capability is often a problem with development
tools that run on a large, generalpurpose computer.
• New tool extensions and development which is very difficult because of
limited software support. Good support
tools require a high-level systems programming language which is seldom
provided.
The mini provided central facilities,
proven software, sharing of expensive
peripherals , general access to data and
programs, and a standard framework

...

for communications and expansion.
The satellite stations all operated
similarly, regardless of which micro
they used. Since the company designers deliberately kept individual station
requirements to a minimum, each station only needed a communications
package that connected it to the central
mm1.
Of course, nothing prohibits a station
from providing more elaborate facilities , including local peripherals, software and mass storage. The station
could, in fact, be a self-contained development system. However, a simple
station can more easily support a
variety of processors. Many processors
are so new that elaborate systems are
not yet available, or so limited in function that more elaborate systems would
be impossible to construct.
The UNIX system was a key factor.
UNIX is expensive and does not have
the support of standard DEC operating
systems. However, it is a popular
timesharing system and provides such
software facilities as the C system programming language and the YACC
compiler. Such facilities make implementing additional system software far
simpler than in other environments .
New compilers could be produced in
weeks or months, rather than in years .
This potential was particularly important for Doric because of the projects
that were already underway. Furthermore, Unix provides a tree-structured
file system with multiple directories.
Users can keep their own directories,
rather than searching through a large
central directory. They can also create
subdirections and keep backup copies
in a separate directory.

employees.
Doric ' s products are far from simple.
The data logger involves analog inputs
and a full complement of standard and
optional peripherals which include keyboard , display, alphanumeric printer,
magnetic or paper tape, RS-232 or
current-loop devices, and control terminals. The logger provides thermocouple linearization, self-test, automatic ranging and various scanning
methods, as well as optional alarms and
functions. The process monitor performs data logging functions and also
allows programming from a keyboard
control terminal. The operator can edit
and list on-line without interrupting a
scan sequence and can also program
alarm setpoints, assign functions to
points and determine the scanning
sequence.
Doric first began to use microprocessors in 1974. The company quickly discovered the problems of inadequate
development tools ; software cost and
time overruns, and a final program that
no one really understood. In 1976,
Doric decided to organize its microprocessor development facilities under
the direction of Bill Allen, manager of
system software. At that time, the
company was involved in designing six
products using five different microprocessors.
Doric chose to use the following
hardware and software tools: DEC
PDP-11/70, the UNIX system, a
standard high-level language similar to
Intel's PL/M, individual microcomputer stations (designed in-house) that
acted as terminals and contained their
own local monitor, debugging tools
and in-circuit emulator.

an example of an approach

reasons behind the choices

The following case study describes
how Doric Scientific of San Diego, CA
(a division of Emerson Electric),
implemented microprocessors into its
products. The company is mediumsiz_e d and has little previous computer
experience.
Doric manufactures electronic instruments that measure temperature
and other physical quantities, particularly for the industrial marketplace.
The company's products include digital
indicators, data loggers and process
monitors . In recent years, the use of
microprocessors has allowed Doric to
introduce intelligent data loggers such
as the Digitrend 220 and process monitors such as the Digitrend 240 . From
1976 to 1980, Doric grew from $5 million in sales and under 100 employees
to $10 million in sales and over 200

Now let us look at these choices and see
why Doric made them. The company
tried to provide a standard set of highquality tools that were powerful, easy
to implement and extend, and promoted good programming practices .
The PL-type programming language
obviously made development much
faster. Although experienced assembly
language programmers can outdo a
compiler for short programs , few programmers can optimize code better
than a reasonable compiler when the
program exceeds 12K to 16K. Dorie 's
programs ranged in size from 32K to
75K. In such programs, the mechanical
consistency and global outlook of the
compiler overcome the ingenuity of an
individual programmer. Although the
table-driven code generator produced
code 75 % to 100% longer than hand-

written , an optimizer reduced the size
of the final code by an average factor of
40%. Note, however, that the optimizer was highly machine-dependent.
The results were good and only a few
interrupt service routines had to be
written in assembly language. The
high-level language also simplified
training , maintenance, and project
control and management. Of course, all
of these remarks apply equally well to
PASCAL and C, which are far more
widely available now then they were in
1976.

some key points
What key points emerge from this
experience? Bill Allen (formerly with
Doric and now head of Software Engineering Associates, 9462 La Cuesta,
La Mesa CA 92041) offered the following observations:
• The approach Doric took makes sense
only if you are designing several simultaneous products over a 5 or LO-year
period. Otherwise, the minicomputer is
too expensive.
• The operating system is a key factor.
A system like UNIX that is designed for
timesharing and which provides excellent development facilities can pay
for itself in ease of use, implementation
and expansion. Other important tools
often can run under UNIX as well.
• The high-level language allowed designers to try alternative approaches in
a reasonable amount of time. These
alternatives were particularly important
in making hardware/software tradeoffs. Few hard-and-fast rules exist for
determining such tradeoffs. Since the
programs were written in a high-level
language, designers were not forced to
live with an initial incorrect decision ,
even in a very long and complex development cycle.
• People with hardware and software
experience were especially valuable ,
but difficult to obtain. Programmers
who dealt with hardware (perhaps in
writing I/0 drivers or other systems
software) could adapt easily from
working with minicomputers to working with micros. Efforts had to be made
to move people over from software to
hardware , promote in-house courses,
and encourage people to take outside
courses in the areas in which they
lacked knowledge .
• A large minicomputer with highquality peripherals and software provided reasonable overall cost, the
ability to share facilities, a large
amount of high-quality utility software ,
and a system that could be extended and
expanded.
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- -Innovative Design-Thermal Print Head Achieves Super High Speed
Thermal printing features high print
quality, low cost and easy maintenance, but has always suffered from low
print speed. We at OKI Research Labs
feel we have solved this problem by
developing a newly designed thermal
print head that prints at a resolution of
eight dots per mm (203 dots per inch)
and a speed of 2 ms per dot line. This
represents an increase in print speed of
one entire order of magnitude.

printing, the authors have developed an
IC composed of thyristors having a
memory and a switching function and
AND gates for matrix drive.
Fig. 1 shows the head driver corresponding to l bit, where the two
Table I Characteristics of a Thyristor

Breakover Voltage

head driver using thyristors
Normally, in a thermal print head
where the heat elements are arranged in
a straight line over the whole effective

A

Vee

60V

Breakdown Voltage

60V

Holding Current

2mA

Gate-Cathode Resistance
Current Amplification
Factor of NPN

l.5kfl
30

Current Amplification
Factor of PNP

0.2

Gate -Trigger Current

0.5mA

Tum on Time

0 .5µ.s

Tum off Time

3.5µ.s

dV /dt Firing

30V/80ns

RGK

drive method
The wiring block diagram of the
thyristor-driven thermal print head is
shown in Fig. 2 and its drive waveform
in Fig. 3. To drive the thermal print
head , first a head voltage is applied .
Then, data is written to the thyristors
connected co SI. and the thyristors are
turned on to initiate printing. After
completion of the writing to S 1, writing
is continued sequentially in the order of
52, S3, . .. Sn. Any number "n" can
be selected. Since the total writing time
(n x 1 µ,s) is shorter than the printing
time (approx. 2ms), printing is performed at one time . Further, simultaneous printing of max. I dot-line is
also allowed. The head voltage is
finally reduced co zero , and printing is
completed when all thyristors are
turned off.
The use of AC head voltage
eliminates the need for a switching
circuit to turn the thyristors off.

meander winding heat element

s

D

GND

Figure 1. The head driver corresponding to

1 bit

recording width. the heat elements are
divided into several blocks and are
driven by a diode matrix circuit
connected to them . Therefore, the
number of external connection terminals is reduced to the sum of the
numbers of columns and rows of the
matrix. Two methods are available to
increase the printing speed of such a
head: one is to shorten the applying
time of current to the heat elements and
the other to reduce the repetition
frequency of printing per dot-line by
increasing the number of heat elements
in
simultaneous
printing.
Both
methods. however. have disadvantages: the )ife of heat elements shortens
in the former and the number of terminals increases in the latter.
Consequently. to allow easy terminal connection and superhigh speed
24 Digital Design MARCH 1981

diodes connected to the terminals S and
D form an AND gate. Only when both
terminals Sand Dare "H", the current
from the terminal Vcc flows into the
thyristor gate and turns it on. The head
driver IC consists of 32 bits/chip.
Table 1 shows the characteristics of
the thyristor.

A high resolution (8 dots/mm) heat
element is difficult to manufacture
unless it is of thin-film construction.
The authors have already developed a
thin-film heat element consisting of
multi-layers of Ta~ N , Si0 2 and Tap 5
on a glazed ceramic. The authors have
changed the shape of the heat element
Power Supply Terminal

Heat Elements

Thyristors

Earth Terminal
and Gates

Matrix Circuit

Selector Terminals
Figure 2. The wiring diagram of the thyristor-drive thermal print head

Who will be first
with the avionics
of the 21st century?
It could be you and Hughes Radar
Systems.
We pioneered pulse Doppler radar
and built the first operational airborne
programmable signal processor. Today,
three out of the four front-line U.S.
tactical aircraft have Hughes radars.
We're leaders in synthetic aperture
radar, in-weather reconnaissance and
strike radar, high order language, antenna arrays and holographic displays.
We're even building the rendezvous
radar for the Space Shuttle.
And with computer-aided design,
manufacturing, and testing of intelli·
gent radar devices, the future is at
Hughes.

In fact, Hughes is one of the nation's
largest employers of electronic engineers and a major employer in virtually
every other scientific, computer and
technical discipline - with 1,500 projects and a backlog of over $5 billion .
Yet we're decentralized to give you the
kinds of environments that stimulate
innovation and promote recognition of
your work.
Who will be first with the avionics of
the future? It could be you and Hughes.
At Hughes Radar Systems, we'll
introduce you to people, ideas and jobs
that could change your world. And
maybe ours.

It could be you and Hughes

Radar Systems.

Call (213) 647-4900, collect,
or send resume to:
Engineering Employment
Hughes Radar Systems
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Los Angeles, CA 90009
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Software Test Engineering
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Computer-Aided Design &
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new heat element; the following effects
have been obtained:
• Reduction of the current load on
the thyristors due to higher resistance of
the heat element
• Uniform temperature distribution
on the surface of the heat element
• Improvement of oxidation resistance by use of a thicker head element

Innovative Design
from the conventional rectangle to the
meander winding shown in Fig. 4 so
that it can endure superhigh-speed
recording . By the development of the

Head
Voltage

P~inting -f
I- Time
I

Trigger1--_--._ _ _ _ _ ___..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pulse
I-Total Writing Time

-I

l'----

1

I

S1

S2

I

1

-- -

- - --...,

.1

S3

element using a glass substrate has been
developed for multilayer wiring.
Life-expectancy tests on the print
head , run at speeds of2 ms per dot line,
have already confirmed a life of over I
x 108 dots. This demonstrates that the
new thermal print head can be applied
to super high speed facsimile (printing
time for A4-size paper is less than 5
secs).
In addition, high speed gray scale
recording has been accomplished by
use of thyristor characteristics. In this
case, heating time is controlled by
changing the trigger timing bit by bit.
Application to color recording that
requires higher print temperatures is
expected in the future.

-T. lwabuchi, T. Yoda,
S. Shibata, K. Murasugi
Research Lab
OKI Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Circle 198
Tokyo, Japan

Sn

Figure 3. Drive waveform of the thyristor-drive thermal print head

Fig. 5 shows the surface temperature
distribution of three adjacent heat
elements . One of the features of the
meander winding heat element is its
perfectly uniform surface temperature
distribution. Since the hot spot
observed in the center of conventional
rectangular heat elements does not
occur, the maximum temperature is
lowered and a local strong thermal
stress is reduced .

Heat elements

Lead Wires

future applications
Our print head has electrodes distributed on both sides (64 bits on each).
The head driver is a beam lead IC and
its beam pitch is 120 µ,m (extremely
high density). Further, a beam lead

Figure 4. The meander winding heat elements
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Heat Elements

Figure 5. The surface temperature distribution of the heat elements
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Technique Extends
UNIBUS Addressing
The PDP- I I family of computers owes
its technological success to the flexibility of its data bus. The UNIBUS, introduced in 1970, was the first minicomputer bus which allowed direct communication between any two devices
on the bus without processor assistance . The UNIBUS has 18 address
lines, allowing a maximum of 256K
bus addresses. Peripheral control registers and main memory are assigned
addresses from thi~ range, with the
highest 8K reserved for (but not restricted to) the 1/0 addresses. The PDPl I/44 and PDP-11/70 address more
than 248KB of main memory by providing a separate memory bus.
In many applications memory spaces
larger than the 248K bytes are required
to contain the executable program
code, while the additional processing
power (and cost) of the 11/44 or 11/70
is not wanted. The traditional answer to
this problem is disk overlays and
checkpointing. An unfortunate side
effect is greatly reduced throughput
arising from the disk bottleneck created
by the solution. Faster disks and even
solid state "disks" are used to reduce
the magnitude of the problem. These
techniques, however, are limited because the UNIBUS is employed in the
transfer of data between the device and
main memory.

.,.

Series

630

Quite frankly,
when it comes to OEM
terminals,TEC far exceeds competition .

).

•

A must for
your consideration
because the Series 630
starts where other terminals stop.
The 630 is a smart state-of-the-art ergonomically designed terminal which
incorporates quality, reliability, and the
flexibility to adapt to your system at a
price which helps keep your overall
system cost down.
The 630 has many standard features to
complement your system. A few of these
are detached keyboard with the reliable
reed switch technology, non glare
screen , full editing capabilities,
user programmable auxiliary 1/0
port and horizontal split screen,
six user defined function keys,
and upper and lower case
characters.
TEC also offers an array of

designed with
the OEM in mind
options to make the 630 even more
attractive to you, some of which are tilt/
swivel terminal base, 96 character limited
graphics set, composite video output , 2 ,
4, or 8 pages of memory with paging or
scrolling .
TEC has been in business for over 23
years. We know how to make OEMs
happy, we have built CRT terminals for
them for over 15 years. That's a long time
and we 're proud of it. We believe
in providing individual support
to all of our customers, especially after the sale has taken
place. TEC will also modify or
completely redesign its terminals to meet your exact
requirement.

For a detailed brochure on the 630 or
other TEC terminals, or for applications
assistance, contact TEC today.

TEC, Incorporated
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Corporate Headquarters
2727 N. Fairview Ave .
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boston (617) 879-6886
Chicago (312) 655-1060
Cincinnati (513) 984-6620
Los Angeles (714) 848-3111
Minneapolis (612) 941-1120
Philadelphia (201) 780-6700
San Francisco (408) 374-2660
Washington D C. (703) 354-1222
West Palm Beach (305) 684-1604

TEC International , Inc.
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European Sales Office
®
Avenue Louise 148-Box 6 ~
1050 Brussels, Belgium
(02) 649-81 54 Telex 846-63553
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ALINE OF
LOW-COST
f MODULAR ENCODERS 1
=
MODEL 715
1.50" Diameter

MODEL 720
2.10" Diameter

Litton Encoder Division offers a line of low-cost. kit-type
modular optical encoders consisting of a hub-disc assembly and
cover designed for mounting on a motor-shaft assembly.
Complete motor/encoder packages are available.

MODEL82
LOW-COST
OPTICAL INCREMENTAL
22 " Diameter

MODEL81
LOW-COST
OPTICAL INCREMENTAL
15" Diameter

A joint effort by Periphonics Corp. and Brookvale Associates has yielded an alternate expansion technique which
maintains the standard UNIBUS structure while permitting
essentially unlimited UNIBUS address space .

unibus window
In the UNIBUS architecture , as in most of today 's mini and
microcomputers, memory is addressed by establishing a oneto-one mapping of bus addresses to physical memory cells.
(The CPU may or may not use a memory management unit to
map logical program addresses - 16 bit values - to physical bus addresses - 18 bit values - before presentation to
the UNIBUS.) The Periphonics approach employs a multivalued mapping of UNIBUS addresses to physical memory .
A UNIBUS window is defined as a contiguous set of
UNIBUS addresses which are controlled by PERIPACS .
Many devices or memory cells are present at each address
within the window . The PERIPACS device determines
which will respond when a UNIBUS address is asserted .
Memory cells are grouped into logical sets (planes) which do
not have multiple mappings. A memory card with 64KB of
memory is the usual plane. One of the memory planes controlled by PERIPACS will be enabled by software, effectively placing that memory into the window. Up to 16 planes
of 64KB each may be installed in a system , allowing a
maximum of lMB of added memory .
The crux of the patented technique for mapping logical
(UNIBUS) to physical (PERIPACS) memory is an active
backplane. Software directives to PERIPACS cause the
activation or deactivation of memory slots in the backplane .
Placing a memory plane into a window is accomplished by
the activation and deactivation of the appropriate backplane
slots . Once memory is enabled by " placement into the window"' it operates at normal UNIBUS/memory transfer rates.
Exchanging the contents of 64KB of main memory with its
previous contents can be done with only 2 PDP- 11 instructions , and with virtually no bus activity .

software support

MODEL 76
(1000 COUNTS NOW AVAILABLE)
OPTICAL. ABSOLUTE

TRACKBALL
COMMERCIAL AND
MILITARY APPLICATIONS

Our complete line of Digital Shaft Position Encoders
encompass the entire spectrum of Incremental and
Absolute types including both contacts and opticals.
Encoders are used in Military. Outer Space. Commercial
and Industrial applications.
For further information. call or write
the Marketing Department.

$1

rn

Litton

0

.

,o,

FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE

ENCODER DIVISION

20745 NORDHOFF ST.. CHATSWORTH. CA.· (213) 341 6161
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Software supporting PERIPACS was developed by Brookvale Associates . The DEC supplied RSX-1 lM operating
system provides the host environment, with PERICHECK
replacing the RSX LOADR program . RSX allocates main
memory by an algorithm which employs partitions. A partition is a contiguous set of UNIBUS addresses. PERICHECK
provides a "partition swapping" mechanism which is an
extension of the native checkpointing algorithm. PERICHECK uses PERIPACS controlled memory (rather than
disk) for the checkpointing of active , but not running tasks.
Thus PERICHECK effectively increases the amount of main
memory available for executable task images. Disk checkpointing is still available if the PERIPACS space is totally
used .

performance
A test bed installation was created for evaluating PERIPACS/
PERICHECK performance. The system was a PDP- I I /34A
with 192KB of main memory , 128KB of PERIPACS memory, and RPR02 disk drives for checkpointing . The RPR02
is capable of a sustained transfer rate of 205KB per second .
The application environment was simulated by two tasks

(APRIME and BPRIME) which computed and printed prime
numbers. The tasks work in sequence, one after the other,
passing the results of one calculation to the other to serve as
the basis of the next calculation. Both APRIME and
BPRIME were made to occupy the same 28KB partition,
thereby forcing the idle task to be checkpointed. When both
tasks are co-resident in main memory (the fastest configuration) prime numbers are calculated at the rate of 2.5 per
second. With PERICHECK handling the checkpoint context
switch, the rate is 2. 14 primes per second. Finally , with
ordinary disk checkpointing the rate is l . 16 primes per
second. PERICHECK offers a throughput increase of:
(2.14 - l.16)
l.16

- 84 501
. -10

This compares favorably to the maximum possible increase
of:
(2 .50 - 1. 16)
l.16

•

-115 501
. 70

Further increases in PERICHECK performance are possible if PERIPACS were operated at context switch level,
rather than at checkpoint level. This change would eliminate
the execution of the LOADR task, which requires about 32
msecs per operation (checkpoint read or checkpoint write) .
To take this approach would require that PERIPACS be
incorporated into the heart of the RSX executive . The
PERICHECK approach affects only the LOADR task . In
most RSX configurations the LOADR task can be replaced
with another LOADR task in a matter of minutes , without
SYSGEN . The PERICHECK approach was chosen in order
to maintain the extreme ease of implementation and maintenance sorely missing in many software packages on the market
today.

future

)

•

EXATRON'S
RS-232C STRINGY/FLOPPY
MASS STORAGE SYSTEM.

The next step in the current effort for PERIP ACS would be to
extend the range of operating systems which support its
operation . RT-11 and RSTS are excellent candidates because
of their widespread use in business-type application environments which usually involve high checkpoint loading .
Many uses beyond expanded application memory space
are also possible . For instance, PERIPACS memory could be
assigned to and managed by the disk driver programs . The
memory space would then be used as a cache for disk ,
permitting writes to be sequenced for maximum efficiency,
and bypassing certain disk reads totally .
If the PERIPACS backplane were enhanced to support a
local LSI-11 processor with each memory plane a multiprocessor environment would be created. Each memory
plane would become an independent processing unit , with
the potential for operating its own local 1/0 devices.
Communications between master and subordinates would be
at memory/bus speeds . This makes it practical for the subordinates to share the master's peripherals , such as disk . If
additional UNIBUS windows were allowed , multiple trees of
subordinates could be defined . Any node of one tree could
communicate with a node of another tree at direct memory
rates. It would be an extremely powerful multiprocessor
configuration.
- Victor DiCara
Periphonics, Inc.
80 Orville Dr.
Circle 197
Bohemia, NY 11716

Mini-disk speed, capacity and
reliability for only $349.50.
•
•
•
•
•

Standard RS-232C communications link
Built-in operating system
Two file management structures: ASCII and binary
Three baud rates available: 300, 1200 and 9600
Busy/ready handshaking supported

Gexatron

Call our HOTLINE . ..
(800)-538-8559
In California,
Call (408)-737-7111

Exatron, inc.
181 Commercial Street
Sunnyvale, California 94086
(408)-737-7111
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Precision sprockets to drive
pe/ forated media with unvarying accuracy. Standard
sites from 0.30" diameter;
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PJlastics. Immediate delivery.
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Our catalog
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Trends In Backpanel
Wiring Materials Selection
James J. Anastasi
Electronic and Industrial Cable Div., Brand-Rex Co.
Willimantic, CT
Optimum selection of materials can reduce overall system
costs. During the past two years, metal prices have experienced severe fluctuations. Copper prices rose 43%; silver
rose from $5.00/oz. in 1978 to $50.00 before dropping to
$15 .00/oz. Petroleum-based insulations increased 40% and
will rise further.
Here are guidelines to aid in material selection: • Tin-plated
copper conductor with PVC or tape-wrapped insulations can
be used where manual or semi-automatic wire termination
methods are employed. • Silver-plated copper conductor
with closer tolerance, high-temperature insulations can be
used with fully automated termination equipment. • Irradiated and simple PVC insulations can be substituted for
more expensive materials, where close tolerances are not
critical. • Tefzel and FEP/Kapton can be used in h~ g h -density
packaging applications, since they both have low dielectric
constants and exhibit the lowest cross-talk parameters. •
Lower cost insulations such as PVC and Kynar can be used in

low-density packaging applications, since electrical requirements are not as critical. • In terms of backpanel wire
economics, si lver-plated copper/tape-wrapped, and silverplated copper/FEP/H film are the most expensive combinations. The least expensive combinations are tin-coated copper with PVC insulations.

trade-off analysis
Today, trends toward more efficient packaging techniques
are directing wire and cable manufacturers to offer wider
lines of varied conductor/insulation combinations for backpanel wiring to make better uses of materials.
System designers can take advantage of these lines with
minimal analysis to find the optimum wire-types that give the
best performance at the least cost. For example, low-cost
tin-coated conductors covered with high-temperature insulations could be specified to maintain critical performance
requirements, while keeping overall costs at a minimal level.

CONDUCTOR-PLATING COMPARISON
CONDUCTOR

CHARACTERISTIC
NOMINAL
OPERATING
TEMPERATURE

COST

USES

1so c

Low

Where temperatures are relatively stable.

Excellent.

200°c

Very
high

In high temperature applications
or where there
are extreme
temperature
variations.

Excellent.

2so c

Highbut lower
than silverplate.

In high temperature applications
or where there
are extreme
temperature
variations.

LIFE STABILITY

TERM INABILITY

TIN-COATED

Conductivity and
solderability deteriorate with heat
aging at rated temperature, copper and
tin tend to migrate
and tin oxidizes.

Good - but contact Good originally.
resistance increases Deteriorates with
shelf life.
with time and can
be highly variable.

SILVER PLATED

Excellent - no loss Excellent - conof conductivity with
tact resistance
heat aging at rated
remains low.
temperature. Solderability shelf life is
good.

SILVER-FLASHED Conductivity reNICKEL PLATED mains stable with
heat aging at rated
temperature.
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Excellent - contact resistance
remains low.

SOLDERABILITY

0

0

:;

Other ways of maintaining high performance at minimum
cost include the use of lower-cost irradiated and simple PVC
insulations. Also, silver-flashed, nickel-plated copper is beginning to show promise as a lower-cost alternative to silverplated copper conductors.
In addition to wrapping and termination , backpanel wire
must also withstand mechanical bending and turning,
stretching forces, temperature variations and sometimes
hazardous environments. Physical properties of backpanel
wiring include:
• Ruggedness: conductor and insulation should be able to
withstand mechanical abuse during and after installation .
• Abrasion and cut-through resistance: insulation should be
tough enough to withstand nicks and scrapes. In addition,
pressure by pins or component edges (caused by improper
routing during wiring and wrapping, second and third-level
wrapping in densely wired areas, or high tension during
wrapping) should not cause the insulation to cold-flow exposing the conductor and creating a potential short circuit
hazard.
• Strippability: insulation should adhere firmly to the conductor within a manufacturer's specified limits. If adhesion
is not precisely controlled, problems can occur: the conductor may be elongated or broken if the insulation is too
tight, or automatic equipment may jam ifthe insulation is too
loose .
• Minimum shrinkback: insulation should not slip back on
the conductor due to shrinkage caused by temperature cycling.
• Minimum curl: wire should not curl due to being coiled
when the wire was on its spool. Curled wire can cause
jamming or malfunctions in automatic equipment. On long
runs , curling can also make the wiring difficult to handle due

to a tendency of the wire to ''pop-up" from the backpanel.
• Chemical resistance: insulation should resist chemical
breakdown from exposure to solvents sometimes used in
circuit board production and cleaning . Deterioration of the
insulation can lead to conductor corrosion or oxidation that
may result in short circuits or increased electrical resistance .

other wiring requirements
Backpanel wiring performance is highly dependent on wiring
techniques . Guidelines for good wiring include:
• Short wire runs : to reduce or eliminate signal crosstalk.
• Distribution of electrical loads: to reduce resistances and
minimize heat build-up. For example, two wires may have
the same point-to-point connections to share the load and
dissipate heat effectively .
• Point-to-point wiring: an inherent characteristic of wirewrapping techniques . Each connection is terminated at both
ends of each wire. If the same signal is to go to another point,
a second wire must be wrapped at a second level on the
intermediate pin and connected to the next pin in the circuit.
Standard pins are limited to two or three wire-wrapped connections per pin.
• Optimum wire routing: pre-planning is required on all but
the shortest wiring runs . However, wire-wrapping techniques have advanced to where much of the wiring and
routing can be determined using the latest computer-aideddesign techniques. In addition, physical placement can be
accomplished with automated equipment.
Another wiring characteristic, often a factor in wirewrapped circuit, is the insulation's dielectric constant. This
is not a consideration in backpanel wiring if individual wires
are spaced apart . ID

LSl-11 SYSTEMS FROIVI ANDROMEDA
Any size you want.
(expandable to 389kb), 64kb of RAM,
space for up to 16kb of EPROM, 4 serial
ports, and the LSl-11 / 2 CPU . All of this
for less than $4000. While the 11/M1
will run the RT-11 operating system , it
is best suited for dedicateq applications
where its small size but large processing
power are needed .
nta

No matter what your LSl-11 system
needs are, Andromeda can satisfy
them .
For example, the 11 / M1 system shown
on the right weighs only 14 pounds yet
contains 102kb of mini disk storage

Near the other end of the scale is the
11 / H23-DDF system shown at the left.
The mobile enclosure includes the
LSl-11 / 23 processor, 256kb main
memory, 1Omb of storage on the double
density RK-05 cartridge disk and
1.2mb on the double aensity floppy
disks . This system also has 4 serial
ports and 7 empty dual width slots for
additional interfaces . The $22,500 price
includes the video terminal shown , a
150 CPS matrix printer, and the RT-11
operating system.
These are just two examples of the
many LSl-11 based systems available
from Andromeda. And the standard
systems are just starting points; we
will provide any combination of pack-

age , processor, memory, interfaces ,
and peripherals to meet your requirements. In addition to general purpose
systems, we also have turnkey packages for word processing, time-sharing,
data acquisition, and graphics.
We also provide individual boards,
software and accessories to support
LSl-11 systems.
LSl-11, RT-11 , and RK-05 are trademark s of the
Digital Equipment Corp.

ANOMOMEO~

S'::'S1EMSm
9000 Eton Ave.
INC.
Canoga Park, Calif. 91304
Phone: 213/709-7600
TWX: (910) 494-1248
Prices are domestic U .S.A. only.
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PRINTERS:
A Technology/Marketing Overview
Ronald 0. Huch
Dataroyal Inc.,
Nashua, NH
By the early 1980s, printing technologies will be refined and,
in some cases, made obsolete. User needs will change,
encompassing distributed processing, WP, various types of
graphics, higher throughputs and electronic communications. Prices and equipment dimensions will shrink further;
printers, like computers, will become more sophistic;ated.

the printer market
Current estimates from GML Information Services Corp . in
Lexington, MA show that 1250 different printers are commercially available, spanning 10-15 different printing technologies with about 120-130 companies making serial printers, line printers, or both .
Worldwide industry revenues on computer printers has
been predicted to exceed $6 billion by 1982. Just three years
ago, the total worldwide market for printers was estimated at
$3 billion. Growth rates also have been predicted in the range
of25-30% annually through the first few years of the decade.
As a start, Jet's define some commonly-used terms.
I. Printing technology-impact vs. nonimpact. An impact
printer is any variation of the traditional typewriter, where a
hammering part strikes paper through inked ribbon. Nonimpact printers use electronic, chemical or heat (thermal)
signals to etch symbols onto coated or treated paper.
2. Character form-fully-formed vs. dot matrix. Fully-formed
characters are constructed from solid lines, like those
produced by a typewriter. A dot-matrix character is made
from a formation (matrix) of closely-packed dots.
Most solid-character printers use an impact printing method (drum, band, chain/train, daisy wheel/thimble) . Dot
matrix can be performed by printheads that fire solenoiddriven wires, produce electrical discharges on coated papers,
laser-beam images, or heat impulses .
3. Printing sequence-serial vs. line vs . page. These terms
describe the amount of data the printer fires off in one
printing sequence. For example, serial printers print single
characters in sequence, one at a time across the page. Line
printers do an entire line at once. Finally, page printers have a
prodigious appetite, since they rapidly print whole page
images at a time - sometimes in splitseconds.
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dot matrix print-quality
Will dot matrix win the word processing/formal business
fields, where custom alone dictates solid-character printing?
It seems so. Print quality has traditionally been measured
against highly-defined, solid-character print. The standard
grades of comparison stack up this way: Letter quality:
Highly-legible print resembling letters typed on finestquality typewriters. In demand for word-processing and formal business applications. Correspondence quality: Good
quality, legible print (closely-packed dot matrix sometimes
acceptable) . Used for most common correspondence in business applications. Draft quality: As the name implies , OK
for banging out rough drafts , payrolls, and internal materials.
Least legible of the three, but certainly readable. Nearly all
fully-formed character printers will produce letter-quality
printing . However, they usually have Jots of moving parts
that threaten reliability, little or no graphics capability (bar
codes, line graphs , plotting), and high supplies costs .
Dot matrix, on the other hand, has high printing speeds
with fewer moving parts, suiting it for high-demand situations . Dot matrix makers , trying to break into the lucrative
market, made great improvements to print quality. Methods
like multipass printing (where the printhead makes two or
more passes to overprint the same symbols), and overlapping
printhead wires can each produce denser, clearer print very
close to letter quality.
Machines are marketed as workhorses for 80% of draft and
correspondence material done at typical WP stations. Why
should users create a bottleneck by using slow daisy-wheel
printers for a draft on an internal memo? If dot matrix can
catch on with users for traditional letter-quality applications,
that technology will take over the WP printer marketplace .

reducing printer noise
With printers being used for more desktop, office and home
applications , factors like quiet operation and humane design
have become primary considerations for printer manufacturers. Both regulatory and market pressures from users and
international government safety agencies have forced printer
makers to modify or totally redesign their machines . Impact
implies noise; however most manufacturers have been able to
use extra padding in the shell, sound-absorbing covers or

4.

product redesign to attain noise levels around 70 dB. Dataroyal has succeeded in reaching as low as 63 dB on its
IPS-5000 printer.
Some nonimpact technologies - thermal , ink jet, laser/
xerographic - are inherently quiet, but are limited by high
printer price, slow speed, frequent maintenance, expensive
supplies and no multi-copy printing.
A recently-introduced quiet-writing printer uses a mPcontrolled stylus that traces symbols through a ribbon onto
paper. The impact produces a slight tapping sound.
Agencies like the West German VOE and OSHA are
aiming at office-noise reductions to the range of 55-60 dBs ,
posing quite a challenge for manufacturers , since noise in a
typical office without people talking runs about that level. A
typical typewriter or daisywheel printer produces over 80 dB .

new applications

;

Just a quick glance at the number of new applications for
computer systems makes it clear that printer makers must
offer either very versatile, expandable printers, or a wide
range of special-applications models. The industry ' s designs
and technologies will respond to these growing market areas:
personal computing , small business/commercial, distributed
dp, future applications of electronic mail and office communications, WP and remote work stations.
American-based printer companies competing overseas
must meet the applications needs of the international customer with different configurations and options . More language sets, quieter performance, special forms-handling
features all take extra time and development cost.
Printer makers must often offer a wide product range .
Each application requires printers with different prices and
capabilities. For exainple, distributed processing calls for
medium-speed, moderately-priced printers for remote locations. Expanded computer-room functions need very high
throughput, while desktop installations require less-expensive, compact printers with broad capabilities.

technologies

•

Daisy wheel. The daisy wheel is a fully-formed character,
serial impact printer, using a metal or plastic print element
with a circular series of flexible spokes radiating from a hub
("daisy wheel" ). The printer rotates the wheel to position the
arm with the proper character, then hammers the arm forward
onto the ribbon and paper. Each spoke carries one embossed
character.
Specs are as follows: Print speed: 30-55 cps. Pricing:
$2500-$6000 (all prices are end user) . Suppliers: Qume,
Diablo Systems, Olivetti, Wang , C. ltoh. Benefits: excellent
print quality , interchangeable, 96-char. elements in various
fonts . Disadvantages: slow printing speed, relatively high
price due to lack of competition, reliability , cost of supplies,
operator intervention for character-changing. Product trends:
improvements in price/performance, reliability. Manufacturers are predicting increased competition from dot matrix
that will force some cost reduction . However, daisy wheel
won ' t become that much faster. Daisy wheels will remain in
the market where their advantages are needed.
Thimble technology is a faster (55 cps) variation of the daisy
wheel. Here, the spokes-and-hub element resembles a
thimble, with spokes radiating up from the hub. Each spoke
holds two characters. The thimble rotates on a vertical axis,
and moves up and down to choose either the upper or lower
row of characters.
Specs are as follows . Pricing : from $2350 to $3300 (NEC
Spinwriter) . Suppliers: NEC Information Systems, Inc .

Benefits: excellent print quality, faster than daisy wheel,
128-character sets , higher reliability, interchangeable fonts .
Disadvantage: still relatively slow . Product trends: same as
daisy wheel. Solid-character printers won ' t get much faster,
since the " seek time " (time used to rotate and position print
element) can only be reduced to a certain point, using more
expensive controllers and sacrificing reliability . They will
have their place in the market.
Impact dot matrix holds the greatest market share. It uses a
printhead containing banks of wires fired at high speeds
against an inked ribbon and paper. Wires are arranged in
certain matrix formats (5 x 7, 7 x 7, 9 x 7); firing is timed to
produce a dot grouping (matrix) in the desired character
shape . Both serial and line printers are available.
Specs are as follows : Print speeds: from 60 cps to 900 cps.
Pricing: $600-$5000 (some special-applications models up
to $7000) . Suppliers: Dataroyal, Centronics, IBM, DEC , Tl,
Mannesman Tally (line) , others . Benefits: high speed, least
expensive technology (printer and supplies), reliability ,
ROMs and PROMs can store numerous character sets, bidirectional printing, compressed print and proportional spacing, greater flexibility in character formation. Disadvantages: Print quality (a factor in certain uses). Product trends:
multi pass or overlapping printing to improve print, quality ,
noise reductions , much lower printer cost relative to other
technologies . Will hit $500 for capable small business
models .
Band. Currently the most popular impact line printer, this
fully-formed character technology employs hammers that
strike a rapidly-rotating metal or plastic band or embossed
characters into inked ribbon and paper. Traditionally found
in computer rooms , medium-speed band printers are appearing in offices and remote-processing stations.
Specs are as follows. Print speed: 150 !pm to nearly 4000
!pm. Pricing: $3,000-$65,000. Suppliers: Centronics, Dataproducts , Data Printer, Documation, Control Data, GE.
Benefits: choice of speed ranges , fully-formed characters,
operator-changeable print bands in variety of fonts and sets,
now designed for more quiet operation and more compact
dimension. Disadvantages: noise, printer takes up lots of
space, bulky , higher cost (compared to dot matrix) . Product
trends: lower printer costs , lighter weight, compact size,
quieter operation. Vendors are adding sound-proofing,
acoustic cabinets, and are using modular construction and
higher production volumes to drive down noise and price.
Drum . One of band printing' s parents, drum uses characters
embossed around a cylindrical drum which rotates on a
horizontal axis for positioning. A hammer then strikes the
back of the paper and ribbon onto the drum .
Specs are as follows . Print speed: 300-2000 lpm . Pricing:
$4,000-$15,000 (OEM-only) . Producers: Dataproducts
(OEM-only) , Dataprinter (OEM-only). Advantage: reliability . Disadvantages: limited number of fonts, drum not easily
changed by operator, noisy, problems with print quality,
legibility , (hammer must be precisely timed to strike when
drum is positioned; sometimes makes wavy lines). Product
trends: possibly headed for extinction.
Chain/train. Another parent to band, these technologies
have a series of individual character slugs, rather than one
rotating band. In chain printers, the slugs are connected and
pull each other past the striking hammers in a chain . In train ,
they are not connected and push each other past the hammer
set.
Specs are as follows. Print speed: up to 1500 !pm. Pricing:
$10,000-$112,000. Suppliers: IBM, Dataproducts, Dataprinter. Advantage: good print quality. Disadvantages: comMARCH 1981 Dlgltal Design 33

petes with band printing, fonts and character sets not easily
changed by operators, high pricing. Product trends: same as
with drum. Band should dominate market areas where drum
and chain/train now exist.
Ink jet (nonimpact) technologies use a variety of methods to
spray a controlled stream of tiny ink droplets accurately onto
paper, forming either dot matrix or solid characters.
Specs are as follows . Print speed: 72 cps to 300 cps
(45,000 lpm in specialized Mead system) . Pricing: $2,000$30,000 (lower speeds). Suppliers: IBM, Siemens, Silonics,
Inc., Mead Digital Systems (high-speed models). Benefits:
very quiet operation , character and font flexibility , highquality printing, even at relatively low speeds (drop-ondemand method). Disadvantages: complexity and printer
cost (continuous-stream method), reliability (ink clogs, accuracy), overcoming market reluctance, no multiple copies.
Product trends: very promising technology for 1980s - if
market accepts . Potential for color and elaborate graphics .
Drop-on-demand system: Simple, lower-cost method for
low- and medium-speed printers . Ink flows from a closed
reservoir or cartridge through a filter and into a multi-nozzle
printhead. Ink is shot toward the paper at an electrical pulse
signal.
Continuous-stream method: A single-nozzle head ejects an
ink stream. Rapid horizontal head motion breaks the stream
into single droplets, which then are charged by an electrode.
The charged drops are deflected vertically onto the paper by
two other charged plates. The 99% of the ink not used for
character formation falls into a gutter to be recycled through
'
the system.
Thermal . A relatively low-cost, quiet, flexible techology ,
best suited for personal, limited small business, scientific
and communications computing. The printhead moves
across a specially-treated, heat-sensitive paper; individual
wires in the head are selectively heated to darken the paper in
dot-matrix patterns or graphics. Distributed thermal heads
use one heating element for several columns in a head that
moves back and forth as characters are printed. Others use
heating elements for every dot.
Specs are as follows . Print speed: 30-120 cps (to 500 lpm
in distributed-head models). Pricing: $1000-$5000. Suppliers: TI, Dataproducts, NCR. Advantages: quiet operation,
simple design , high reliability , can print on specially-coated
preprinted forms or papers, compact size, light weight, portable. Disadvantages: no multiple copies, special coated
paper is expensive, sometimes difficult to get, fades with
age; doesn't resemble plain paper, heads clog and wear from
ink/clay-based coating despite wax additives. Product
trends: faster printing speeds, some improvement in print
quality, lower prices for printer and supplies, some improvement in paper quality and appearance, more graphics
capability.
Electrosensitive uses a special paper constructed of a metallic
coating over a black background, and voltages applied to
matrix elements in a moving printhead bum off the coating to
. reveal the black layer (etches dot-matrix character onto
paper).
Specs are as follows. Printing speeds: 160-6600 cps. Pricing: $500-$3000. Suppliers: Comprint, SCI Systems, Univac . Advantages: quiet operation, high print speeds (useful
in high-demand situations), Relatively-low printer cost,
compact light weight, portable. Disadvantages: low print
quality, coated paper looks like aluminum foil, paper wrinkles and smudges easily, rio multiple copies . Product trends:
major markets will be confined to personal, desktop and CRT
computing. Some improvement in paper·quality and price
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likely .
Electrostatics use a specially-coated paper that passes over
matrix elements or styli, which then pass electrically-charged
dots in character groupings onto the paper. The paper goes
through a toner bath; the charged dots attract ink particles to
create character images .
Specs are as folJows. Print Speeds: 300 lpm-18,000 lpm.
Pricing: $5,000-$165,000. Suppliers: Honeywell, Versatec .
Advantages: high printing speed, quiet operation, font and
character versatility, can plot and print simultaneously,
offers competitive printer price against competition (impact
printers, xerographic). Disadvantages: special paper and
toner expensive, liquid toner must be frequently replenished,
no multiple copies, not practical for preprinted forms , print
quality less acceptable than xerographic. Product trends:
designed for very high speed printing and plotting . Improvements will be in price of printer and supplies (paper, toner).
Laser/Xerographic. Promising future technology for the
1980s, especially for high-quality /high-demand output on
plain paper or preprinted forms. Uses a rotating polygon
mirror to deflect a modulated fiberoptic light beam, or laser
beam, onto the photosensitive surface of a drum or belt. This
latent image attracts toner to the imaged areas. This toner is
then electrostatically transferred to the paper and fused into a
permanent image.
Specs are as follows. Speed: lO pages/minute (ppm) to
215 ppm (19,000 lpm). Pricing: $145,000-$325,000. Suppliers: IBM, Xerox, Siemens, Hewlett-Packard. Advantages: excellent print quality, tremendously-high printing
speeds , can form photo image from original copy, or from an
electronic forms generator, electronically-stored fonts can be
mixed on same sheet, prints 8-1/2 x 11 output in horizontal
or vertical format, uses plain paper or printed forms , simultaneously prints, firms , logos, and preprints its own forms .
Disadvantages: no multiple copies, expensive printer price,
frequent maintenance, high cost for supplies. Product trends:
These printers should see use in facsimile output systems,
distributed data systems, and very high demand work stations . If printer and supply prices come down , this technology could be the answer to the print speed vs. quality
question.

conclusion
The printer industry and ·its technologies are just one facet of
the larger market for computer systems, equipment and services. Predicted to grow at 30% or better annual rate into this
decade , the dynamic, volatile computer marketplace will
undergo profound changes in the 1980s and 1990s. Competition will become even more global in nature: international
competitors like the Japanese will enter the personal and
business systems markets with strong intention and commitment.
Right now , and for the first half of the 1980's, there is a
distinct split between suppliers in the small business systems
market and the personal/home entertainment area. However,
by the second half of the decade, major companies now
making video games will move into the tremendous, untapped potential for home computing, electronic communications , and possibly into the low end of the business system
market.
The 1980s will witness many large corporate powers making strong financial ·and marketing ventures to capture large
shares of the computer and communications market. Horizontal as well as vertical integration will become more important, as these corporations offer complete systems for
business and home with communications network services. e
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If you want a choice

in print wheels,
there'~ onlY. one choice
10 printers.

•

The Diablo 630.
It's the only one that lets your customers use either metal or plastic print wheels.
Which means they can choose the print wheel that's just right for the job .
The 630 works as well with a 96-character plastic daisy print wheel as it does with an
88-, 92-, or 96-character metal daisy print wheel. In over 100 different type styles.
Every 630 has a fully strappable power supply. It's as easy to use in Paris, Kentucky
as it is in Paris, France. So you only need to stock one printer for
international and domestic markets.
It has fewer moving parts than competitive printers, which
makes it more reliable. And it offers unsurpassed print quality. Compatibility with Diablo supplies. And bi-directional printing capability.
The 630 is the only printer in the world that uses both metal
and plastic wheels.
Once your customers hear they can change their print
wheels, they're going to be changing their printers.
To Diablo 630 printers.

Diahlo Systems

XEROX

Diablo'" and XERO X* arr cradrn1'rk> or XEROX CORPORAT ION.
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Printer Controllers:
How To Choose Them
Stan Margulis,
MDB Systems, Inc.

A printer controller is defined as a single PC board residing in
a host computer and which transfers data in parallel to the
printer. A serial interface is not generally considered to be a
printer controller. Controllers typically consist of three interrelated sections: the interface between the board and the
computer bus; an 1/0 section with interface circuitry for
operation of a given printer; and circuitry which ties the bus
interface and printer interface together (and provides for the
control and logic functions required for addressing and
general operation). Controllers are either Programmed 1/0 or
OMA. Pl/0 boards (the most common) although easier and
cheaper to manufacture than OMA, can have a negative
impact on system throughput. Familiar Pl/0 controllers include those for PDP-8, PDP-11, LSI-11, Perkin-Elmer, and
some Data General computers . OMA controllers have a
direct port to memory . Once a data transfer is initiated, flow
of data between memory and printer, via controller, is independent of program control. OMA boards are used in IBM
Series/ l and with some Data General computers. Software
which operates the printer via controller is commonly referred to as a Printer Driver Routine or Printer Handler within
the computer Operating System.
An alternative to the use of a parallel printer controller in a
system is, generally, a serial interface (RS-232C or current
loop). The determining factor in selection will probably be
the printer itself. Some printers use only a serial interface,
while almost all offer an RS-232C or current loop as an
option to a standard parallel interface. Therefore, serial is
widely available.
A major consideration for the buyer when selecting a serial
interface is buffer overrun. Many printers which employ a
serial interface, print at relatively slow speeds . Therefore,
unless data transmission is slowed to compensate, the transmission can eventually overrun the printer buffer with a
resulting loss of data . To avoid this, many printers send back
a signal (status line toggle or control character) to the computer to stop Data send. Unfortunately, most serial interfaces
are not mechanized to recognize busy signals, and overrun
can still occur. As a deterrent to this event, a computer
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program may send NUL, or non-printing pad characters,
after a CR or LF command. However this can drastically
reduce throughput. A better solution seems to lie with serial
interfaces that are equipped with buffer-ready monitor circuits. Such a circuit allows the printer to run at maximum
speed with no overrun. At present only four such interfaces
are available (all from MOB).
A major determinent for selection of a parallel printer
controller versus a serial interface is distance and the long
distance capabilities offered by controller and/or printer
manufacturers. With normal TIL logic, most controllers and
printers can operate up to 50 feet. If differential drivers and
receivers are used, then the parallel data transmission distance can be increased up to 3,000' or 4,000' . The printer
controller must provide this capability. Equally important,
the printer must be able to convert differential signals to the
TTL signals offered by most printers . Some manufacturers
make controllers that have differential circuitry , and also
products that give this capability to the printer.
Even serial interfaces have their distance limits. The RS232C is generally good for up to 50'. Current loop is used for
longer distances. A newer concept in long distance serial
interfaces is RS-422 (differential drivers and receivers) circuitry. Some manufacturers provide this capability for their
serial interfaces and also for the printer.
Advances in serial interface design notwithstanding, by
far the fastest way to transfer data between a computer and a
printer is by parallel means; i.e., a printer controller. Fig 1
compares speeds .
The major considerations in selecting a printer controller,
are price, viability of source, support and implementation of
special features. The first three must be considered together.
Many buyers prefer to purchase a printer subsystem, (including the printer and controller), from the computer manufacturer. They want a single source to be responsible for the
whole package without multiple service calls and "finger
pointing'' if something goes wrong. In addition, the buyer
may suspect that the host manufacturer will not service the
computer if a .. foreign .. peripheral is attached. This is not
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MeettheTigerwith
a bigger bite.
Introducing the remarkable 132-column
Paper Tiger™ 560. The first full-width matrix
printer to give you fully formed characters
for a low $1695. *
The new 560 features a staggered ninewire ballistic type print head that overlaps
dots in both horizontal and vertical planes.
It bi-directionally prints up to 150 dense, text
quality characters per second.
The 560 also features a reliable cartridge
ribbon that lasts up to four times as long
presents a bred:through in matrix printin
lering the user excellent print quality wit
ce of a. ma.tri• printer . Employing a uniq
red column" head manufactured by Integr
creates high quality printouts by overla

columns, parallel and serial interfaces, selfdiagnostics, and more. All inside the most
compact printer of its kind.
Need more stripes? Dotplot,™ our highresolution raster graphics package, is standard on every 560.
For data processing, word processing
and small business applications, this is your
Tiger. The business-sized Paper Tiger™ 560.
It's a Tiger you can count on.
Call TOLL FREE 800-258-1386 (In New
Hampshire, Alaska and Hawaii, call
603-673-9100.) Or write: Integral Data
Systems, Inc., Milford, NH 03055.

Paper Tiger 560 Print Sample

•

as spool and cassette ribbons, separate
heavy-duty stepper motors to drive the print
head and advance the paper, plus true
tractor feed.
And famous Paper Tiger performance
comes with every new 560. Like fixed or
proportionately spaced text, programmable
tabbing and business forms control, automatic text justification, print formats to 220

*Suggested single-unit U.S. price. Very generous O EM discounts available.
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COMPARISONS OF DATA TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES
The charts below show the relative time for data transmission by 'Parallel', and Asynchronous and Synchronous serial means. The binary
d esignation for the letter " E" as defined in the ASCII specification is used in the example.
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As It Is quite evident from the above examples, the parallel data transfer Is the quickest method to transfer data to a printer,
resulting In the most throughput to the printer or other slmllar device.

correct. Even a computer salesperson will recommend a
foreign peripheral if essential to systems needs.
Regardless of reasons for buying a complete subsystem
from the computer manufacturer, it's hard to justify their
figures. Most computer manufacturers have a limited selection of printers and printer speeds. Therefore, the user may
have to settle for less performance than he really wants . And,
at the same time, the cost differential is incredible when
compared to .. independent shopping." For example, one
major computer manufacturer offers a 300 lpm printer for its
system at $13,500. But the user can easily buy a 600 lpm
printer from a number of peripheral manufacturers for
$8, 000. Add to that a controller from an independent at about
$2,000 and the user saves $3,500 to get twice the speed. If
the user wants to settle for 300 lpm he can save $6,000 from
an independent purchase . If both the printer and controller
manufacturers are carefully selected based on reputation and
established customer base, the user should have no problem
with system support. Meanwhile, he's saved a bundle.
The customer may also choose to buy his complete printer
subsystem from a printer manufacturer who offers such subsystems. These companies have, in effect, done the customer's independent shopping for him. The buyer still saves
money . In addition he gets support for peripheral and controller from a single source.
One of the special controller features that the buyer must
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take into consideration is utilization of a printer VFU . A
vertical format unit is a memory device that is used to control
paper advance to predetermined areas of the page . Not all
host software supports a VFU. The potential buyer must be
aware of this loose end when selecting a printer from an
independent to make sure he gets the options required . At the
same time the controller must be configured to operate with
VFU, either mechanical or electronic.
Many printers provide graphics capability for printing
block characters, bar codes, plotting, and foreign language
sets. The controller must have the capability to transmit to
these printers the required signals or control codes (preferably under operation of the host computer standard printer/
driver routines).
A final controller feature (which the buyer should be aware
of) allows operation of the printer by the controller independently from computer software. Many printers have a
built-in self-test that can exercise up to 95% of the printer.
What still remains unchecked, however, is the actual printer
interface (drivers, receivers, connectors) presented to the
controlling device . Ability of the printer controller to
generate a test pattern, transmit it to the printer and cause the
printer to print the pattern takes much of the guess work out
of problem identification. Visual indicators on the controller
(LEDs) offer additional assistance for troubleshooting and
fault isolation . e
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PllNTll S OWCAS
Printer manufacturers are shown together with each company's most recent model. Additional models are available
from most manufacturers. Circle numbers on "bingo cards" to get more information from company. The June issue of
DD will list manufacturers of Printer Components, Mechanisms, Controllers, Supplies, etc. That upcoming buyers'
guide (Part 2) will also be expanded to include names of manufacturers not listed here. Printer/plotters will be
covered in a special issue. For inclusion in the Part 2 listing (printers, printer components, printer supports, etc.)
write to "Showcase Editor" Digital Design, 1050 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02215.
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Model T-3000 Line Printer

Model DP-9000 80/132 Column Printer

Standard character set plus another 128 user defined sets can
be stored . "On line" printing of transmitted data . Speed: 300
lpm at 4800 baud. 1K buffer standard; 4K optional.
Tally Corp., 8301 S. l 80th Street, Kent, WA 98031
Circle 251

Dot matrix printer. High density graphics . Full ASCII 96
character set including descenders and underlining. Bidirectional up to 200 cps .

/..,

...

Model M-1400 Ticket Printer and Punch.
Size: approx . 611 x 811 x 10". Produces 3"-wide descriptive
tickets plus machine-readable code. Print head: 5 x 7 dot
matrix . Prints bidirectionally up to 4 lps with 20 cpl . Punches
50 cps .

I

-

Anadex, Inc., 9825 De Soto Ave., Chatswo1th , CA 9 13 11
Circle292

Model PM LCU Dot Matrix Line Printer

Westrex OEM Products, 1140 Bloomfield Ave ., West
Caldwell, NY 07006 Circle 297

200 cps print speed . Bidirectional printing. Variable print.,
densities; 1 x 6 dot matrix graphics mode .
Plessey Peripheral Systems, 1691 Browning Ave., Irv ine,
CA 92714 Circle 296

Model: Series 2000 "Terminet."

Model: Stylist 360 Daisy Wheel

GE's newest "blade " terminology . Printhead is a compact,
light weight blade matrix. Nine-layer blade laminate. Each
blade individually charged to produce quiet , reliable
printing . APL/ ASCII keyboard . Produces 9 copies at 200 cps
with a paper slew rate of20 lps . Last copy clearly legible .
General Electric Co .• Waynesboro. VA 22980
Circle 295

For word processing and small business. Modular design
allows instant service through onsite swap of any of 5 ..
modules . Accommodates 100 characters in several sizes,
fonts and languages. 17 cps speed, bidirectional logic
seeking .
Pertee, 12910 Culver Blvd., Los Angeles , CA 90066
Circle 273

.....,.... ·.·.·.·.·.·.-....·.·.·.·.-.-...................-............................
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Model DMI-4012 VDC Printer

Model LP300 Matrix Line Printer

Impact, line, dot matrix. For use in portable, mobile and
severe industrial applications. 200,000 characters from a 5
amp/hr battery . Prints alphanumeric and limited graphics.
Patented solenoids .Speed: 120 LPM .

High resolution characters on a 9 x 7 matrix . Print speed:
300 and 600 !pm with 96 character ASCII . 132 column
format.
Texas Instruments Inc., Box 1444, M/S 7784 , Houston ,
TX 7700 I Circle 288

::::::::::

Model HPI-33 Line Printer
µ.P-based . For Hewlett-Packard 300/3000 Series minicomputers . Voice activated controller and responder. Choice of7
line printers with speeds from 300 to 1800 lpm.
BDS Computer Corp. Menlo Park, CA 94023
Circle 290
1120 Crane St.

Model B-900 Line Printer
Has several bands and specialized and foreign language
character sets. Print Speed: l l 00 lpm @ 48 characters down
to 600 1pm @ 96 characters. Vertical spacing, 5 clear copies,
diagnostic display . Easy loading ribbon and paper.
Southern Systems, Inc., 284 l Cypress Creek Rd ., Ft.
Lauderdale , FL 33309 Circle 291

Model KH102 Thermal Printhead

Data Machines International. Ten-ace Hill,
NY 14850 Circle 280

"

Ithaca.

8 .3" wide one piece heating element. Dot density 152 d/in .
Model KH !06 Thermal Printhead 8 .5'' wide heating element.
203 d/in . Maximum print speed is 4 ms/line for both .
Enabling electronics, drive circuits, shift registers and diode
arrays mounted in compact 40 terminal IC flat packs .
R-ohm Corp., Box 19515 , Irvine , CA 92713 Circle 282

Model AP-40 LM

Model DC-4004A 48 Column Discharge Printer

Alphanumeric mechanism , 40 column. 150 !pm print speed.
2 dot Matrix printheads .
Gulton, Inc., MCS Div., E. Greenwich , RI 02818
Circle294

5 x 7 matrix . Low cost printer uses 4. 72" paper. Speed: 144
cps . MTBF = 144 million characters.

Model: Spinwriter 3500Q OEM Printer
Requires only 3 major parts for repair. New technique
eliminates more than 100 parts. Size of standard typewriter.
... 30 cps print speed. Quiet 58 Oba rating . Has 3 µ.Ps .
NEC Information Systems, 5 Militia Dr. , Lexington, MA
02173 Circle 298

::::::::::
.·.·.·.·.·
::::::::::

'"' Model DS 180 Printer
'l
4

11

•

Logic-seeking bidirectional printing . 180 cps. 9 x 7 dot
matrix . Accommodates Y> part forms . 38 programmable
features . Non volatile memory protects settings in powerout. Optional multiplexer joins 4 CRTs to one printer.
Pacific Mountain States, 6319-B De Soto Ave .. Woodland
Hills, CA 91367 Circle 287

Model MT-SOS
125 cps , 80/ 132 column bidirectional printer. Interfaces RS232 . Supports full upper and lower case 96 character ASCII
set. Up to 16 cpi on original plus 3 copies. µ.P controlled.
240 character buffer. Additional l K buffer optional.
Microtek, Inc., 9514 Chesapeake Dr. , San Diego, CA
92123 Circle 300

..........

,··=-·····
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Hycom. Inc., 1684 l Atmsu·ong Ave .. ltvine. CA 92714
Circle 293
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Model MDP-125 Matrix Printer

Model Microline 82

125 cps speed, 9 x 9 dot matrix. Plugs into Intellec µC
Development Systems. Bidirectional, 96 character ASCII
character set. Descenders and underlines.
EMC Corp., 385 Elliot St., Newton , MA 02164 Circle 271

Seven-pin head (less than 4 oz in wt) produces sharp , crisp
copy and graphics on plain paper, and multipart forms.

Model DIP-81 Dot Matrix
7 x 7 or 14 x 7. Upper/lower case. I00 cps bidirectional
print out. Uses bond paper in sheets, roll or fanfold .

..

DIP, Inc., 121 Beach St., Boston, MA02l l l Circle257

Model 8230 Line Printer
1400 lpm. 132 columns. Fast and quiet.
Houston Instrument, One Houston Square, Austin, TX
78753 Circle 260

Model Paper Tiger 560
Full width 132-column printer. High speed plus correspondence-quality overlap dot-matrix printing . Bidirectional

Bidirectional printing at 80 cps. Interfaces: RS232C serial ,
Centronics compatible parallel. Friction platen .
Okidata Corp.. 111 Gaither Dr. , Mount Laurel. NJ
08054 Circle 279

Model800
Prints up to 6 different character fonts. 72, 80, 96, 120 and
132 cpl. Prints 3 copies . Long life cartridge ribbon . 4 interface modes: IEEE 488. standard parallel, 20 mA current
loop . RS232 . Speed: 19.200 baud. High Speed paper
advance . graphics output. buffer memory .
Base 2 Inc., PO Box 3548, Fullerton, CA 92634 Circle 254

Model 2087 Matrix Printer
Interchangeable with IBM Model 2 and compatible with
entire 3270 family . Print speed: 180 cps (50% faster than
IBM 2) . Highly legible 7 x 8 dot matrix character. 132 CPL
at 10 CPI. Bidirection movement. Head logic seeks shortest
path between lines . 70-yard nylon ink ribbon cassette . Has
audible alarm for errors. endings, etc.
at 150 cps speed. Can also produce illustrations, charts.
diagrams. Option: .. DotPlof' raster graphics printing.
Integral Data Systems, 14 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760
Circle275

Model 1750 Daisy Wheel
Speed: 60 cps. 132 columns . ASCII input.
Xerox, Printer Division, 701 S. Aviation, El Segundo, CA
90245 Circle 274

Model E, Print 21
Small-screen CRT printer. Compact dot matrix impact
printer for use with small screen CRTs. Records all terminal
data on adding machine paper. 21 column format. 42- l /2 cps
speed. Special fonts and foreign characters available.
Mepcom International, 15181.Business Ave., Dallas, TX
75234 Circle 270
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Memorex Corp., San Tomas at Central Expwy . , Santa
Clara, CA 95052 Circle 259

•

Model SST Dot Matrix Printer

Model MX-SO 9 x 9 Dot Matrix

Dual tractor/pressure-roll paper feed; serial/parallel interface. Handles multicopy fanfold forms from I" to 9 . 5". µP
control for 80. 96. 120 or 132 columns . LOO cps speed.
Micro Peripherals Inc., 2099 West 2200 South, Salt Lake
City, UT 84119 Circle 276

Bidirectional printer, 80 cps. Choice of 40, 80, 66 or 132
columns. Logic seeking functions . Prints 96 ASCH. 64

.

Model 736 Line Printer
For IBM 3270. Produces solid character by single
impressions . interchangeable optional printer elements.
Choice of typeface includes foreign .
Interface Systems Inc., 462 Jackson Plaza. Ann Arbor. Ml
48103 Circle 286

'·

Model TH240 Thermal Printer
80 column. 240 lpm. up to 1200 baud on-line. Available as
alphanumeric only or as A/N plus plotting configuration .
Printer Systems Corp., l W. Deer Park Rd., Suite 104,
Gaithersburg, MD 20760 Circle 267

Model 43 BSR Teleprinter
For multi-point private line systems. µP controlled tabletop
unit. Compatible with various ANSl 3 .28 protocols. 16K
buffer for editing. Send and Receive. 80 keys. Aux port for
optional line printer.
Teletype Corp., 5555 Touhy Ave., Skokie, IL 60077
Circle269

Dot Matrix Printer
60-180 cp"S . 80-132 columns ASCH input.
Dataroyal Inc., 235 Main Dunstable Road, Nashua, NH
03061 Circle 268

Model 4540 Serial Matrix Printer
9 x 9 dot matrix. 9 stored force flexible hammers. Speed:
250 cps bidirectional. Long printhead life characters .

500 million

graphics. and 8 international characters. Print head life: 100
x 10 6 characters. Disposable print head, replacement: $30.
Epson America, Inc., 98 Cutter Mill Rd., Great Neck, NY
11021 Circle 277

Model # 180 Dot Matrix
60-180 cps speed. 132 columns. ASCH character set.
Alpha Matrix Inc., 1020 Atherton Dr., Salt Lake City, UT
84107 Circle 272

Model: Innovator 202
Using heavy-duty chain technology, unit prints fully-formed
characters at 300 LPM. Clear ulc characters on up to 6
copies. Unit based on Teletype Model 40 printer mechanism.
Noise level 60 dba (lower than office typewriter) .
Innovative Electronics Inc., 15200 N011hwest 60
Ave ., Miami Lakes , FL 33014 Circle 299

Model 2511 Printer
Printer speed: up to 200 cps . Lear Siegler 9 pin matrix print
head . Bidirectional printing with full underlining and two
descender capabilities. Digital servo control.
Digi-Data Corp., 8580 Dorsey Run Rd., Jersey , MD 20794
Circle 285

Model SSG Impact Matrix Printer
100 cps bi- or unidirectional. Full upper and lower case 96
character ASCll set. 7 x 7 matrix . Optional: a high resolution dot graphics mode. µP Controlled.
MPI, 2099 West 2200 South, Salt Lake City, UT 84119
Circle 265

Model 200 Dual Mode Matrix Printer

Facit Data Products, 66 Field Point Rd., Greenwich, CT
06830 Circle 255
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Speeds: 165-250 cps in DP mode, 42-60 cps in WP mode .
Stores up to 6 different character fonts in ROM . Single
sheets, multiple part forms or pin feed paper.
Malibu Electronics Corp., 2301 Towngate Rd ., Westlake
Village, CA 91363 Circle266

...

WESTREX

\

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

MODEL 820
SPLIT PLATEN
PRINTER
• Various Platen Splits
• Five Line Validation
• Paper-Supply and
Take Up
• Logo Printing
• Automatic Receipt
Cutter

INTRODUCING
OUR NEW
FAMILY OF
COMPACTS
WESTREX 800 Series of alphanumeric bi-directional
printers include split platen printers, flat bed
slip/document printers and 51 to 96 column journal
printers in a variety of standard models to suit a wide
spectrum of OEM applications. All WESTREX 800 Series
printers utilize the same simple, reliable drive system,
head position sensors, ribbon transport mechanism and
other quality tested components for
maximum cost effectiveness.

Basic models illustrated on this page are obtainable with
various options to suit your application needs. Data
sheets with technical specifications for each of these
products are available upon request.
MODEL 840

~

SLIP/DOCUMENT PRINTER
• Up to 40 Print Columns
• Large Clear Print
• Side or Front Form
Insertion
• Top and Bottom Form
Sensors
• Adjustable Slip/Document
Stop

CX>

Q
Q

en

m
:rJ

m
en

MODEL 850
JOURNAL PRINTERS
• 51 Print Columns
• Integral Paper Supply
Holder
• Easy Top Paper Insertion
• Document Validation
Capability

AT THE HEAD,
THEY'RE CLASS!
MODEL 801
LOW PROFILE , LOW WEIGHT,
PRINT HEAD
"
"'

•
•
•
•

7 Needle Vertical Array
Low Power Consumption
100% Duty Cycle
100 Million Character Life

rn

For full details, write or call us

MODEL 880
JOURNAL PRINTER
• Up to 96 Characters Per
Line@ 12 CPI
• Bi-Directional Printing
• Standard & Graphic Feed
• 576 Print Dots Per Line

Circle 28 on Reader Inquiry Card

Utton WESTREX OEM PRODUCTS
1140 Bloomfield , West Caldwell, N.J . 07006 (201) 227-7290
IN FRANCE - WESTREX OEM PRODUCTS , 103-107 Rue de Tocqueville, 75017, Paris, France 01-766-32-70
IN SWEDEN - WESTREX OEM PRODUCTS, Box 3503, S-17203 Sundbyberg , Sweden 46/8+981100
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Daisy Wheel Printer

Model Comet D Dot Matrix (9 x 7)

5 µ,Ps provide complete text formatting, margin justify and
proportional spacing . Also functions as an electronic typewriter. Can print in reverse , (white characters on black
background to highlight text.)
Howard Industries Inc., 2031 E. Cerritos Ave., Bldg . 7K,
Anaheim, CA 92806 Circle 256

136 column. 2 character size, single or bidirectional. Print
speed: 125 cps (40 lpm bidirectional) on forms up to 15- l /2"
wide .

Model 6450 Thermal Printer
Alphanumeric . Few moving parts. Non-impact. Programmable for either RS-232C or 20 mA current loop . l LO or 300
baud . 64 character. 21 characters/line.
Digitek, United Systems Corp., 918 Woodley Rd., Dayton,
OH 45403 Circle 261

Model 737 Correspondence-Quality Printer
High quality 18 x 9 dot matrix characters. Prints descenders
and underlines . Justifies right margin. Steel platen . Prints
subscripts and superscripts. Quiet. Has an optional acoustic
cover.
Centronics Computer Data, Hudson, NH 0305 l Circle 278

Model 3001 Band Printer
Chaintrain type hammer. 5 horizontal and vertical paper
adjustments . Speeds from 150 to 1100 lpm . Operator
changeable fonts. Money-back guarantee on performance.
Data Printer Corp., 99 Middlesex St., Malden, MA 02148
Circle263

Model 5080 Dot Matrix
Heavy duty, 80 column, bidirectional. Stand alone printer.
Choice of 4 standard interfaces: 8-bit parallel, RS232, TTY

C. Itoh Electronics, 5301 Beethoven St. , Los Angeles, CA
90066 Circle 253

Model Magnum 3400 Big Printer
IBM 5256 replacement. Variable size print from l" to LO"
high as well as 150, 300 or 600 I/in . normal text. Plotting
capability . Handles labels, barcodes, forms . Upside down
and sideways print capability . Mixed size on same line .
Quality Micro Systems, PO Box 81250, Mobile, AL 36689
Circle284

Model 9380 Band Printers.
Hammer technology . Model speeds from 360 lpm to 1440
lpm . Choice of69 print bands . 22 languages . 132 columns on
standard 8-1/2" x l l" paper.
Control Data Corp., 1480 N. Rochester Rd . , Rochester,
MI 48063 Circle 262

Model MQI 150 Dot Matrix

J

it

9 x 9 . Upper and lower case with descenders. Handles up to
6 part form s from 2" to 15" in width . Life expectancy of head
is 600 million characters .
MQI Computer Products, 18381 Bandilier Circle ,
Fountain Valley, CA 92708 Circle 258

Model DE-800SG 80 Column Printer.
Full dot graphics , complete µ,P control. Contains up to SK
EPROM program and 4K RAM to control all hardware
functions. Accepts paper width 1.5" to LO". Prints up to 5 part
form s .
Data Electronics Devices, 18 B1idge St., Salem. NH
03079 Circle 283

Model 286C Model 2 Impact Printer

and IEEE-488 . Upper and lower case ASCII characters .
Speed: LOO cps . Full graphics, 480 dot columns/line.
Sprocket paper advance. 360 character buffer.
Victor Data Products, Walter Kidde Co. , 3900 North
Rockwell St., Chicago, IL 60618 Circle 252
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1355 WP Hy Type 11 mechanism. Metallized printwheel for
high , print quality . 45 cps . Bidirectional, "lookahead"
features for a faster print speed of 60 and 80 cps . Compatible
with Telex and IBM units. µ,P-based .
Telex Computer Products, 6422 E. 4lst St., Tulsa, OK
74135 Circle264

(This listing continues as Part 2 in the June issue.)

'
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Fine Tuning the ALU Carry
Path Boosts Speed 12%
Harry Holt,
National Semiconductor Corp .

•

(al

(bl

Although cycle times of the 2900 family's ALU (arithmetic
logic unit) have improved by 60% during the past two years,
the method of connecting the 74S 182 lookahead carry generator hasn't changed and could limit system speed. Most
application information for the 74S 182 shows three standard
connections for 16. 32 and 64-bit ALUs . When ALU cycle
times approximated 200 ns. standard connections serve quite
adequately. But now that cycle times are less than 80 ns. look
ahead carry techniques can improve system performance as
much as 12%.
Basic Methods for lookahead carry include: ripple carry,
conventional single-level. multi-level and shifted.
Although ripple carry is slow in 8-bit ALUs, it turns out to
be the fastest method. Also. you can use ripple carry in
combination with other methods to eliminate parts while
adding very little to system cycle time . In most applications.
the four basic methods require trade-offs between parts count
and system speed . However. some designs generate the
highest performance with the fewest parts .
The least well-known of the four methods. the shifted
carry-in. results in slightly slower performance in a 16-bit
solution. In certain word sizes it can be the fastest method .
Furthermore. freeing a set of G,P pins on the 74S 182 can
provide advantages in those applications in which a signextension is required .

factors affecting choice
(c)

(d)

Block diagram A depicts a 16-bit shifted look ahead. In this 20-bit
system, (B) shows the single-level method; (C), the chained
method ; and (D), the tWo-level method.

Before applying the look-ahead carry methods to the various
word length ALUs. let's look at some of the factors other
than raw speed that affect the choice of method: parts count.
board space. board layout, board-to-board partitioning, sign
extend. sequencer cycle time , work length expansion, different system architectures and current spiking. While parts
count. board space and board layout are obvious considerations. the others deserve a brief comment.
Board-to-board partitioning refers to those systems in
which half of the ALU is packaged on one board and half on
another. Obviously , all carry-in methods are not readily
adaptable to partitioning , unless a sufficient number of connector pins are available .
Sign-extend requirements may favor the method that frees
a G,P input on one of the lookahead carry circuits.
Sequencer cycle time in a pipe-lined system may be the
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limiting factor in overall system speed. Therefore, saving a
few nanoseconds in the ALU may not be worthwhile.
Future word length expansion becomes important whenever it generates a need for building several models . For
example, 16 bits of address can address 64K words ; twenty
bits , 1M words. If the ALU is used to compute addresses, the
carry method optimized for 20 bits rather than 16 bits may be
desirable.
The architecture that we assumed for this study will not be
used in every system. Consequently, the availability and
timing of input signals, worst-case delay paths and added
components will affect the results shown in the following
section. Thus , each design could require a separate study to
achieve optimum results .
Current spiking becomes important when one method
causes several ALUs to change output states within a few
nanoseconds of each other. When current spiking causes
system noise problems, you should perhaps use an alternate
method.

applying various methods
In the following discussion of systems ranging from 4- to
64-bit words, IDM2901A-I ALU timing is used for the
register elements. Because several different choices of pipeline register are available, the times shown do not include the
clock-to-register output delay. Finally , we have based the
comparisons on the time required to add two registers and
obtain a valid output, such as A+ B => Y.
4, 8 Bits ripple carry is clearly the best for 4- and 8-bit
systems . Thus , no further discussion is necessary . Registerto-register add time for 8 bits is 75 ns.
12 Bits At present, the conventional single-level method

is best (77 ns for 12-bit applications). However, if future
bit-slice devices can provide A, b=> Cn+4 as fast as A,
B=G,P, and Cn => Cn+4 as fast as 74Sl82s G,P = >
Cn + y, ripple carry perform just as fast. Such a development
illustrates the need for designers to rethink the problem
continually as new parts become available.
16 Bits Without sign-extend, a conventional approach
provides optimum performance (77 ns) . The shifted method
is 8.5 ns slower without sign-extend. However, if signextend is required, the shifted method might be as fast , in
addition to eliminating multiplexers. (This example illustrates the fact that two parts of a system optimized independently may result in an overall slower system.)
20 Bits As word width increases beyond 16 bits, some of
the less-conventional approaches begin to offer advantages .
First, consider the more obvious approaches, such as singlelevel and chained. You could come up with yet another by
deleting parts from the conventional 32-bit system .
From a timing standpoint, the single-level method uses
fewer pans and by requiring a single lookahead carry rather
than two . Only a small portion of the second lookahead carry
circuit is used. Furthermore, you can replace this portion
with a circuit consisting of 1/6 of a 74S04 and 1/2 of a 74S5 I.
In addition to supplying a lower power, lower cost solution ,
the replacement of the second lookahead carry circuit actually saves 1.5 ns. Even more surprisingly, the shifted method
requires fewest parts, but runs faster (85.5 ns) than other
methods . Here, the speed-cost tradeoffs both favor the same
solution .
24, 28 Bits A conventional 32-bit solution (deleting one
or two ALUs) yields identical times (98 ns) for 24 and 28
bits . However, the shifted chain uses fewer parts and is faster

EYECOM II
the IMAGE PROCESSING
PERIPHERAL
.
.

Add this image processing peripheral to your present
PDP-11* or LSl-11* to measure variations in image
brightness, separate image features, enhance edges and
contrast, measure areas of interest, do real time image
integration, and real time image differencing .
A basic software package is provided to apply the
EyeCom System to your particular problem.

.
...

FEATURES:
•Real Time Digitizing, 640x480x8-bits
•Add, Subtract and Convolution of images
at video frame rates
•Joystick Cursor, 640x480 Resolution
•Graphic & Alphanumeric Overlay
•Color & Gray Scale Mapping Tables
•Terminal or Rack Mount Configuration

Call or write for complete information:

EyeCom II
Picture Digitizer & Display System
(

Spatial Data Systems, Inc.
·Trademarks ot Digital Equipment Corporation

P.O. Box 978, 508 So. Fairview Ave., Goleta, CA 93117 •Tel: (805) 967-2383
The Image Processing Company
Circle 29 on Reader Inquiry Card
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(96 ns). With the same parts count, chained and two-level
methods yield the fastest times (87 .5 ns) for 24- and 28- bit
ALUs.
32 Bits The conventional approach for 32 bits exemplifies
the two-level with helpers method. For 32 bits, this method
provides a register-to-register add time of98 ns. It runs faster
than the chained and two-level methods (103 .5 ns) that are
optimum for 24 and 28 bits. Another method, the shifted
two-level, again uses fewer parts and is considerably faster
than the conventional approach (87 .5 ns).
Simply deleting parts from the 64-bit solution provides a
98ns solution for 36-bit ALUs. A word of caution: this
arrangement is not the path to the most significant slice
(MSS) . It turns out that this path is only 87 .5 ns long. The
98ns path extends to the output of the second MSS. The
shifted two-level with helper method also produces a 98ns
result, but if you replace the "helper" with the circuit, the
resulting run time is 96 .5 ns .
The double-shifted two-level method requires only two
parts , turns out to be the best two-part solution for all word
sizes from 32 to 64 bits and runs for lOl.5 ns. The shifted
two-level with helper and double-shifted two-level method
also tum out to be optimum three-part and two-part solutions
for 40- and 44-bit ALUs.
48 Bits The double-shifted two-level method is also the
optimum two-part solution for 48 bits . It contains three-part
solutions . The shifted three-level solution results in a I 14ns
system, the double-shifted three-level, in a lOl.5 ns. The
worst-case path varies between the two solutions . This variation means that you must evaluate several paths to make sure
you have found the longest one.
The four-part system improves performance slightly (98

ns) and may not be worth the additional expense. It is,
however, the best four-part choice from 48- to 60-bit range.
This method is referred to as shifted two-level with helpers.
52 Bits Not a particularly popular ALU size. The 52-bit
system nevertheless provides an opportunity to demonstrate
another lookahead carry method - the double-shifted, twolevel with helpers. It also turns out to be the fastest three-part
method for word widths from 52 to 64 bits. This method
results in a 117 .5ns run time for 52-bit systems.
56 Bits ALU s of 56 bits are becoming common in floating
point systems using 56 bits of mantissa and 8 bits of exponent. Deleting components from the conventional 64-bit
approach results in a 98ns solution. However, the shifted,
two-level with helper method can provide the same speed
with four parts .
60 Bits The fastest 60-bit solution uses the conventional
approach for 64 bits with one ALU deleted. This method
results in a 98ns solution. The shifted, two-level with helper
method is a four-part solution that results in a l03 .5ns speed.
64 Bits Again , the fastest 64-bit solution (98 ns) is the
conventional approach. The fastest four-part solution uses a
double-shifted, two-level with helper method ( 117 .5 ns) .

conclusions
No one solution is best for all applications. Even the "faster"
solution may not be optimum for a specific system when you
evaluate such factors as parts count, system wiring, board
space. Evaluate each application individually by looking at
the requirements of the system and the devices available , and
by using sound engineering judgment.
For further information, contact National Semiconductor,
2900 Semiconductor Dr. , Santa Clara, CA 408/737-5000.

HAVE IT YOUR WAY.

25 lps stan~ard and too lps streaming for only $38t5.*

•

Get the only tape subsystem in the world that works\vith
ANY Data General CPU or DG emulator, at a price you
would expect to pay for only a tape drive. It's the most
cost-effective tape backup available for Winchester
disc drives, giving you maximum storage in the
shortest possible time.
Rianda has combined its unique Model
22XX mag tape adapter with the versatile
Cipher Microstreamer to form a price/performance package never before available.
• Compatible with IBM and ANSI nine
track standards.
• Handles eight drives in any combination of NAZI, PE and GCR.
• 40 Mbyte transfer in under
five minutes.
Find out for yourself why this is
the most cost-effective tape subsystem you can
buy. It's available for immediate delivery. Call today.

RIAN DA

• 100 Piece quantities.
Microstreamer is a trademark of
Cipher Data Products, Inc.

Rianda Electronics, 2535 Via Palma, Anaheim, CA 92801. Telephone (714) 995-6552. Telex 18-1623.
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Flexible Data Media:
Keeping Pace With Drive Technology

We recently interviewed Verbatim board chairman Reid
Anderson andhis management team to give our readers more
insight into the technology and market potential of the minimedia market. Besides Anderson, we talked to Marshall Hart,
director of quality; Gerald Newton, VP of operations; Dr.
Geoffrey Bate, VP, advanced development; and Tom
McDonald, manager of market planning and research. The
following (edited) interview discusses technir;al, marketing and
industry overview information.

Q: What recent advances have been made in diskette media
technology?
A: Technical improvements have enabled us to produce
diskettes with longer life and greater information packing
density. These have been accomplished through application
of new particles, new lubricants, and new coating and surface finishing techniques. The new 5-MB disk is one (esult of
these improvements. Also, in one new product offering we
make use of Lexan, a polycarbonate, for the jacket material.
The jacket is normally the first part of the product to be
affected by high temperature. Specially selected liner materials were also used. The disk itself was coated with an
improved, thermally-stable magnetic coating. And, we are
now developing more stable substrate material, jacket materials and magnetic coatings for future extreme environment
applications .

Q: What breakthroughs in procedures and media have
allowed the industry to attain the current storage densities
and tracks per inch?
A: Breakthroughs in a number of different areas have contributed: Better (smoother) surfaces are now attainable;
higher outputs on the newer oxide formulations increase
signal-to-noise ratios; thinner oxide coatings result in higher
recording frequencies (higher densities) and higher inside
track resolution; drive manufacturers have contributed more
accurate head positioning mechanisms resulting in up to 100
tracks per inch capability; and the use of head position and
spindle speed servo mechanisms by drive manufacturers .
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Q: What breakthroughs have been made in tape cartridge
technology?
A: Major recent breakthroughs have been made in upgraded
belts and rollers, including floating rollers and expanded
capacity and durability of the magnetic medium .
Q: What is your overall projection for the future of flexible
disks and cartridge tapes in the next ten years?
A: The market for flexible disks should increase over the next
five years contingent on more storage being attained (3-8
MB). Drives must also become more compact, and media
improved in reliabil ity and durability. Durability improvements call for improvements in both head and drive mechanisms as well as in media. We expect these things to happen, and to see continued substantial growth (more than 20
percent per year) . We project a doubling of s.torage capacity ,
with resulting improvements in cost-performance every few
years .
Q: What market force drives development of flexible disk
technology? Do drive manufacturers exert constant pressure
on media producers, or do the media producers continually
push the drive vendors through development of higher quality and capability media?
A: Drive manufacturers led the way with innovations in size
(minidisk versus 8 "),mechanical capacity (single-sided versus double-sided) and controller electronics. Media manufacturers have consistently responded to these challenges
with advanced products, permitting still higher recording
densities and longer media life in both normal and hostile

operating environments. We expect this "push-pull" relationship between drive and media manufacturers to continue
in the future. The ultimate beneficiary will always be the end
user.
Q: Besides diskettes , you are heavily involved in the manufacture of tape cartridges. Does the current boom in Winchester back-up technology create the main market for this
product? Are there other major markets for tape cartridges?
A: Cartridges have a variety of applications in current systems technology, and are widely considered the most costeffective method to back up the emerging family of " miniWinchester" disk drives . We believe cartridges will find
wide application as back-up for drives of capacity greater
than 30 MB, comprising 30% of all cartridge shipments by
1985 . Other major markets for this product are in telecommunications and certain military applications.
Q: Do diskettes and tape cartridges compete with one another
in the marketplace?

•

Every advance in drive or head technology must be either followed by or led
by equivalent advances in media. The
media maker must communicate and
cooperate with the drive and head
manufacturers constantly. Otherwise,
the result may compare with an ultra
high-speed movie camera with no film
available to fit its capabilities.
A: They compete only in the sense that each is a method of
capturing, storing , -and replaying information magnetically.
In general, diskettes have an advantage over cartridges in
random data access and lower system cost, while cartridges
have much higher data capacity (20+ MB) than current
flexible disks (5 MB) . Though sometimes found together (as
in the IBM 5100) they usually occur as alternatives in different systems and applications .

•

Q: What is your overall projection for the future of flexible
disks and cartridge tapes in the next ten years?
A: There is a strong future ahead for both media technologies . We project a growth rate of 30-40% per year through
1985 for flexible disks , paced by the minidisk and a strong
trend towards multiple density recording formats . Cartridges , led by their previously mentioned mini-Winchester
backup role , will grow at a similar rate . Streamer technology
and a trend towards longer tape lengths (and thus even more
capacity) will be the major cartridge evolutions in this
period .
Q: What are the basic steps involved in producing a diskette?
A: Diskettes are made by coating a 3 mil (75µ.M) film of PET
(polyethylene terephthalate) on both sides with a layer of
submicroscopic magnetic particles dispersed in a flexible
polymer binder. The magnetic coatings are usually less than
or equal to JOO micro-inches (2 .5µ.M) thick and carry information arranged in concentric tracks at a density of 48-150
tracks per inch (l 9-59 tracks/cm) . Along the tracks the storage density changes from track to track (greater on inside

tracks, making data frequency the same for all tracks) so that
the same frequency can be used as the head moves between
the outer to the inner tracks. The highest bit density (on the
innermost tracks) varies from 3,200 to 10,000 bits per inch
( 1,260-4,000 bits/cm) . Most diskettes have an index hole
through which light can pass to signal to the drive the beginning of the records and some use additional holes to mark the
sectors into which the data on the diskette is divided . Others
use pre-recorded patterns to achieve the same result. Diskettes are kept in a flexible plastic jacket which serves to
protect them from damage or contamination and by its relative stiffness, to permit easy insertion into the drive.
Q: What major factors are involved in lowering diskette wear
and producing diskettes with reduced data error rates?
A: There are two key steps in the diskette wear process:
abrasive wear and the pulling out of large pieces of the
coating . This suggests that the life of diskettes can be extended first by developing better lubricants to reduce abrasive wear, then by finding ways to improve both the adhesive
and the cohesive strength of coatings . Flexible disk lubricants are usually blended with the binder, particles and
solvent rather than applied to the surface of the finished disk
as is usual with rigid disks. The binder must be tough and
resilient but less hard than the epoxy binders used in rigid
disk coatings . The polyurethanes are the most commonly
used polymers in diskette coatings and it is important that the
binder and magnetic particle be compatible; that there is the
right degree of chemical and physical interaction between the
binder and surface of the particle. The hardness and fracture
mode of the magnetic particles also play an important part in
the durability of the coating and in the wear of the head. It is
possible to make improvements in the durability of the coating by adding abrasive particles (i.e. Al 20 3 ) but the improvement in the life of the diskette is won at the expense of
considerable reductions in the head life.
The jacket also plays an important part in reducing diskette
wear and error rates . It protects the diskette from contamination to some extent and from damage while being loaded and
unloaded . It keeps the diskette flat and in the proper position
with respect to the head. The liner collects the abrasive wear
debris and by doing so it reduces the danger of the debris
building up on the head and causing failure of diskettes. A
warped jacket can cause additional head-media separation
(and thus , errors) and it can also result in increased torque
and increased wear.
To minimize data errors, all steps of the manufacturing
process from the treatment of the base film to the certification
of the finished disks must be scrupulously clean and ti'ghtly
controlled. Resolution and peak shift performance can be
controlled by increased inspection and appropriate process
changes during manufacture.
Q: What has Verbatim done to increase longevity, reduce
wear, and lower data error rates on its diskettes? Have special
efforts been made for dual-sided diskettes?
A: Dual-sided applications have proven to be much more
demanding than single-sided applications, so special steps
have been taken . These include improved coatings, improved test and certification equipment and procedures.
Overall, we studied the effects of binder, dispersant, additives, magnetic particles, lubricants, processing conditions,
and surface finishing conditions. The company has experimented with many types of lubricant and liner material to
reduce media and head wear. There is an on-going program
to further improve media to meet ever-increasing life and
performance demands by users. e
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ONE GREAT SHOW
DESERVES ANOTHER
Since the COMDEX show was first established
two years ago, and particularly after the recent
overwhelming success of COMDEX '80, many
vendors and ISOs alike have been telling us
that this unique conference and exposition
once a year just isn't enough.

Hello there, COMDEX/SPRING!
The big push is on to computerize America,
boost productivity in every office and shop
across the land. That's why Independent Sales
Organizations (ISOs) are springing up like
dandelions after the rain. Vendors are accelerating their schedule of new product
introductions, and their intense search for
independent sales representation.
Thus, COMDEX/SPRING,
in New York City, June
23-25, 1981. If you 're a
computer industry marketer, whether vendor or
ISO, you've now got JWO
opportunities each year
to get together with the
people who really count.
You've got COMDEX/
SPRING in New York in
June, and you've got
COMDEX '81 in Las
Vegas in November.
That's a one-two marketing punch guaranteed to
get the job done!

Who exhibits at the COMDEX shows?
Leading vendors of small computer and word
processing systems, peripherals, software and
media-supplies-services have been flocking to
COMDEX since its inception in 1979. Write or
call us immediately for detailed information on
COMDEX/ SPRING and, among other things,
we'll send you a list of more than 360 such
companies which exhibited at COMDEX '80.

ISO, as defined in our dictionary.
ISO (ai-ess-oh) Independent Sales Organization . Acronym coined by The Interface Group
in summer 1979 as convenient umbrella for all
independent third-party
sellers of small systems
and related products and
services. Such as: Dealers,
distributors , systems
houses , commercial
OEMs, computer retailers,
manufacturers ' reps ,
turnkey vendors , office
machines/products dealers, software houses, etc.
The acronym has gained
widespread acceptance,
following its introduction
by COMDEX .

..

June 23-25, 1981 • Madison Square Garden and New York Statler Hotel

For further information, write to COMDEX/ SPRING '81 ,
160 Speen Street, Framingham , MA 01701.
Or call us toll-free: 800-225-4620 (in Mass., 617-879-4502) .
Another Conference and Exposition from THE INTERFACE GROUP
Producers of : INTERFACE . INTERFACE WEST . FEDERAL DP EXPO . COMDE X. COMDE X/ SPRIN G
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Memories Improve
CMOS µP Designs
..

Rajeev Munjal, Michael Kastner, Keith Winter
National Semiconductor

High-performance CMOS µPs require new supporting LSI
circuits. The NSC8 l0 RAM-I/0-Timer, and the NSC830
ROM-I/0, were made in a high-density CMOS process ,
P2CMOS. Although these devices are most often used with
NSC800 µPs , they may also be used with a variety of CPUs .
Several articles have been published on the new CMOS
µPs . For efficient system design, users should understand
the functions available on complex support devices as well .
This article provides detailed descriptions and programming
examples for the NSC8 l0 and NSC830.

NSC800: low power CPU

>

The NSC800 is an 8-bit parallel µP . Built using the P2CMOS
process, this CPU has the performance characteristics common to N-channel processors and the low power consumption (SO mW at SY) typical of standard CMOS.
Architecture of the NSC800 is a combination of what is
considered to be the best of two currently available processors - the Zilog Z80 and the Intel 808S . Internally , the
NSC800 is very closely related to the Z80, with the same
powerful instruction set and register complement. Externally , the NSC800 looks like an 808S , making use of a multiplexed address/data bus. This bus structure frees pins to be
used for additional functions, such as advanced cycle status,
multiple interrupts, clock generation and power save . Bus
timing for the NSC800 is much the same as the 808S , but
instruction execution times are the same as the Z80 . The
standard 2.S-MHz NSC800 has a minimum instruction execution time of 1.6 µs while the speed selected version, the
4.0-MHz NSC800A , provides al .0-µ,s minimum instruction
time .

NSC810: dedicated RAM-110-Timer
The NSC8 l0 is a combination RAM-I/0-Timer peripheral
device, consisting of 128 bytes of RAM , three 1/0 ports and
two 16-bit timers . The NSC8 IO speed and power are compatible with the NSC800; maximum access time is 2SO ns ;
power di ssipation is 2S mW at SY . In addition , the NSC8 l 0
is bus-compatible with the NSC800 - and is capable of
operating directly from a multiplexed address/data bus. It has
on-chip latches for separating address and data buses intern-

ally so no external components are required . Through use of
the P2CMOS process, access time for the NSC8 l0 (and
NSC830) compares very favorably with that of existing
peripheral components. Indeed, it is less than access times of
many standard NMOS components. These performance
characteristics are achieved without loss of any advantages
common to CMOS , notably extremely low power consumption and high noise immunity . In a R/W memory organized
as 128 8-bit bytes, access to the RAM occurs when the CPU
adresses the chip with the I/0-T/M signal low . Since the
RAM is speed compatible with the NSC800, no cycle extension is required to meet access time requirements, thus no
degradation of throughput is incurred. In many small systems , only one NSC8 l0 will meet the R/W memory needs of
the application . However, additional NSC8 l0s can be connected to increase the amount of RAM available.

110
Contained in the NSC8 I0 are three 1/0 ports: two 8-bit ports
and one 6-bit port. Port A (8-bits) has three modes of operation in addition to the standard mode common to all three
ports. These additional modes of operation allow users to
program port A into handshake operation, which requires
active participation from the peripheral to effect data transfers .
In mode zero (basic I/0), data is read from or written to the
port directly with no strobes occurring on the port ' s peripheral side . During a read operation, data is latched from the
peripheral data bus at the leading (high to low) edge of the
read (RD) strobe from the NSC800 and data is transferred to
the CPU on the trailing (low to high) edge of RD . For data
write operations, data output by the CPU during the write
(WR) strobe becomes valid after the trailing (low to high)
edge of WR.
Any bit in the port can be programmed to be either an input
or an output through the use of the Data Direction Register
(DOR) . An illegal operation to a port {one that contradicts the
information in the DOR) will not affect the port. That is, if a
write operation is performed with a bit set as an input, no
change will occur on the output.
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When port A is in mode 0 (and at all
times with ports B and C), bit set and
clear commands are available for use .
In this manner, individual bits of the
port can be set or cleared without needing to read, mask and write the data in
the port.
Mode 0 for port A is set by writing a
zero into the Mode Definition Register
(MOR) of the NSC8 IO. Also, a RESET
from the the CPU will automatically set
modeO.
.Dissipation is 25 mW at 5V. Included
with the ROM are three ports , (two
8-bit ports and one 4-bit port.) Port A of
the NSC830 has the same four modes of
operation as Port A of the NSC8 l 0 and
programming is identical. Ports 8 and
C operate only in mode 0 and when Port
A is in a strobed mode of operation,
three bits of Port C are borrowed to act
as strobe signals .
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The RAM section of the NSC810 contains 1024 bits of static

The NSC8 IO and NSC830 are very versatile supporting LSI circuits. In addition to the RAM and ROM offered,
designers can benefit from the many
options available in the timer and 1/0
areas . The speed of these devices
makes them useful in many µ.P based
designs . e

All other Mag Tape ContrQUers for

PDP-11/VAX-11 just became
·h yesterday's techltology.
1
•

·~. .~
11

1•

•

Because Aviv is first again with another major step in minicomputer
peripheral technology ... the industry's first dual-density single-board
mag tape controller for PDP -11' and VNX.-11' users.
Aviv is the company that introduced the first mag tape controller for
LSI -11 's •... as well as the first GCR mag tape systems for PDP -11IVAX·11
and Nova/ECLIPSE." Now, Aviv does it again with the new TFC.822 ...
the industry's first dual density, mag tape controller on a single hex board
for PDP-11/VAX-11 unibus computers.
We didn't take out features ... we added them and still designed a smaller
and more efficient controller. Features include: biVslice technology; large
FIFO data buffer; burst mode transfer; optional read/write of gapless tape
and more.
If you're a DEC user, Aviv's dual density, single board mag tape controller
will enhance your total system. TFC·822 delivery is 30 days A.R.O.
Write or call Aviv for further information.

6 Cummings Park
Woburn, Massachusetts 01801

(617) 933-1165
, ., Digital Equipment Corporation
• • «i Data General Corporation

Circle 31 on Reader Inquiry Card
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Slave Processing
Improves Performance
Lee Farrell
Intel Corp, Palo Alto, CA

Slave processing can greatly off-load the host processor in a
system and allow it to perform other tasks . Slave processing
also allows the system to be more modular and flexible,
easier to design and debug, and allow easier to upgrade.
Peripheral controllers in µ.P systems are evolving into very
sophisticated devices which are transforming µ.P systems
into distributed processing systems. Semiconductor manufacturers are introducing components and bus architectures
which greatly simplify the task of designing multiple
processor systems, thus making them more practical for a
broader base of applications.

Why distributed processing?

1

'

"

There are several reasons for considering the use of multiple
processors . The most obvious is speed. The current generation of CPU's yield about a !OX performance increase over
their predecessors . This improvement is still insufficient for
many applications. One obvious solution is multiple
processors .
Another reason for using multiple processors is the resulting modularity that is achieved. In any complex system,
problems are more easily recognized and solved when the
system is broken down into smaller modules. The complexity level is thus reduced and each module can now be
easily understood and implemented.
In most applications, the system can be partitioned so that
more than one microprocessor can be used. Each processor
can then be considered a hardware module and its tasks can
be precisely defined . This helps to reduce system complexity . It can also decrease the design cycle of a product. In
the new design routine , functions of the system are defined
and assigned to a particular module. Engineers assigned to
each module can work in a parallel fashion. Partitioning also
permits the use of different CPU types . A control oriented
processor can thus be used for tasks which require large
amounts of I/0 and bit manipulation . A general purpose CPU
could be used for more general data processing tasks. The
result is a more optimum design.

Interprocessor communications
When more than one processor is used in a system, some
form ofinterprocessor communication must be defined. Two

basic classes of communications are used in multiprocessor
systems: tightly coupled and loosely coupled. In a tightly
coupled system processors communicate through some form
of shared memory . This memory could reside on a bus
common to all processors, or it could be a dual-port RAM
with separate buses. In either case a tightly coupled system
allows the transfer of high speed communication and large
blocks of data at bus bandwidth. Choice of communication
protocol is quite flexible. However, a parallel bus limits
physical distances between processors.
Systems in which processors do not communicate through
shared memory are classed as loosely coupled. An example
of this class of communication are processors that communicate through a serial link. Transfer rates in loosely
coupled systems are generally slower because either a serial
link is used, or transfers occur a word at a time through some
type of parallel port between the processors.

Multiprocessor classes
There are many classifications of multiprocessing. Parallel
and pipeline processing are sometimes used in high performance mainframes . These complex operating systems
break jobs down and assign portions to various processors.
Another form of multiprocessing is co-processing. Coprocessing uses one or more specialized processors which
can be considered logical extensions of the host CPU .
Actually, the processors receive their instructions from the
host CPU ' s instruction stream as it is fetched from memory.
Specialized math co-processors are not uncommon in large
minis and mainframes.
I/0 processing uses a speciitlized processor that specifically handles high speed I/0. Co-processing arid 1/0 processing
were once used only in large mainframes. More recently they
have been finding their way into high perfomance microcomputer systems . The Intel 8087 math co-processor and
8089 I/0 processor are devices which bring these multiprocessing concepts to the microcomputer world .
Multiprocessing can involve connecting two or more
general purpose CPU 's in a system, or it may involve the use
of quite different special purpose processors, (1/0 and coprocessing.) Various manufacturers have introduced
processors which are specifically designed to handle differMARCH 1981 Digital Design 55

ent types of jobs, and which lend themselves nicely to
multiprocessing applications.

Bus considerations
An important consideration in any multiprocessing system is
the hardware interface between processors. If the system has
more than one bus master (device which controls and drives ,
the bus) then there must be some form of bus arbitration . This
is usually handled by bus interface hardware which prevents
two or more bus masters from trying to drive the system bus
simultaneously . In single bus multiprocessing systems, only
one processor at a time can be executing. A more practical
solution would allow various processors to have access to
their own local bus, (in addition to the system bus.) Each
processor would then be able to execute its own code from its
own local bus, and would use the system bus only for
communication with other processors or other system
resources . This type of system allows true simultaneous
execution by different processors, but it requires bus arbitration which can be quite complex. Fortunately, LSI devices
are available which handle this arbitration very nicely .

Slave processing
A slave processor receives commands from a host CPU , but
cannot gain control of the system bus nor dispatch commands
to other processors. It merely receives and executes
commands .
The slave cannot modify system memory without direct
intervention of the host CPU. So even if the slave' s software
is full of errors, it cannot inadvertently corrupt the system
resources. Slave processing also allows simultaneous execution with the host, because the slave has its own local bus ,
and local resources, (ROM, RAM, I/0). Slave processing,
however, can be slightly limited in data transfer rates and of
necessity must involve some bus master in all of its transfers.
This is usually no problem exept in those designs requiring
the transfers of large blocks of data. From a hardware and
software point of view, then, the slave appears to the host
simply as a peripheral controller such as a USART or perhaps
some type of specialized interface processor. It is an intellegent device with its own program to execute. As far as
interface to the host is concerned, it simply appears as an I/0
port to read data and status from and write commands and
data to .
The software involved in slave processing is straightforward. The host CPU dispatches commands to the slaves
and either polls or is interrupted by the slaves when the
commands have been executed. True multiprocessing is
achieved with all its inherent benefits.

The UPl-41 A slave microcomputer
External logic is required for the interface port between
master and slave . However, there is a product available
designed to be used specifically for this type of multiple
processor design and which has this master interface built-in.
The Intel UPI-41A Slave Processor Family consists of two
pin-compatible parts, the 8041A and 8741A. The 8041A has
ROM program memory on-chip, while the 8741A has
EPROM. The on-chip memory means that these products are
"universal peripheral controllers" and can be programmed
for a wide variety of control tasks. This type of product offers
several advantages over a general purpose CPU used for
slave processing. First, the instruction set is designed
specifically for the control type of environments typically
found in slave applications, that is, lots of bit-manipulation
and I/0 instructions not usually found in general purpose
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processors. Secondly and already mentioned, it contains onchip the necessary interface port and associated logic for
communication with the host. Thirdly, its internal
architecture with on-chip lK bytes of ROM (or EPROM), 64
bytes of RAM , 18 parallel input/output lines, and Timer/
Counter can dramatically save on board space and overall
system cost. In effect, the UPI has its own " local bus"
on-chip.
The basic UPI-41A interface with the host consists of an
eight-bit bidirectional parallel port and the four control
signals AO, CS/, RD/ , and WR/ .
This port has an input register, output register, and a status
register, all on chip. The input register holds the data and
commands from the host. The status register has an Input
Buffer Full (IBF) flag which is automatically set when the
host writes to the slave . The 8041A/8741A, under software
control , can check this IBF flag to determine if the host has
performed an output operation. The UPI-4 IA can optionally
be automatically interrupted when this flag is set, thus
eliminating the need for software polling. Another status bit,
the F 1 command/status flag is also automatically set to
reflect the state of the AO input signal whenever the host
performs a write operation. This allows the UPI to distinguish between commands and data. Usually this AO input is
connnected to the host processor' s least significant address
line so that commands are written to a different address than
data. When the UPI, under software control, reads a command or data from the input buffer register, the IBF flag is
automatically reset. Whenever the host intends to perform an
output operation to the slave, it simply checks the IBF flag in
the status register to determine if the UPI is ready to receive
another byte. Thus the status register is used by both the slave
and the host.
The output buffer register is used for transferring data from
the slave to the host. The UPI, under software control , places
data into the output buffer register, automatically seting the
Output Buffer Full (OBF) flag in the status register. By
polling the status register, the host can determine when the
slave has data waiting to be read . When the host reads the
data from the output buffer, this read operation resets the
OBF flag automatically .
The UPI slave distinguishes between a status read and an
output buffer read by the AO input signal , and this allows the
host to read status at any time without disturbing any of the
UPI's buffers or status.
The status register contains five additional bits which are
user definable and give the designer additional flexibility.
The UPl-4 lA also allows for the configuration of two of its
. general purpose output lines to be used as interrupt inputs to
the host. These cause interrupts to be generated to the host
whenever the UPI transfers data to its output buffer or reads
data from its input buffer. In this way the host is not required
to poll the UPI to determine if data is available or if new data
should be written. Two additional 1/0 lines allow the UPI41 A to interface directly with OMA controllers , in addition
to a CPU, for higher speed data transfers . These two I/0 lines
become OMA request and OMA acknowledge signals. This
option, as well as the interrupt option are selected under UPI
software control. This architecture simplifies a processor' s
interface to a peripheral device. One "side" of the UPI
provides a mechanism for communication with the processor
bus. On the other side , I/0 lines are used to control the
peripheral device . The on-chip program memory means that
the UP1-41A is the logical choice for peripheral control
where a specialized LSI controller does not exist, or where
the control function is likely to change . e
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P4 or P42 AS NEEDED
MULTIPLE VISUAL
ATTRIBUTES
PER YOUR
SPECIFICATIONS

SYNCHRONOUS or
ASYNCHRONOUS 1/0
' - - - AS DESIRED
SELF DIAGNOSIS

FUNCTION KEYS
AS REQUIRED
SPECIAL KEYS FOR
YOUR APPLICATION

A terminal whose parameters can change with your requirements!

Now available with attractive discounts
Call for applications assistance and delivery

;~~~ (800)
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CALIFORNIA Costa Mesa (714) 540-8404 •Sunnyvale (408) 738-1560 FLORIDA Altamonte Springs (305) 830-4666
ILLINOIS Arl ington Heights (312) 593-1565 MASSACHUSETTS Woburn (617) 933-0202 NEW YORK New York
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BEEHIVE INTERNATIONAL
"A proven competitive manufacturer of smart terminals"
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Multiprocessing With
Single Board Computers
Les Soltesz,

Intel Corp ., Hi/lsboro, OR

Multiprocessing is used in the following application areas:
l. Resource sharing. In these applications, multiple
processors share a resource on the system. Examples include
sharing peripherals, high speed math processors, etc.
2. Increased throughput. By dedicating processors to
individual tasks , a great degree of parallelism can be accomplished . Each processor operates independently of the
other(s) in controlling its task. Communication between
processors takes place through a pre-established protocol
which may include shared memory , interrupts, etc.
3 . Modularly-configured systems . Many applications
require flexibility in system configurations . In these cases
multiprocessing represents a viable alternative, since performance increments (processors) can be easily added to the
system for optimum performance.
4. Redundant systems. In applications such as space
technology where a high degree of reliability is required ,
multiprocessing has been used for redundancy . If one
processor fails , the system can continue by the redundant
processor(s) taking over the processing functions .

board level architectura I considerations
One measure of processing capability is the independence
that each processor has in a multiprocessing environment.
An SBC concept, whereby each computer subsystem includes the major elements of a computer system (CPU ,
RAM , ROM , parallel 1/0 and serial 1/0), has distinct advantages in multiprocessing configurations. A number of key
resources are included on the SBC.
Therefore , as long as the CPU does not require global
resources, it operates with the on-board resources leaving the
system bus completely free for other activities which may
necessitate the bus, such as OMA transfers . Consequently ,
adding multiple SBCs on the system bus simply increases the
process ing availability in the system and each computer
board operates independently with its extensive on-board
resources. Only when global resources or processor interaction is required will the processors access the system bus .
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the iSBC 86/12A SBC
This product represents a large jump in performance and
on-board memory capacity and includes architectural features which aid in implementation of multiprocessing .
l . Triple bus architecture is organized around a threebus-hierarchy: the on-board bus , the dual port bus , and the
Multibus system bus . Each can communicate only within
itself and an adjacent bus , and each can operate independently. The main bus is the on-board bus , which connects the
CPU to all on-board 1/0 devices , ROM/EPROM and the dual
port RAM bus. Activity on this bus does not require control
of the other buses, thus permitting independent execution of
on-board activities . Activities at this level require no system
bus overhead and operate at maximum board performance .
2. Dual port memory includes 32K bytes of dual port R/W
RAM . The dual port allows other processors or OMA devices in the system to transfer data directly to the board 's
RAM for further processing by the 8086. This is a significant
performance advantage since all data to be processed is
on-board. The iSBC does not have to incur the additional
overhead of accessing Multibus memory resources for processing data .
3 . Reserved RAM area for CPU. In applications where it
is desired to assign a specific area of RAM memory fo r
exclusive use by the on-board CPU , the board provides the
facilities for separating the RAM space which will be accessible from the Multibus system bus from the space dedicated
to the CPU.
4 . Interrupts. The board supports up to nine levels of
vectored priority interrupts originating from any of 17
sources , nine on-board and eight through the interrupt lines
of the Multibus system bus. These lines provide a convenient
mechanism for inter-processor communication.

multimaster configurations
The system bus provides signals required to resolve bus
contention between multiple processors or multiple masters.
(where master is the terminology used for the device which is

in control of the bus) . There are two basic ways of interconnecting multiple SBCs.
I. Serial priority. In this configuration multiple masters
share the system bus and priority is established on the basis of
bus location . Each master on the bus notifies the next lower
priority master (BPRO/) when it needs to use the bus for a
data transfer, and it monitors the bus request status (BPRN/)
of the next higher priority master. Thus, the masters pass bus
requests along from one to the next in a daisy-chain fashion.
2. Parallel priority. Priority is resolved in a priority
resolution circuit that determines which of several masters
has the highest priority request (BREQ/) and generates the
enabling signal (BPRN/) for the appropriate master.
The main difference in the two approaches lies in the
amount of time available to resolve bus contention. In the
serial priority approach, the lowest priority master must have
its BPRN/ activated from the previous (higher priority)
master; and this master in tum , must have its BPRN/ from the
previous master, and so on. With a large number of masters,
this daisy-chaining operation takes much time and limits
throughput available on the system bus. The parallel priority
approach provides a much more efficient method for resolving bus contention when many masters are used in the
system. For these configurations, priority determination is
accomplished in one clock cycle by the priority resolution
circuit.

can continue to keep control of the bus until another master
forces it off the system bus. This happens through a unique
feature of the bus arbiter: the '"Any Request" (ANYRQST)
and ··common Bus Request" (CBRQ/) modes.
These signals (one a Multibus signal and one strapping
option) allow the priority of the board to be established with
respect to other bus masters. This offers the system designer
the ability to '"tune " an application system for highest
throughput and minimal bus latencies.

bus lock functions
The board offers another alternative which allows it to obtain
exclusive control of the system bus for critical system functions , such as high speed memory or l/0 data transfers and
critical read-modify-write operations. This is accomplished
through the bus lock function, which keeps the bus busy
while the board is in control. The bus lock can be activated by
executing an 8086 lock prefix instrnction (this insures that
the bus will remain busy during the instruction prefixed by
LOCK) and by connecting one of the parallel l/0 output bits
from the 8255 PPI to the bus lock function. This pin can be
programmatically controlled and therefore, the bus lock
function can be enabled and disabled by the user.

conclusion
No matter which system you select, remember this: in implementing multiprocessing systems, be sure the architectural features permit efficient operation of each processor in
the system as well as interprocessor communication. It helps
if this architecture enables mixing the board with other 8-bit
SBCs. This built-in capability gives you maximum flexibility in choosing the appropriate performance increment for his
multiprocessing application. ID

expanded multi-master capabilities
The board 's bus arbiter chip resolves bus contention. In
addition to supporting the serial and parallel priority
schemes. it allows the board to increase bus throughput by
not releasing control of the bus after each cycle . This reduces
the need for bus priority resolution for each access; the board

A Cost-Effective
High-Speed Data Acquisition Network

Micro-Link
LSl-11/2* and LSl-11/23* users can share resources, share loads and save
money. Standard Engineering's new Micro-Link offers high-speed network·
ing in a complete software/hardware package for only $4,950.
Micro-Link software is simple to use. The
RT-11* handler supports HDLC protocol. MicroLink reconfigures whenever a failure occurs. Files
up to 65K words can be transferred.

0

LSl·11123

An intelligent OMA controller gives fast Q-bus
interface. One MHz speed is noise immune. Two
dual-height boards make up a station. A coaxial
cable interconnect minimizes installation costs.

The Micro-Link is offered with one master and
one slave. Additional stations are $1,950 each. For
m ore details call Mary Mattel at 415-657.7555
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THE LOW COST EPROM COPIER ...

Full-custom-developer !C's .... lnterdesign ..
New Dynamic Memory for
VAX and PDP . . . . ............ Pl~y .. .
Core and Semi-conductor
Add in/Add On Memories ...... Dataram.

External Supports/Test Instruments
Low cost. flexible
cartridge-tape backup .
.Kennedy . .
32 Channels x 1000 bit
logic analyzer
. . .. Dolch.
Network-linking
Boards .... Assoc. Computer Consultants.
Tape Backup Works with
Many Emulators . . .
. .. . Rianda. . .
300 MB of Reliable Disk Storage ... Ampex .
Mass Storage System
with RS-232C Link ..... . ...... Exatron .
High Speed Data Acquisition
Network
.. .Standard Engineering.
Fast. non-rotating Storage System
..... . .. . .. Imperial Technology .

..

~-

~'

Transports and Accessories

OUR MODEL 7818 is self-contained and
ruggedly built for production line use. Low cost
personality plugs al low you to copy a wide variety
of EPROMs. Operation of the 7818 COPIER is
extremely simple and it will copy both single or
3-supply EPROMs. Initial blank and final programming are verified and indicated for each unit
by LEDs. Up to 8 units can be copied per cycle.
The price is only $1,375.

SMR Electronics Inc.

P.O . Box275
Sharon, MA 02067
617-784-2918
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Self threading .. Microstreamer"
tape drives . . . . . . . . . .
. .Cipher Data.
Dual-Density. Single Board
. . . . .Aviv.
Mag Tape Controller .
Precision Components
for Tape and Chart Ori ves ...... La Vezzi . . .
Functional. Efficient. Economical
Linear Motor ..... . .. Systems Magnetics. . .

Signal Sources; Transmitters
Reliable X-Y Digitizers ...... . ... . GTCO.
Image-processing Digitizer . .. Spatial Data.
AID Encoder-Motors . . . .
. . . . . ... BEi.
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assumes no llablllty for errora or omlaalonL

IN-CIRCUIT TESTER. This dynamic incircuit digital tester performs tests on OUT
(device under test) at speeds up to I0 MHz in
real time environments. It is a turnkey
system requiring no user programming . and
can test most logic families (TTL. CMOS.

supply capability: a proprietary moving coil
rotary head actuator: a temperature compensation servo tract positioning system:
and µ.P control of drive function. The
Q2040 is $2100 (OEM qty . 500). Quantum
Corp . 2 150 Bering Dr, San Jose. CA
95131.
Circle129

64KB MEMORY BOARD for the LSI-I I
is a general purpose memory card featuring
800 ns access time. 500 ns cycle time ,
32.768 x 16 bit capacity and 18 address
lines. It also offers switch selectable configurations and uses one dual height Q-Bus
module slot. The MSVII is $1000/unit.
$650/ I 00. 30 to 90 days ARO. General
Robotics Corp. 57 N. Main St. Hartford. WI
53027.
Circle 128
ECL. etc.). programmable and nonprogrammable devices. including memories
and µ.Ps. It has an error capture rate of one
clock cycle on all pins of the OUT . This
portable rugged unit has its own selfcontainea library covering a range of
devices. and can be upgraded to cover new .
as well as proprietary and military components . The THALAMUS-I is under $40k.
Thalamus Electronics Inc. 1885 Sismet Dr.
Unit #I. Mississauga. Ontario. Canada
Circle140
L4W IW8 .

40MB WINCHESTER is an addition to the
Q2000 family of IO- , 20-, and 30-MB disk
drives which are fully compatible with the
Shugart 5- and IO-MB SAIOOO series. The4
disk Q2040 features a typical heat dissipation rate of70W, 42 .66MB of unformatted
capacity per drive . with a per-surface capacity of 5 .33MB , 512 cylinders, and pertrack capacity of 10.40 kB. Average access
time is 65 ms with a 15 ms track-to-track
access time and 100 ms max access time .
T he Q2040 incorporates 4,096 tracks, with
8 R/W heads, 4 disks and one index. Features of the Q2000 series include full
SAIOOO interface. mounting and power

5.25" WINCHESTER DRIVES. The
SA600 Series is available in the singleplatter SA602 with 3.33MB of (unformatted) storage capacity, the double-platter
SA604 with 6.66MB. and the IOMB tripleplatter SA606. They are designed to complement the Minifloppy drives. Features
include an average access time of 75 ms
( 160 max): transfer rate of 4 .34 Mbits/sec:
track-to-track access time of 18 ms (includ-

ing settling): and track density of256 tracks/
in. Two interface options are available. One
interface design is pinout-compatible with
the standard Minifloppy, which permits the
Minifloppy and rigid drives to interface
using the same control lines. The other
interface design is pinout-compatible with
existing 5.25" Winchester drives. The
SA600 Series will be available in 3rd quarter
1981: from $760 (OEM qty. 500). Shugart
Assoc. 475 Oak.mead Pkwy. Sunnyvale,
CA 94086.
Circle 130

100MB BACK-UP STORAGE, for Corvus Disk Drives used with DECs LSI- I I
computer system. provides back-up data at a
I MB/min. rate using standard video cassette recorders with 120MB capacity cassettes . The Mirror is fully compatible with

the standard U.S. NTSC video signal format. This insures that existing or future
video storage may be used for data storage
without modification. It contains CRC error
detection . Every block of 532 bytes consists
of a header containing file information. 512
blocks of data and 2 '1ytes of CRC information. The controller finnware resident in the
Z80 controller provides an intelligent inter-

face to the host computer which specifies
either Write, Verify or Read operations.
Complete software is available for the LSI11 to back-up an entire disk or a selected
portion of the disk. Optional firmware allows automatic random access to the entire
IOOMB of tape . This can be used to eliminate the need for operator interaction or to
create archival storage files of large amounts
of data using custom applications software .
($1500 J. Corvus Systems. Inc. 2029 0 "Toole
Ave. San Jose, CA 9513 I.
Circle 133

DESKTOP TELEPRINTER. This printer
terminal features print speeds selectable
from I0 to 30 cps. RS232C communications
interface. and transmission rates from 110 to
300 baud. A matrix printer terminal. it
accepts multi-copy sheet or roll paper 3" to
14-7 /8" wide in from I to 4 parts . It offers a
typewriter style keyboard, full ASCII
character set. and keyboard settings for
margins. tabs. horizontal and vertical pitch.
and data transmission rates . The AJ 880
operates in e ither Bell 103 full duplex or full
duplex with local echo mode . The DECcompatible teleprinter leases for $70/ 12
months: purchase price is $ 1295 . Also
available are two new catalogs covering a
range of medium and low speed acoustic
data couplers and modems. including a
matrix of operating specifications. Anderson Jacobson. Inc . . 521 Charcot Ave. San
Jose. CA 95131.
Circle 138
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may be performed in any se lected pitch . The
lnfoscribe 500 is $1.395: under $1.000 in
OEM qty . lnfoscribe. Inc .. 2730 S. Harbor
Circle 135
Blvd . Santa Ana. CA 92704.

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER provides

MATRIX PRINTERS. The first in this
series of serial matrix impact printers offers
small business systems up to 150 cps print
speed, and up to 136 column output. Up to 6
copies can be produced in either continuous roll or fan-fold paper. Adjustable
form-feed tractors can handle paper widths
from I. 5 to 16". The standard ASC I I 96character set is stored in the printer memory .
An alternate character set may also be stored

and selected on a line-by-line basis. Printing
format can be selected for 10, 13 .6, and
16 .5 cpi. and either 6 or 8 lines/in . Subscripts or superscripts may be printed at any
character position. Double-wide printing

multi-processing capability on the S-100 bus
a nd is ideal for use with CP/NET . The unit
performs as a Z-80 slave processor loosely
coupled to an S-100 bus : Each board has
64K of RAM , a single level interrupt. a
console serial port and a parallel port for

Grab a star
communication with the S-100 bus master
CPU . Each NET /80 slave operates independently of any others, except for resource
queuing in the master. and totally isolates
the master CPU from errors in the slave
processors. It permits the customization of
each serial port for various applications. An
expansion bus on each slave allows users to
access additional peripherals . The system is
compatible with most CP/M software. The
NET/80 is $ 1395 . MuSYS Corp. 1451 E.
Irvine Blvd. Suite 11 . Tustin . CA
92680.
Circle 127

PEN PLOTTER. This large-format pen

Link your PDP-11 to today's networks
With ACC's fatest network
packages, you can grab X.25 for
your PDP-11 . Use them to send
messages to remote sites via
Telenet or Tymnet. Or to sites
within your own corporate-wide
packet-switched network.

IF·11/X.25
Our IF-11/X.25 package consists
of two circuit boards, shown
above, plus software. The first
three X.25 levels are supported.
Up to 32 network connections
called virtual circuits are
hand led simultaneously.
The IF-11/X.25 is microprocessor based. Its two boards fit
into two PDP-11 backplane
slots. And since all X.25 protocol processing is done within

the IF-11/X.25, your PDP-11 is
free to perform other tasks.

User Mode X.29
This terminal-handling software
runs in your PDP-11 . It serves as
packet assembler/disassembler
(PAD) for up to 32 independent
PDP-11 users accessing the
network.
With User Mode X.29 conjoined
with IF-11/X.25, you've linked
your terminals right to the network. And the end result? The
X.25 network is effectively ren·
dered invisible: you can send
network messages in a direct
and simple manner. Now how's
that for stargrabbing?
Want to know more? Contact
ACC today .

ASSOCIATED COMPUTER CONSULTANTS
228 EAST COTA STREET, SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 963-8801 TWX 910 334-4907
PDP is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
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plotter. for producing electron ic engineering drawings. is also compact and low cost.
The plotter features µ.P control. fast plotting
speed. and excellent repeatability . line quality and resolution. It can plot on pre-cut
sheets and pre-printed forms up to --o-- (A I J
size. can be interfaced and controlled with a
wide variety of large and small computers.
and is capable of plotting on paper, vellum

and polyester film. The HP 7580A plotter's
µ.P ensures constant speed for consistent ink
flow. It can be programmed to automatically
se lect from up to 8 colors or line widths. As
each pen completes its plotting. it is automatically capped and stored. The HP 7580A
is $ 15.450. Hewlett-Packard Co. 1507 Page
Mill Rd. Palo Alto. CA 94304. Circle 131

GATE ARRAYS. Production quantities of
bipolar and CMOS gate arrays, as well as
custom ECL gate arrays , are available. An
advanced CAD system and a unique duallevel metalization process ensures maximum use of all available gates and buffers.
The CAD system converts the logic diagram
to digital form, simulates the circuit.
verifies performance. and makes the metalization masks . Ten sample parts are then

pie-sector block transfers can be made under
hardware control. SMV 15 runs with current
revisions of VMS, RT-I I, RXS -1 IM and
RSTS/E operating systems. MiniComputer
Technology, 2470 Embarcadero Way, Palo
Alto. CA 94303 .
Circle 156

TERMINALS. The 4420 is a multipurpose
buffered keyboard display. An async pointto-point terminal. the 4420 can handle data
entry to on-line timesharing. Features
include character or block transmission,
speeds up to 9600 bps, 3 screen memory ,
buffered printer port, full editing and
formatting capabilities, keyboard selectable

options, cursor XY addressing and readout,
programmable PF keys, destructive scrolling, and built-in diagnostics . ($3824). The
4543 is a display based interactive terminal
featuring stand-alone operation. It operates
up to 9600 bps over non-switched point-topoint or multi-point private line systems using
a bit-oriented sync link protocol. Features of
the 4543 Single Display include full editing
and formatting capabilities, keyboard sel~t
able options, a separately buffered printer
port, cursor select, 5 optional keyboards, and
built-in diagnostics . ($4731 ; delivery in 2nd
quarter l 981) . Teletype Corp, 5555 Touhy
Ave, Skokie, IL 60077.
Circle 151

produced for customer testing. It then takes
about 12 weeks to get the first production
parts, from 1,000 to I00,000 parts or more.
Fujitsu Microelectronics. 2945 Oakmead
Village Court, Santa Clara, CA 95051.
Circle 175

SOFTWARE. This software option for the
DSD 480 double-sided floppy system
permits file transfer between IBM and DEC
computers. It runs under RT-l I or RSX1 IM DEC operating systems, on either
PDP-I I or LSl-1 l computers. EXCHNG
automatically converts EBCDIC to ASCII
and ASCII to EBCDIC. Any IBM or DEC
floppy disk format can be read, written, or
copied from one to the other. The DSD 480
is $4495 ; the EXCHNG software option is
$500. Qty. discounts available. Data
Systems Design , Inc , 2241 Lundy Ave. San
Jose, CA 95131.
Circle 142
UNIBUS DISK CONTROLLER. This
singleboard storage module disk controller
for VAX- l l/780 and PDP- I I Unibus series,
features 32-bit data error control and header

Handy for its size, performance and price.
With up to 15 columns, 51psand 500,000 lines MTBF, this
small*, lightweight*, fast, alphanumeric, dot matrix discharge printer uses very little power. It has its own tear bar
and paper advance. Ideally suited for hand held applications, it's quite a value at $32 apiece in 1000 quantity.
*

3.2" D x 3.7" W x 1.7" H; 5.3 Oz.
Other printers with interface electronics
are also available.

error control. It supports any I or 2 SMD
interface compatible drives , including
Winchester-types . The SMV 15 has jumperselectable OMA throttle rate, so users can
choose transfer bursts from l to 15 words. or
maintain constant transfer while monitoring
for bus requests . Up to 64K words can be
transferred with one R/W command. Multi-

We're Brand X, but better!
Call or write HYCOM, 16841 Armstrong Ave ., Irvine, CA 92714

(714) 557-5252

HYCOm
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Just
Married

PASCAL

+

m-aus*
WITH

PDB-3
That's right - Pascal and the
Q-Bus• are finally together! The
PD0-3™ is here!
The PDQ-3 is a fully interrupt
driven, 16 Bit, stack computer
with up to 256 KB of memory. The
system features direct UCSD
Pascal P-code execution with the
UCSD certified operating system.
Two floppy disks come as
standard. The Q-Bus· allows a
wide range of peripherals to be
connected to the computer.
For more information call or
write:
ADVANCED---

CIGITAL
- - - PRODUCTS
7584 Trade St.
San Diego, CA 92121

(714) 578-8585
·rrademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
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MULTIBUS COMPATIBLE µ.Cs. This
series provides a full range of single board
computer capability. The MSC 8001 provides up to 8K static RAM and 16K
EPROM/ROM. The MSC 8004, 8007 and
8009 extend capacity to 64K RAM and 32K

EPROM/ROM. All offer Z80 processing
power with dual memory mapping, 8
prioritized interrupts, and serial RS-232 or
TTL/20ma interface. Different models offer
single voltage operation, optional APU,
multimaster logic for up to 16 bus masters,
socketed memory and CPU, and 24 or 48
parallel 1/0 lines . The industry standard CP/
M operating system provides a complete
hardware and software solution. For less
complex applications, MSC 830 I uniform
monitor firmware can be used for program
debug and modification . A variety of
support modules are also available. Monolithic Systems Corp, 14 Inverness Dr. E,
Englewood. CO 80112 .
Circle227

IC DESIGN. This technical publication.
"20 I Analog IC Designs ... contains a variety
of functional building block circuits which
can be used. in combination. to create linear
IC's of extreme complexity . It covers all
major areas of linear circuit design . Useful to
systems engineers who want to convert their
discrete or MSI designs to space and cost
effective linear semi-custom IC's. it is also a
handy reference guide. lnterdesign , Inc.
1255 Rearnwood Ave. Sunnyvale, CA
94086.
Circle 149
LSl-11 110 INTERFACE offers full DEC
DL V 11-E compatibility on any of the 4
RS232 ports and uses one quad height
QBUS module slot. It includes auto-answer
modem support to Bell type 103, 113,

202C, 202D, and 212 modems . All ports
may be individually selected to be synchronous serial !/0 ports. Baud rates may be
selected for each port individually from 50
to 19 ,200 baud. UART parameters may also
be switch selected for each individual port.
All ports have RS422 and RS423 compatibility for 3 wire interfaces . The QL V 11 is
$800; $520 in 100 qty . General Robotics
Corp, 57 N. Main St, Hartford, WI 53027 .
Circle219

TELEPRINTERS. To the existing advantages of Telex - speed. direct access.
written record of transaction. and cost efficiency. - this new series adds the latest
advances of technology for domestic and
international communications. The electronic printers cut message preparation time
in half: all devices run at true, sustained
off-line speed of 30 cps . These teleprinters
can be customized as needed. The line can
be adapted to TWX. DDD. private wire or
computer perhipheral applications. Future
technical developments will fit current
models. Teleprinter Corp. of America. 550

Springfield Ave. Berkeley Heights. NJ
07922.
Circle 137

IBM PRINTER INTERFACE. An IBM
Series/ l computer can be interfaced to the
IBM 1403 line printer to operate at 600 lpm.
The system employs a Spur Products controller which performs all the control, logic
and power functions of the 1403 printer
(which has no electronics of its own), with
one of MDB · s line of printer controllers .
The MDB controller (Series/ I model) is
designed with a unique firmware PROM set
programmed to operate the IBM peripheral
device. The Spur controller provides the
Universal Character Set (UCS) capability
for the 1403 N l and Model 3. The UCS
capability allows the 1403 user to change
print cartridges while still maintaining
commonality of application programs. A 2
channel switch on the Spur controller
permits the 1403 printer to be connected to 2
different CPUs, such as a Series/I and IBM
360/370, at the same time . MDB will supply
the MDB line printer controller at $1 ,995.
The device is also provided by Spur
Products in combination with the Spur
controller for $20,000 and Spur sells the
completely refurbished IBM 1403 NI
printer at $12,000. Installation and
maintenance on the complete package is
available from Spur. MDB Systems , Inc.,
1995 N. Batavia. Orange, CA 92665; or

Spur Products Corp .. l 904 Centinella Ave,
Los Angeles. CA.
Circle 126

SINGLE-BOARD INTERFACE allows
LSI- I I systems to use any Versatec electrostatic plotter or printer/plotter, I/0 multiplexer. hard copy controller, or vector-toraster converter. Plugging into the computer

mainframe or I/0 expansion chassis, the
interface is electrically and mechanically
compatible with PDP-l l/03. -I l/23 and
LSI-l l/2 , - l l/23 systems and with the DEC
LP- I I line printer driver. The interface
operates under DEC Direct Program Control
(DPC) or OMA. It provides for printing
speeds to 1000 lpm and plotting speeds to 34
sq. ft./min. The printer-plotter can be
located to 54' away from the LSI- I I com-

puter. Model 125 interface package (circuit
board. software. 4' flat cable, 20' extension
cable. and manual) is $1600. OEM discounts available, 90 days ARO. Versatec , a
Xerox Co, 2805 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara,
CA 95051.
Circle 164

ANSI-COMPATIBLE MP/BASIC, for
microNOV A and NOV A 4 computers, includes extensions to the ANSI specification
that make the language suitable for technical, scientific and educational fields.
Enhancements to the ANSI standard
include: string variables of any length, string
concatenation , substrings , and letter-digit
array names. Also included are 9 additional
math functions, 8 string functions, fixed and
variable length file manipulation, and
integer data types. There is also a provision
for an assembly language interface . MP/
BASIC operates on microNOV A and NOVA
4 computers licensed to run under DG 's
MP/OS. It also operates on ECLIPSE computers licensed to run under the Advanced
Operating System (AOSJ. Data General
Corp. Rt. 9. Westboro. MA01581.
Circle 152

LOGIC ANALYZERS. The PI-616, for
hardware debug applications, collects data
in its 16-channel-by- l 000 word data
memory at rates up to 50MHz. Through
keyboard commands, the user can configure
the data memory for 8-channel operation at
1OOMHz; or split the memory for 8 channels

of data collection plus 8 channels of glitch
storage. Glitches as narrow as 5 ns can be
collected and highlighted on the CRT. It can
also be configured with a waveform recording option which adds high-speed digital
oscilloscope functions to the instrument.
The companion PI-648 is oriented towards
the analysis of software and hardware
interactions. It can collect 48 channels of
sync data in its 250-word memory . Its
advanced state features include 3 separate
clocks for demultiplexing, two 54-bit clock
qualifiers , 16 levels of nested triggering,
and data search and comparison functions.
Both can be used with a Counter/Timer/
Signature Analyzer option to provide system performance monitoring and debugging. Each can be used as a stand-alone
device or combined for 64 channels. The
PI-648 is $7400; the Pl-616 is $8000.
Paratronics , Inc, 2140 Bering Dr, San Jose,
CA 95131.
Circle 172

GTCO-pads vs ???PADS
If your industrial application requires reliable high
performance X-Y digitizing at a low cost, complete
the following comparison and then give GTCO a call.
DEMJ.PAD™ DIGJ.PAD™ 'OTHER' PAD
FEATURES
Active Area
ll"xll"
17"x11"
Resolution
0.001"
0.001"
±0.005"
±0.005"
Accuracy
Operating Principle
Electromagnetic
Tablet Warranty
2 Years
2 Years
Tablet Construction
PC Grid with built-in
electronics
Digitizing Sensititivity Thru 1 ·· Thickness
None
None
Adjustments
Preven tive
None
None
Maintenance
Industrial
Quality
Unit Price
$1200
$1685
OEM Version
(100 Qty)
Consult factory
Mic1 o Option with
Yes
Yes
Graphics Firmware
•Additional options inrlurle: Powrr su;:>pl\. 5 or 16 Button Cursors
X-Y Display. Keyboard

These comparison results are our best sales tool.
Dollar for dollar, the performance, reliability and
warranty of GTCO-P ADS stand unchallanged in the
fie ld of low-cost industrial X-Y digitizers. The GTCO
DEMI-PAD or DIGl-PAD is your best digitizing investment.

~

"

,

pate nted
wit h exclusive
2 -year wa rra nty

m

GTCO Corporation
1055 First Street. Rockville, MD 20850
Telephone (301) 279-9550. Telex 898471
IL (312) 257-3282
London:(0895)39812

CA (408) 996-8493
FL (305) 724-2872
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This is 3M's HCD-75 High Capacity Data Cartridge Drive.
And the reason it's as intelligent as a computer is because it
thinks like one .
You see, unlike other back-up systems , the HCD-75 is
interfaced directly with the primary system by means of
sophisticated , microprocessor electronics. When the host
computer has data to feed , the HCD-75 starts automatically.
When the host computer stops , it does too . And since the
HCD-75 also positions to any location , it not only saves tape
cost, but retrieval time as well.
Of course, the use of
microprocessors allows the HCD-75
to perform a number of other
time-saving functions , too. Like
block replacement, so you can easily
correct errors or change files which
need updating. And fast random
access, which makes it useful both
as an 1-0 device or as a storage unit
for low-usage files . All of which
relieves the host computer from
difficult timing and formatting problems.
What's more, the HCD-75
features state-of-the-art error detection
and correction capabilities. Even when

the system is off-line , self-test diagnostic routines monitor its
performance. And, combined with each of its $32 .50
high-capacity cartridges, the HCD-75 provides a full 67
megabytes of formatted user information (144 mbytes
unformatted) . So costly operator interventions are sharply
reduced .
If you 're looking for a reliable , cost-effective solution to
the problem of disk back-up, the HCD-75 High Capacity Data
Cartridge Drive is the system you should be
thinking about.
Not only has a lot of thinking gone
into it. But a lot of thinking comes out
of it, too.
For more information, check
the listing on the next page for the
representative nearest you . Or write :
Data Products Division/3M , Bldg.
223-5E/3M Center, St. Paul, MN
55144.

The Back-up System
That's Suddenly Way Out Front.

Circle 40 on Reader Inquiry Card

3M Data Products
Representatives
Data Products/3M
3M Center, 223-5E
St. Paul, MN 55144
612/733-8892
CANADA
3M Canada, Inc.
P. 0. Box 5757
London, Ontario, N6A-4T1
WEST
Hefte Industries, Inc.
Los Gatos, CA
408/264-8319
CTI Data Systems, Inc.
Long Beach, CA
213/426-7375
P.A.R. Associates
Denver, CO
303/355-2363
PSI Systems, Inc.
Albuquerque , NM
505/881-5000
MIDWEST
OASIS Sales Corporation
Elk Grove Village, IL
312/640-1850
Carter, Mccormic & Pierce, Inc.
Farmington, Ml
313/477-7700
The Cunningham Co.
Houston, TX
713/461-4197
Cahill , Schmitz & Cahill, Inc.
St. Paul , MN 55104
612/646-7212
EAST
J.J. Wild of New England, Inc.
Needham , MA
617/444-2366
Wild & Rutkowski , Inc.
Jericho, Long Island, NY
516/935-6600
COL-INS-CO. , Inc.
Orlando, FL
305/ 423- 7615
Technical Sales Associates
Gaithersburg , MD 20760
301 /258-9790

ASYNC SERIAL INTERFACE increases
host/printer throughput in DEC LSI- l l systems and offers complete DEC DL V- l l F
compatibility . A Buffer Ready/Printer Busy
monitor circuit in the EIA mode allows con-

nection to a variety of serial interface
printers which present the transition of a
buffer-full status line from a SPACE
(+ 12VDC) to MARK (- l2VDC) when the
printer buffer is full and no further data
should be sent. Four levels of priority interrupts allow the assignment of priority to
high speed devices . The MLSl-DLVl l-F
offers a serial EIA-RS-232C/CC 1TT V.24
interface as well as a 20 MA current loop
interface . Baud rates are programmable and
switch selectable from 50 to l 9.2K baud .
MOB Systems Inc. 1995 N. Batavia St.
Circle 132
Orange. CA 92665.

BUS SLAVE CONTROLLER is an 8085
based intelligent bus slave that allows up to 4
DEi Funnel (or equivalent) 13.4 MB drives
to be interfaced to the MULTIBUS for Winchester disk backup and file storage purposes . Operating with any bus master(s), it
provides a maximum l .2 min/MB tape exc hange rate. It provides up to 8 kB of onboard buffer memory. Running under CP/M
and MP/M when operated with an 8080,
8085 , or Z-80 bus master, software is supplied on an 8" single sided, single density
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3M Hears You ...
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floppy disk in CP/M format. Software is
also available for ISIS based systems . The
DMB- l Controller is $550 each (25-49) .
Alloy Engineering Co. 85 Speen St.
Framingham. MA0170l.
Circle202
Circle 45 on Reader Inquiry Card
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PC BOARD STANDOFFS offer extremely
high resistance to pushout and torque-out.
They are made of brass and electroplated
with tin for use as pennanently mounted
mechanical fasteners. and also as solderable
connectors in circuit board assemblies.
They combine broaching and swaging to
hold them tightly and securely in .050" to
.065" thick non-ductile panel material. Any
parallel-acting pneumatic. hydraulic or
mechanical press can be used to install the
new standoffs. The KFB3 standoffs are
available in lengths of 1/8". 3/16" and 1/4"
with 4-40 thread size. and in lengths of I /4".

FIXTURE allows rapid
assembly of multi-connector flat cable
harnesses. The Multiple Connector Harness
Assembly Fixture. model 3305. can
accomodate up to 36" of flat cable at one
time or longer lengths progressively. With
movable rails and changeable connector
positioning guides (purchased separately).

...

ASSEMBLY

the fixture will handle connectors with from
IO to 64 contacts. It can be mounted to any
Scotchflex assembly press. and can read
scales in inches and millimeters to simplify
location of connector positioning guides.
3M. Box 33600. St. Paul. MN 55133.

IC DESIGNER SYSTEM. This stand-

CARTRIDGE DISK DRIVE features a
removable. front-load disk cartridge with a
17 million character storage capacity. plus a
fixed disk cartridge of 17. 50. or 84 million
characters. depending on version. Up to 8
drives can be interfaced in any combination
to the lnfotecs Control Center 2 microcomputer. giving a maximum total system
capacity of 808 million characters. lnfotecs.
Inc .. One Perimeter Rd. Manchester. NH
03 I03.
Circle 201

alone. desktop system allows customized.
in-house IC mask design and schematic
entry. The ··Mouse ... the system's primary
graphics input. can be rolled along any flat
surface to move the cursor on the screen.
indicate drawing items for graphics input.
and select various functions by positioning
the cursor in one of 24 on-screen boxes.
Features include on-screen menus. userdefinable symbol recognition. split screen
with full text response. user-written macro
support and selective erase. The keyboard
includes 14 user-programmable function
keys for command execution. The IC
Designer· s grid structure has 64K resolvable
points on each axis. handles designs up to 64
layers. with over 12 area shading and outline
patterns for layer differentiation. Options
are an I I" x I I" tablet input device. a

data®@Mldm

computer corporation

COL. TERMINAL allows
selection of an 80-column or 132-column
display. It has a detachable keyboard which
can be positioned up to 6' away from the
terminal. It 11lso has an 18-key accounting
style keypad. Other features of the DT80/3
include
double-width.
double-height
characters: regional scrolling: bidirectional
smooth scrolling; and insert line/delete line.
The terminal emulates the Hazeltine 1420.
Applied Digital Data Systems· Regent 25 ,
the Lear Siegler ADM 3A. and Datamedia· s
1521 A tenninals. Upon powerup the DT80/
3 performs a software self-test. It interfaces

the host computer via standard EIA RS232C/CITT v. 24 or optional 20 mA current
lo0p interface. The DT80/3 is $1,395, OEM
discounts available. Datamedia Corp , 740 I
Central Hwy, Pennsauken, NJ 08110.
Circle 158

The OS 180 provides a total package of performance features for any
application where quality impact printing is required. Not a "hobby-grade"
printer, the OS 180 is a real work-horse designed to handle your most
demanding printer requirements.
High Speed Printing -Bidirectional printing at 180 cps offers throughput of over 200 1pm on average text. A 9-wire printhead generates a
9x7 font with true lower case descenders and underlining.
Non-volatile Format Retention -A unique keypad featuring a non-volatile
memory makes programming the OS 180 quick and easy. Top of form,
tabs, perforation skipover. communications parameters and many other
features may be entered and stored from the keypad. The OS 180 even
remembers the line where you stopped printing-eliminating the need
to reset the top of form at power-on.
Communications Versatility - Interfaces include RS232, current loop and
8-bit parallel. Baud rates from 110-9600 may be selected. A lK buffer
and X-on. X-off handshaking ensure optimum throughput.
Forms Handling Flexibility-Forms ranging from 3"-15" may be fed
from the front or bottom, and an adjustable printhead provides crisp and
clear copy on forms with as many as 6-parts.
For more information on how the OS 180's low-cost total printer package
can fill your application, cont<1ct us at Oatasouth. The OS 180 is available for 30-day delivery from our sales/ service distributors throughout
the U.S.
4740 Dwight Evans Road· Charlotte, North Carolina 28210 • 704/523-8500
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magnetic tape drive. a compact hard copy
unit. and a IO MB Winchester-type drive
unit for extended storage capacity. Avera
Corp. 340 El Pueblo Dr. Scons Valley. CA
95066.
Circle 196

80/132

Circle 187

5/ 16" and 3/8" with a thread size of 6-32.
Penn Engineering & Manufacturing Corp.
Box 1000. Danboro. PA 18916. Circle 192

~

VOICE/DATA MULTIPLEXERS. These
System Tailored Voice/Data Multiplexers
provide flexibility where voice, data or
simultaneous voice and data transmission is
required. They use only that bandwidth
which is required to accommodate the voice
and/or data traffic for which the multiplexer
is configured. Features of the Models 6223/
6224 include: 2 to 24 channels, field
expandable; variable aggregate and channel
rates ; selection of various interfaces for
aggregate and channel ports; and, derivation
of sync digital data channels from a standard
1.544 MB/sec data stream (6224). Aydin
Monitor Systems. 502 Office Center Dr, Ft.
Circle 153
Washington. PA 19034.

128K bits . Vocabularies can be provided in
English and most other languages. Telesensory Systems. 3408 Hillview Ave. Palo
Alto, CA 94304.
Circle 183

OEM CONTROLLER SYSTEMS combine PDP- I I /03 performance with a compact packaging arrangement for controller
applications. Four SB 11 models are available. All include the LSl-11/2 (PDP-11/03)
central processor, a multifunction memory
board with 32 KB of RAM, two serial line
ports, and a real-time clock; as well as a
memory-resident version of the RT-l l
operating system called MRRT-11 (for

Memory-Resident RT-I I). The SBI I-AA
includes room for ··value added" by OEMs;
the SB I I-DA is preconfigured to support I0
serial lines; the SB I I-EA, preconfigured to
support 7 serial lines, one with modem control; and the SB I I-FA, preconfigured to
support the IEEE 488 instrumentation bus,
plus 3 serial lines including one with modem
control. All include license for the MRRT11 operating system software. $2,440;
$1.660 qty. 50. The TU58-VA, a dual-drive
DECtape II casette subsystem, complements the SB I I as a mass storage option.
($1,500). Digital Equipment Corp, MayCircle 154
nard, MA 01754.

ALPHANUMERIC

PRINTERS. The
P20 l 0 printer with RS 232C interface, and
the P2020 with IEEE 488 interface , feature
two color. 31 column printout with mixed
characters, 7 x 7 dot matrix characters and
integral paper feed. The P20 l 0 will inter-

face with microcomputers, computer
communications and other applications
having Baud rates from 75 to 4800; and the
P2020 will couple with instrumentation,
computer peripherals and test equipment.
Both include a printing rate of 2.4 lps , fast
paper feed: 7.2 lps . 6 lpi, 31 char/line in
black and red. 0 to 40°C operating range.
Inputs are interpreted per the 64 member
ASCII upper case character set. Canon
Business Machines. 3191 Red Hill Ave,
Circle 178
Costa Mesa. CA 92626.

SPEECH SYNTHESIZER, for small
computer and OEM applications. can
accommodate both standard and custom
vocabularies up to 256 utterances . The
Series lll Speech Module consists of TSJ's
speech synthesizer. vocabulary data
memory . and on-board speech filter and an
audio amplifie r. Its TTL compatible 1/0 and
+ 5V si ngle supply simplify interfacing the
module to a microcomputer. Memory can
be any combination of one or two I 6K. 32K
or 64K ROM s or PROMs providing up to

One integral unit.
One reliable source!
Perfectly matched integral unit provides superior alignment, response, accuracy
and tracking • BEi quality encoders, 200 counts per turn to 10,000 counts per turn • high
performance DC servo motors from 10 watts to 350 watts • available with iron core
rotor or basket wound ironless motors • LOWER COST and higher reliability than
purchasing individual unmatched components • single-source responsibility eliminates
service problems • not a kit, but a perfectly matched integral unit designed, produced
and tested to BEi's quality standards • send for our catalog and specifications today.

BEi Electronics, Inc.

[[IIBJ

1101 McAlmont St., Little Rock, AR 72203 • (501) 372-7351 , TWX 910-722-7384
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portable or rack-mount. The INTERVlEW
4500is$14.500 : conversion kit to change an
existing INTERVIEW 3500 to a 4500 is
$5000; 90 days ARO. Atlantic Research
Corp. 5390 Cherokee Ave. Alexandria. VA
223 14.
Circle 191

INTERACTIVE TEST SYSTEM, for data
communications protocol diagnostics, has
many features especially designed for packet
protocols and SNA. as well as detailed

frame analysis of HDLC and SDLC.
Bisync, async. plus ASCII. IPARS, EBCD.
XS-3. SELECTRIC and EBCDIC are
standard. The self documented tape contains
all of the parameters used in the test plus
data. The simultaneous trigger technique
allows looking for a condition and taking
direct action. Up to 8 independent triggers
are simultaneously active. Major applications of the INTERVIEW 4500 include
Emulation. Monitoring. built-in tape stored
test plus 600.000 data characters. IMB
RAM capture memory (optional). and

DIGITAL PANEL METER. This 3-1/2
digit. single board DPM has an extra-large.
.75" high Liquid Crystal Display (LCD).
With energy-efficient LCD display. and low
power CMOS circuitry. it uses only 17 .5
mW of power. It is assembled on a compact
unenclosed circuit board. and requires external.user-supplied +5V power. Electrical
features include: balanced differential
inputs: high impedance inputs with low bias
currents; ratiometric reference which can
cancel drift on bridge-type inputs: autozeroing; selectable Display hold; and blank
circuit pads for anenuation or shunt resistors.
The DM-LX3 is $57.50. OEM discounts
available. Date[ Intersil Inc. 11 Cabot Blvd.
Circle 186
Mansfield. MA 02048.
BUBBLE MEMORY BOARD combines
up to 512 kB of storage capacity with an
interface for Multibus systems. The board
contains the IM 7220 bubble memory controller for operation in DMA, interrupt and
polled modes. and features built-in powerfail protection and error correction. Up to 4
IM 7110 IM -bit bubble memory devices
operating in parallel are on the board so
capacity is available in 128K. 256K or 512K
bytes . Other members of the LSI support

High·Speed
M
~
Storage System
Offers superior
performance,
throughput and
reliability!
Compatible with:
•D.E.C.
•Data General
•Westing house
The non-rotating MaxiRam is a solid-state disc
replacement storage system that operates at the speed
of main memory. It is ideal for the following:
... if your processor is disc I /0 bound.
... if your CPU spends too much time in the 'wait' state.
... if your present disc gives you reliability headaches.
Write or call to find out how your memory performance
and reliability can be dramatically improved. Units available
in both core and semiconductor.

'-"" Imperial Technology, Inc.
I I 831 S. Douglas Street • El Segundo,

I

-...;;-

California 90245 ·Telephone: (213) 679-9501
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chip set provided on the iSBC 254 board
include a formatter/sense amp .. 3 packages
for coil driving and a current pulse generator.
Intel Corp, 1302 N. Mathilda Ave, Sunnyvale. CA 94086.
Circle 157

CMOS SWITCHES feature ±25V protection beyond the power supply and data
latches for interfacing with µ.P 's. The
AD7590DI and AD7591DI both feature 4
independent
single-pole,
single-throw
(SPST) switches in a 16-pin DIP. differing
only in that the switch control logic is inverted. The A07592 comprises 2 independent single-pole. double-throw (SPDT)
switches in a 14-pin DIP. Two grades of
each model are available. KN grades are
specified over the 0 to + 70°C temperature
range with plastic packages. while BD
grades are specified over the -25°C to
+85°C with ceramic packages. The digital
inputs are TTL compatible. with no need for
pullup resistors. KN versions are $7.40
(100); BD versions are $14 (100). Analog
Devices Semiconductor. 804 Woburn St.
Circle 190
Wilmington . MA 01887.

'

Moving?
1. For FASTEST service attach old mailing label in
space below.
If mailing label is not available print your old
Company name and address in this box
Please allow
6 weeks for
change to
take effect

2. Print your NEW business address here
NAME - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - TITLE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -COMPANY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _STATE_ _ ZIP _ __

3. Mail to: Circulation Manager
Digital Design
1050 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 02215

...

SOFTWARE PACKAGES. The SOS,
Software Operating Systems, are fully
documented, have been thoroughly tested
and debugged, and are simple to load. They
are written in BASIC for the TRS-80 Model
1 Level II. Apple II with Applesoft, and
Ohio Scientific microcomputers. The
packages are available on tape for the TRS80 and tape or disk for Apple and OSI. Each
tape or disk contains from 3 to 8 programs.
They require at least l 6K to 32K RAM in the
tape format and from 32K to 48K RAM on
disk. They can be altered to meet specific or
unique requirements. The SOS simplify the
design and analysis of commonly-encountered
circuit design problems. The packages
include: Plotting Graphs for Line Printer,
Active Filter Design , Descriptive Statistics
& Regression Analysis, Electronics I, II and
Ill , and Plotting Graphs for Video Display.
$24 .95 on tape; $29 .95 on disk. A book
entitled '"Circuit Design Programs for the
TRS-80'" , by Howard M. Berlin, is also
available. Howard W. Sams & Co., 4300
W . 62nd St. Box 7092. Indianapolis, IN
46206.
Circle 169
RACK MOUNT ADAPTER is designed to
allow up to 3 Model 6200. 62 10 . or 6110
desktop units to be rack mounted in a
standard EIA cabinet. It consists of a
window-frame type front panel 3\li'' H by

Which

Al~hanumeric

·. _ Printout
dOYOU prefer!
DIGITEC,..S

DIGITEC-~

S

ELECTROSEHSITIVE
ALPHANUMERIC PRINTERS
* 64 CHARACTERS

& 6460
THERMAL ALPHANUMERIC
PRINTERS
* 64 CHARACTERS

0123456789 ABCDEFGH

0123456789 ABCDEFGH

6410

& 6420

6450

IJKLMHOPQRSTU~WXYZ@

IJKLMHOPQRSTU~WXVZ@

*

<>?=;:/-.,+•)(!%$19

<>?=;:/-.,+*)(&%$1"

!"'H[](}

!',,[]{)

21 CHARACTERS/LINE
32 OPTIONAL

*

21 CHARACTERS/LIHE

* SERIAL/PARALLEL
INPUT

19" W. The modems are positioned on a
shelf attached to the front panel by side
brackets. The shelf has cut-outs for the
modem· s plastic feet that facilitate positioning and securing each unit. Filler panels
are available for unused modem locations .
Model 6330 is $125: filler panels are $12
each . International Data Sciences. Inc .. 7
Wellington Rd. Lincoln. RI 02865.
Circle 139

-SERIES/1 ENHANCEMENTS provide
improved communications and networking
functions . The 4952 Model C is an entry
level processor with an integrated diskette
drive unit and up to 128K of main storage.
The 4955 Model F doubles Series/l "s main
storage capacity to 5 l 2K; software support
includes Realtime Programming System
Version 5, Event Driven Executive Version
3 and Control Program Support. From
$8500 to $11 ,550 for the 4952 and 4955 .
The 4975 Printer is offered in a range of
models with both local and remote attachment. Speeds from 40 to 160 cps. From
$2500 to $3650 . A Local Communications
Controller. for high speed serial data
communication, allows up to 16 processors
to be attached without a primary station.
($3825) . Other enhancements are also
available. IBM. Corp. Box C- 1645. Atlanta,
GA 30301 .
Circle 160
Circle 44 for Information Only; Ci rcle 54 for Demonstration Only
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destructive overlay cursor. Sigma Design
West , Ltd , 7306 S. Alton Way, Englewood,
C080112 .
Circle155

RASTERSCAN DISPLAY. This flickerfree, high resolution rasterscan CRT display
is an extension to the l/0 capability of the
Sigmagraphics II CAD system. Different
versions include graphic output in full color
(over 4000 defined colors available) or with
gray scale having over 250 levels of gray,
plus standard B&W output. They feature
image resolution greater than JO()() x JO()()
pixels, screen sizes up to 25" and introduce
parallel processing to the system by providing for local generation of drawing details
via an on-board µP dedicated to display
management. OMA transfer rate is up to
!MB/sec and the vector drawing time is

ZS0/8080/8085 CROSS ASSEMBLERS.
Combined with a Millennium MicroSystem
Emulator, the cross-assembler program
transforms computers into complete
development systems for these µP families .
It can also be used with FASTPROBE
guided probe software. The package
includes a MACRO assembler ge nerating
relocatable object code, a linking loader,
and a formatter/downloader. A users
manual and FORTRAN source code on
floppy disk or magnetic tape are provided.
Minis supported by the Z80 Cross Assembler include PDP- I I/LSI- I I with either RT! I or RSX-I I OS, IXi NOYA 1200 or
ECLIPSE with either ROOS or AOS. HP
!000 or 3000 and Tl 99/ LO. ($1500).
Millennium Systems. Inc . 19050 Pruneridge Ave, Cupertino, CA 95014.
Circle 166

typically 3 ms per pixel. Multiple highspeed memories are provided for storing
display parameters. All models include an
alphanumeric keyboard with 64 user definab le special function keys and a non-

µ.C MODULE ENCLOSURE. This selfcontained enclosure features a 75W power
supply. fan. front panel. and a 4-slot card
cage which can accommodate any of Tl's
TM990 Family of 16-bit microcomputer.
memory . 1/0 or peripheral interface
modules . The number and type of modules
can be any combination whose total power
consumption does not exceed the power
supply's 75W maximum. The power supply
is a switching-type. and an ac-line filter is

•
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provided to minimize electromagnetic and
radio-frequency interference . This compact
enclosure measures 7"H x 17"W x 16.7"0.
The TM990/522 is $1.620. Texas Instruments Inc. Box 225012. M/S 308. Dallas.
TX 75265 .
Circle 182

P-E COMPAT. PRODUCTS. This
·· Resource Referral Catalog·· lists hardware
and software products, which operate on
current Perkin-Elmer computer systems,
that are available from independent companies . The products listed are sold or
licensed, and independently supported by
the companies which submitted them.
Perkin-Elmer Corp, 106 Apple St. , Tinton
Falls. NJ 07757.
Circle 204
BROCHURES ON KEYBOARDS AND
switches. A full-color eight-page brochure
describes ··Golden Touch " capacitive keyboards. Diagrams are included that explain
Digitran ·s patented , hinged , moving-plate
capacitor technique . A second brochure lists
the company's line of digital switches
(thumbwheel or lever) for commerciai and
industrial uses . A third publication concen-

Digital 'Jideo MeMory
The 274C contains a 512 x 512 x 8-bit
memory that may be used to "freeze"
black-and-white or color TV signals. A
digital 1/0 port allows rapid transfer of
memory contents to a computer or other
location, as well as allowing use of the
274C for high quality reconstruction of
digitally encoded images.
Options include multiple memory configurations and image subtraction.
Please
contact us for price and delivery information .

•
Seeing by the light of a soldering iron, one of the special applications of the 274C.

colorado

•

video

POST OFFICE BOX 928 BOULDER , COLORADO 80306 USA
PHONE (303) 444 -39 72 TWX 910 · 940 · 3248 (COLO VIDEO BDR)
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trates on two-button bi-directional switches
that utilize fiber optics lighting . All or any of
these brochures are available free. Digitran
Co., 855 S. Arroyo Pkwy , Pasadena, CA
91 l 05.
Circle 230

TURNKEY SOLUTION to tech control
offers a low price that makes network control a practical reality. The turnkey solution
is a specially packaged version of Digilog 's
Network Supervisory System which is
equipped with automatic monitoring and
alarming, testing, and reconfiguration
features for 8 communication lines plus a
OLM III Data Line Monitor fo r diagnostic

testing of all components in the user network. The turnkey NS System addresses
communications line supervision, EIA
interface surveillance. automatic visual and
audible alarm conditions, network reconfiguration through patching, communications
line testing , and protocol monitoring and
simulation. A Trap feature captures an 8 kB
slice of questionable transmission stream for
visual analysis. ($10,378). Digilog, BabyCircle 159
lon Rd , Horsham. PA 19044.

FAULT TOLERANT COMPUTER. The
PSIFf BC , (PSoftware Implemented Fault
Tolerance Basic Controller) provides correct, continuous operation . even in the event
of hardware failures. Without any user
intervention it automatically detects and
corrects errors due to any fault before
harmful action occurs . The BC series is the
first of a full line of fault-tolerant control
computers. They are designed specifically
for use as embedded controllers or smallscale control systems. The user can select
the degree of reliability and can choose from
a variety of packaging. power and memory
options. August Systems, 2757 19th St. SE,
Circle 1n
Salem. OR 97302.
ELECTRONICS CATALOG. This 756pg catalog features the products of leading
electronic component manufacturers. The
catalog is custom produced and all items
listed are stocked. Descriptions. electrical
and physical specifications and illustrations
are provided for Semiconductors. Resistors,
Transformers. Connectors. Sockets, Wire .
Cable. Lamps. Lights and other related
electronics products. It features a detailed
product index and a separate index by manufacturer. Catalog No . 105 is free on request.
Newark Electronics. 500 N. Pulaski Rd.
Chicago. IL 60624.
Circle 188
FIBEROPTICS, by John A. Kuecken. is a
thorough guide that makes even difficult
theories clear and easy-to-understand. This
sourcebook goes from simple. but comprehensive. explanations of why and how

fiberoptics were invented, through how they
work and their applications to almost any
electronic purpose . The various chapters
cover the nature of light. the history of
various light theories and discoveries . wave
theory, polarization and wave interference ,
wave impedance. the methods for using
refraction and reflection to the best advantage. lenses , actual hardware and the latest
equipment. practical fiberoptic applications
and a special low-cost transmitter and
receiver project to build and experiment
with. This handbook is a valuable combination of theory and practical know-how .
$14.95 hardbound; $9.95 paperback . Tab
Books. Blue Ridge Summit. PA 17214.
Inquire Direct
8048 EMULATION PACKAGE. Now
available is an emulation support
package for the ECL-3 211 universal
development system for the 8048 chip
family. Called the ESP-8048, this hardware/software package offers the user
complete facilities for assembly language software development and realtime in-circuit emulation of any chip
in the 8048 family - without using
any interrupts, stack space, or memory
space in the user's target. Included are
the ASM-8048 macro-relocatable assembler, the CD-8048 chip driver
module, the ECL.LINK general purpose linker, the OBJ.FORM object
code format converter and the
EP-8048 Pod , with cables . Software is
supplied on an RXO 1 diskette. When
supplied as part of an ECL-3211 development system, the ESP-8048 is included in the system price. Purchased
separately as an add -on to an existing
ECL-3211, the ESP-8048 package is
$1500 (delivery 30 days, ARO). Emulogic Inc, 362 University Ave, Westwood, MA 02090.
Circle 207.

HARD-COPY RECORDER produces
crisp hard copies of B& W or 16 continuoustone images directly from the video output
of Lexidata graphics and imaging display

All you need
to know
about
Line Printer
Controllers

is
Datasystems.
Thousands of DEC ,
Data General
and IBM Series I
users rely on
Datasystems
for trouble-free
line printer interfacing.
Self-Test,
Software Transparency
and Compatibility,
Switch Selection,
Technical Documentation
and the highest
quality components
are all
standard features .
Overnight shipping
is also available
upon request.
To find out more,

Call collect
714/ 566-5500
processors. It may be run in parallel with the
monitor. No special hardware or software
interfacing is needed. A built-in test pattern
generator and a 4 channel multiplexor which
allows the Model 4000 to be used with 4
separate display processors are both available . Table top or rack mount. $5445 for
monochrome version: $8156 for grey-scale
version. 90 days ARO. Lexidata Corp. 755
Middlesex Tpke. Billerica. MA 01865.
Circle 176

6

DATASYSTEMS a ~ subsidiary

We make the difference.
8716 Production Avenue
San Diego, CA 92121
Circle 47 on Reader Inquiry Card
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Firmware Level Interrupts for the 2900
Dr. Donnamaie E. White
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
Sunnyvale, CA

Interrupt handling at the firmware or
software level is desirable when the
interrupts are recognized under programmer control. These "softwareinterrupts " are used in emulations and
basic CPU structures, while real-time
or ·· hard interrrupts" are necessary in
controller environments. Firmware
level interrupts for a 2900 Family-based
Computer Control Unit (CCU) or controller can be implemented with a 2914
Priority Interrupt Circuit (one can
handle up to 8 levels of prioritized interrupts), a 29 IO Microprogram Sequencer, registers, PROMs for implementing a memory map, a vector map
and microprogram control memory .
The instruction register contains the
current machine instruction, or macroinstruction. The memory-mapping
PROM accepts the instruction register
(IR) opcode portion on its address lines
and produces an output microprogram
address, which is the start address for
the microroutine that implements the
hardware steps to support the opcode.
The vector-mapping PROM accepts
the 2914 priority-encoded vector output on its address input and generates a
microprogram address on its output
lines, which is the start address for the
interrupt routine that will service the
interrupt.
The 29 l 4 accepts up to 8 interrupt
requests encoded by an internal priority
interrupt encoder. The interrupts can be
individually masked, in which case
they do not reach the encoder. and interrupts may also be nested under programmer control. A status fence prevents interrupts (of a priority less than
that level currently in service) from
causing an interrupt request . Both the
status fence register and the mask register may be stored in the main memory
of the system or may be loaded from the
main memory of the system.
Fig 1 shows output enables for the
76 Digital Design MARCH 1981
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Figure 1 : Firmware level interrupts for the 2900 series.
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Figure 2: The microword conceptual layout

three microprogram address sources:
(I) the branch address/counter field in
the microword of the microinstruction
register (pipeline register for the control memory); (2) the vector map output
and (3) the mapping PROM output are
all driven from fields in the microword.

This averages 20 ns faster than sourcing
these signals from the 2910.
The microword for the structure
shown in Fig 1 is given in Fig 2. The
microword format is shown in a struc- ""'
tured layout, conceptually clear to a
human reading the microprogram.

•

From left to right the microword fields
shown are: ( 1) 29 IO Instruction Field
Load MAR
- the 4 bits required for the basic sixteen instructions (there are more instructions) . (2) Conditional MUX ----;.,_~e -•: ,·:·'/:·,
multiplexer used to select which tes_t
~-~ .~lur ,;:' · l;;t::r· . .
Fetch instruction
input will be examined; a l-of-8 M~ ~,:::-4' •,:· i ;,;.11
1.-,;
is chosen here . Tests possible beside;,:.~.
~·~ a.-q ; 111>.·,, · ,', J;1: "t-:
the ·ANY INTERRUPT TEST are
...,., °lli\<. r > ~ ~-~
Decode (via memory map)
PASS , ALU status (from a status regis....1'.','!'!s,w
ter), etc. (3) Branch Address or 2910
Counter - the field used to specify an
Start Address
from memory
address or a value. (4) 2914 lnstruction
map
/
Field - the basic four instruction lines
plus the IEN line. (5) 2914 INT DIS Individual
the interrupt disable ; used to protect
Micro routines
against interrupts during start-up in
sensitive code areas, etc. (6) OEPL output enable for the branch address
field . (7) OEMAP - output enable for
the memory mapping PROM . (8)
OEvECT - output enable for the vector
mapping PROM.
For handling interrupts , several opTest for interrupt
and PC PC + 1
tions are available in the hardware
shown in Fig 1 and the microword in
Fig 2. Using a typical CPU microproFigure 3: Sample CPU flow form.
gram structure as shown in Fig 3, the
flow is characterized by the common
At the end of the microroutine, it may
be a conditional jump to subroutine
microinstruction steps necessary for
be desirable to restore these registers .
where the subroutine start address is
each execution; i.e., load PC to MAR ;
The status register must be lowered as it
provided via the vector map . See C.
fetch next macroinstruction to Instrucis automatically set when the 2914
The subroutine, which would be
tion Register and decode the opcode.
READ
VECTOR instruction is
similar in its initial and final steps to
The PC is incremented as part of the
any other interrupt routine would return
executed.
PC~ MAR step in its own step, or even
Second, if an individual microto the calling location via an uncondias part of the fetch instruction step.
routine is long, it may be desirable to
tional return . See D.
Within this common code sequence,
Nested interrupts are permissable
test for an interrupt during some
usually at the completion of the
with either approach, provided that the
quiescent point within the microcurrent microinstruction microroutine,
interrupt routine itself tests for interroutine. This is possible using the
a test can be made for the existence of
rupts . The stack limit on the 2910 is
hardware and microword previously
an interrupt request.
five .
given. The test in this instance would
Because the test is at a given location, such as the end of a microroutine
or the beginnng of a common code sec2914
2910 COND BR # ADDR
2914
OEPL OEMAP OEVECT
tion, there is no need to use a subINST MUX
COUNTER
INST
TEN INT DIS
routine . All routines return to a fixed
A
READ
EN
EN
DIS
DIS
CJV ANY
EN
#
address .
ORCJP
VECTOR
The microinstruction seq uence is
shown in A.
2910 COND BR # ADDA
2914
2914
At the interrupt routine address
OEPL OEMAP OEVECT
INST MUX
COUNTER
INST
~N INT DIS
generated by the vector map. the interB
rupt is first cleared from the 2914 and
PASS
CJP
START
#
DIS
EN
EN
DIS
DIS
acknowledged (if the interrupt is a level
signal rather than a pulse). The end of
the interrupt routine would have an
2910 COND BR # ADDR
2914
2914
OEPL OEMAP OEVECT
INST MUX
COUNTER
INST
TEN INT DIS
unconditional jump to the common
c
code section, labeled ST ART in the
ANY
READ
CJS
EN
EN
#
DIS
DIS
EN
VECTOR
code shown in B.
Unconditional jumps can be generated via a PASS on the multiplexer
2914
2914
2910 COND BR # ADDR
OEPL OEMAP OEVECT
COUNTER
INST
(CC/2910) is active LOWJ or via the
INST MUX
TEN INi'DiS
D
CCENpin of the 2910. This method
DIS
EN
EN
CRTN PASS
#
#
DIS
DIS
uses the multiplexer solution . During
the start of the routine it may be desirable to load or to save either the Mask
Figure 4: Microintruction routines for handling interrupts
Register. the Status Register or both.

'1,.;;,
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Designers' Notebook

Sequential Lock Circuit Provides Programmable Key Word Length
A flexible, sequential lock circuit with
programmable key word length from 1
to 15 digits can be built with only 5 !Cs.
The right choice of the currently available MSI and LSI is essential to the
success of this design .
The 2-out-of-7 code keyboard and
encoder IC l are normally used for the
phone dial system. Pulsed by a 16KHz
clock (IC5A, IC5B) , it generates a
BCD data at the output each time a
numeric key is pressed, and also supplies a delayed strobe pulse after a
contact debouncing period. IC2 compares the key-in data with number
stored in memory IC3 . If these two
numbers are equal, the strobe pulse 's
trailing edge will increment address
counter IC4 by one and address to the
next key code in memory. The counter
continues to count up for each matched
input until 15 is reached at its output,
and a carry signal is generated. Each
time it meets an unmatched condition ,
the strobe pulse sets the counter back to
the initial state by loading the binary
number at the counter's ABCD input.
So the key word length is equal to 15
minus the number at the counter's input
(the figure shows 10).
To store a new code, place switch in
store mode, enter the new code from

~4011
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The strobe pulse generated by IC1 will Increment the address counter If the key In code
matches the code stored In the memory; otherwise, set counter output to (ABCDh. Key
word length-15 - (ABCD) 2.

the keyboard; the strobe pulse will
write the number into the memory and
increment the memory address at the
same time . Since the trailing edge of
the strobe pulse is used to clock the
counter, a sufficient write recovery
time is guaranteed by a relatively long
propagation delay time of the counter.
lC3 is a 256 x 4 bit RAM, and we

have used only a small part of this
RAM. The remaining portion of RAM
can be used for multiple users or multiple key code application . The memory lC, a 2101 , can be replaced by a
5 101 for low power battery operation or
by an equivalent PROM.
L. Y. Hung , Consulting Engr. , 300
Tremont St., Boston, MA 02116.

Pulse Generator Uses 3 ICs
To generate a fixed pattern of pulses
(i.e., for self-calibrating or selftesting). a simple way to do this with
minimum hardware is shown. To generate a pulse-pattern, only three components are needed. Upon receipt of the
Start Calibration command, FF! will
be reset, removing the clear condition
from FF2 and CNT (FF2 and CNT form
a 5-bit counter). The next pulses will
advance the counter.
As for the contents of the PROM.
any time a I is in the PROM, the pulse
is HIGH and, reciprocally. a 0 gives a
LOW. So. by writing the ls and Os into
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2
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-!"
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N{;)
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Start Cal ib .

3
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Replacing the PROM with a RAM enables
generating more patterns via µP control.
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the PROM , it is possible to control the
frequency and duty cycle of the resulting square wave.
Various patterns can be easily implemented. Whenever it is desired to
stop the sequence, a 1 should be programmed into the second bit of the
PROM . This bit will reset the counter
(FF2 and CNT) and a new sequence
will start only upon the receiving of a
new start command.
It is obvious that simultaneous patterns are available from the same
PROM , allowing a simultaneous check
of different parts of the system. The
PROM can be replaced by a RAM, thus
allowing generation of many more pat~
terns under the control of a µ.P.
Sorin Zarnescu , Teledyne Systems
Co .. 19601 Nordhoff St., Northridge,
CA.

to a no-op instruction via appropriate
pull-up and pull-down resistors.
For the RCA 1802 , op code for a
no-op is C4 . The appropriate bus programming network is , shown. When
this scheme is implemented and a hit is
simulated by a long jump out of system
memory, the µ.P repeatedly increments
its program counter and executes no-op
instructions until entire remaining
memory space has been sequenced
through and the first instruction in the
program is once again encountered. At
this point, further recovery functions

can be implemented in software.
Mark Polczynski, Eaton CC/SD,
Watertown, WI.

Got a circuit design problem
and solution? How about
sharing it with your fellow
engineers? (Contact Editor,
Digital Design.)

Reducing IL P
System Lockup
Random noise spikes, (or "hits") on
µ.P system data, address, or control lines
can have several adverse effects . One
particularly troublesome effect occurs
when hits cause erroneous op code
fetches or changes in program counters, stack pointers, or memory bits .
Such changes can cause discontinuities
in program execution and the program
will appear to make random jumps .
Good software design improves chances
that a system will survive such a jump .
However. if the jump causes the program to execute an invalid instruction
or data rather than a valid instruction ,
system lock-up may occur. For this
case , recovery may only be possible
through use of a hardware dead-man
reset timer .
In some cases , the program may
jump into unused RAM or ROM locations . Graceful recovery is somewhat
easier for this situation . Unused
memory need only be filled with no-op
instructions, the last available memory
locations containing instructions calling for a jump to an appropriate section
of the program . But. for small systems.
it is more likely that such a bit will
cause a jump completely out of existing
memory. In this case. the microprocessor will see only the high impedance of
the tristated data bus during the fetch
cycle. and lock-up will almost surely
follow. Recovery from this type of hit
can be implemented quite simply. The
data bus need only be ··programmed ..

....
About Linear Motors
That's what you get when
you call Systems Magnetics.
Coupling years of experience
and know-how with
creative imagination,
SMC's engineering
group integrates
your specific needs
with our capable
production people to
ensure functional,
efficient and cost-

effective answers to your particular needs.
Contact Tom McMahon,
Vice President, Corporate Marketing, for
your specific needs
in linear motor actuators and linear
velocity transducers.
He'll talk straight
with you.

~M~ Systems Magnetic Company

~
~ 2837 Coronado Street, Anaheim, CA 92806, (714) 632-8400
Specialists in 5-1/4" and 8" Fixed Disc Drive Motors

Circle 3 on Reader Inquiry Card
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COMTAL/3M

COMPUTER
GRAPHICS
CONSULTANTS
We wish to retain marketing consultants to prepare market research
reports analyzing and forecasting
the following segments of the computer graphics market:
• Computer
graphics
in
Business
• CAS/CAM
• Stand Alones
• Computer Graphic Software
• Computer Graphics in the
Graphic Arts
All replies will be kept strictly
confidential. Fees will be paid
commensurate with qualifications.
We are an internationally known
firm and can provide continuous
assignments.

Box27
Digital Design
1050 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 02215

COMTAL/3M is in a growth expansion
mode and is looking for qualified individuals with experience in automated
printed circuit board CAD software systems. COMTAL/3M is establishing such a
facility the first quarter of 1981, and is
looking for experienced operators and
users in the usage of interactive software
packages for printed circuit board lay-out
procedures. Interested applicants please
send resume in confidence to :
Patti L Svetich
COMTAL/3M
505 W. Woodbury Rd. Altadena, CA 91001
Circle 49

The MB 85 microcom·
puter system offers the
Multibus user a unique
system's capability. In·
tegrated into the system
are: 12" CRT, full ASCII
keyboard, SMHz 8085
CPU, 64K RAM, and
dual s· floppy disk
drives providing up to 2
million bytes of mass storage. Expansion capability is
provided by the 9 slot Multivus card cage featuring 200
watts of usable power. Available options include IBM
compatible mag tape, hard disk drives, analog and digi·
tal 1/0, printers, PROM programmers, and mini-floppies.
The system comes complete wtth the CP/M operating
system (Version 2.2) and a choice of high-level Ian·
guages as well as anumber of proven application pac~
ages are available to assist in your development efforts.

Zendex designs and manufactures acomplete
line of MULTIBUS compatible boards and
MOS compatible systems.
• SBC CPU 8085A-2, 8088
•RAM 128K Dynamic
• FDC ISIS-II Compatible, RMX Compatible
• PROM Programmer 2716, 2732,2732A
• Disk Systems
• ChassisZX-660, Z:X-655
• SBX-Modules Analog, IEEE,Digital
• MDS Systems CP/M, ISIS-II Compatible
Zendex 6680 Sierra Lane, Dublin, CA 94566
(4 15) 829- 1284
Circle 50

COMARKCORPCJRATION
257 Crescent Street. Waltham, Massachusects 02154
l617) 894 -7000 • TWX 710- 324- 1503
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